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Preface 
 

Gastroesophageal reflux (GER) is a rather frequent occurrence that, when its factors 
overcome the resistance of the esophageal mucosa, may cause inflammatory lesions of 
various degrees. In some cases, metaplasia, dysplasia and neoplasia may start to 
develop. This non-physiological disorder may also affect extraesophageal organs, such 
as the pharynx, larynx, bronchopulmonary tree, ear, nose, and oral cavities, and may 
also influence the heart through nervous reflexes. 

In this book, contributions from international experts in this field have been collected. 
Interesting aspects of this disease are highlighted, including pathophysiology, 
diagnostic problems, and medical or surgical treatment. These aspects are examined 
through reviews, original investigations, and clinical experiences, spreading from 
esophageal to extra-esophageal manifestations of the disease.  

 
Prof. Mauro Bortolotti 

MD, Department of Internal Medicine and Gastroenterology, 
University of Bologna, 

Bologna, 
Italy 
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Neural Regulatory Mechanisms of Esophageal 
Motility and Its Implication for GERD 

Takahiko Shiina and Yasutake Shimizu 
Department of Basic Veterinary Science, Laboratory of Physiology, 

The United Graduate School of Veterinary Sciences, Gifu University, Gifu, 
Japan 

1. Introduction 

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is one of the representative esophageal disorders 
and can severely influence the quality of life in humans (Jung, 2011; Moayyedi & Talley, 
2006; Salvatore & Vandenplas, 2003). In GERD patients, abnormal reflux of gastric contents 
to the esophagus causes chest pain and heartburn (Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Salvatore & 
Vandenplas, 2003). Esophageal mucosal erosions and/or ulcers are formed by acid exposure 
(Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Salvatore & Vandenplas, 2003). On the other hand, patients with 
nonerosive reflux disease (NERD), one phenotype of GERD, have typical reflux symptoms 
induced by intraesophageal reflux of gastric contents but have no visible esophageal 
mucosal injury (Long & Orlando, 2008; Tack, 2005; Winter & Heading, 2008). GERD is 
caused mainly by acid reflux due to abnormal relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter 
(LES) and/or low activity of clearance in the esophageal body (DeMeester et al., 1979; Grossi 
et al., 1998; Grossi et al., 2006; Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Nagahama et al., 2003). Abnormal 
relaxation of the LES and low activity of clearance might be associated with dysmotility of 
the esophagus. The motility in the esophageal body and LES is regulated by both the central 
and peripheral nervous systems (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; 
Cunningham & Sawchenko, 1990; Jean, 2001; Neuhuber et al., 2006; Park & Conklin, 1999; 
Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). Therefore, dysfunction of neural regulation seems to cause 
abnormal motility in the esophagus, resulting in excessive acid reflux and then GERD 
(Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Orlando, 1997; Parkman & Fisher, 1997; Salvatore & Vandenplas, 
2003; Vandenplas & Hassall, 2002).  

In fact, there are many reports about the involvement of esophageal dysmotility in the 
pathogenic mechanism of GERD (Dogan & Mittal, 2006; Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Orlando, 
1997; Parkman & Fisher, 1997; Salvatore & Vandenplas, 2003; Shiina et al., 2010; Vandenplas 
& Hassall, 2002). On the other hand, since neural regulatory mechanisms of esophageal 
motiliy, especially roles of the intrinsic nervous system in the striated muscle portion, have 
remained to be clarified (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Goyal & 
Chaudhury, 2008), little attention has been paid to the relationship between intrinsic neural 
regulatory mechanisms for esophageal motility and pathophysiology of GERD. Discussion 
of this relationship is important and might indicate novel therapeutic targets for GERD. In 
this chapter, we describe neural regulation of the esophageal motility on the basis of results 
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of our studies, and we discuss the relationship between pathogenic mechanisms of GERD 
and esophageal dysmotility.  

2. Neural regulation of esophageal motility 
The tunica muscularis of the stomach, small intestine and large intestine is constituted 
entirely of smooth muscle (Makhlouf & Murthy, 2009). Gastrointestinal smooth muscle 
motility is regulated by the enteric nervous system (Furness, 2006; Hansen, 2003; Kunze & 
Furness, 1999; Olsson & Holmgren, 2001; 2011). The sequence of peristaltic events does not 
depend on extrinsic autonomic innervation but rather involves the activation of intrinsic 
sensory neurons, which are coupled via modulatory interneurons to excitatory and 
inhibitory motor neurons projecting into the smooth muscle layer (Furness, 2006; Hansen, 
2003; Kunze & Furness, 1999; Olsson & Holmgren, 2001; 2011). 

In contrast to other gastrointestinal tracts, the external muscle layer of the mammalian 
esophagus contains striated muscle fibers, which extend from the pharyngoesophageal 
junction to the thoracic or even abdominal portion, depending on the species (Izumi et al., 
2002; Neuhuber et al., 2006; Shiina et al., 2005; Wooldridge et al., 2002; Wörl & Neuhuber, 
2005) (Fig.1). In humans, horses, cats and pigs, the upper and lower portions of the 
esophagus are composed of striated and smooth muscles, respectively, with a mixed portion 
between them. In dogs, ruminants and rodents including mice, rats and hamsters, the 
muscle layer of the esophagus consists mostly of striated muscle fibers. On the other hand, 
the tunica muscularis of the LES consists of smooth muscles (Neuhuber et al., 2006; Wörl & 
Neuhuber, 2005). Esophageal motility is controlled centrally by an extrinsic neuronal 
mechanism and peripherally by an intrinsic neuronal mechanism (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; 
Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Cunningham & Sawchenko, 1990; Goyal & Chaudhury, 2008; 
Jean, 2001; Neuhuber et al., 2006; Park & Conklin, 1999; Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). Below, we 
describe the neuronal controls of these two muscle types in the esophageal body and 
smooth muscles in the LES. 

 
Fig. 1. Tunica muscularis of the esophageal body in mammals. Left is oral side and right is 
aboral side. 
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2.1 Esophageal body 

The mechanisms of peristalsis control are different between striated muscle and smooth 
muscle in the esophageal body. However, in both portions, esophageal peristalsis is 
controlled by the swallowing pattern generator (SPG) located in the brainstem (Bieger, 1993; 
Bieger & Neuhuber, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Jean, 2001; Jean & Dallaporta, 2006), 
depending on extrinsic neurons unlike other gastrointestinal tracts. 

2.1.1 Neural control of peristalsis in the esophageal striated muscle portion  

According to the conventional view, the SPG both initiates and organizes peristalsis in the 
striated esophageal muscle, i.e., both primary and secondary peristaltic contractions are 
centrally mediated in the striated muscle portion (Bieger, 1993; Bieger & Neuhuber, 2006; 
Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Goyal & Chaudhury, 2008; Jean & Dallaporta, 2006). Striated 
muscle fibers are innervated exclusively by excitatory vagal efferents that arise from motor 
neurons localized in the nucleus ambiguus and terminate on motor endplates (Bieger & 
Hopkins, 1987; Cunningham & Sawchenko, 1990; Neuhuber et al., 1998). We could confirm 
this view additionally by demonstrating that vagal nerve stimulation evokes twitch 
contractile responses of the striated muscle in an isolated segment of mammalian 
esophagus, which are abolished by d-tubocurarine, an antagonist of nicotinic acetylcholine 
receptors on the striated muscle, but not by atropine, an antagonist of muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptors on the smooth muscle, or hexamethonium, a blocker of ganglionic 
acetylcholine receptors (Boudaka et al., 2007a; Boudaka et al., 2007b; Izumi et al., 2003; 
Shiina et al., 2006). Peristalsis in the striated esophageal muscle is executed according to a 
sequence pre-programmed in the compact formation of the nucleus ambiguus (Andrew, 
1956). The compact formation of the nucleus ambiguus receives projections from the central 
subnucleus of the nucleus of the solitary tract (Barrett et al., 1994; Cunningham & 
Sawchenko, 1989; Lu & Bieger, 1998), which in turn receives vagal afferents from the 
esophagus (Altschuler et al., 1989; Ross et al., 1985), thus closing a reflex loop for esophageal 
motor control (Bieger, 1993; Cunningham & Sawchenko, 1990; Lu & Bieger, 1998). Neural 
controls of motility in the striated muscle esophagus are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Neural control of peristalsis in the striated muscle portion of the esophagus by vago-
vagal reflex. ACh; acetylcholine.  
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2.1.2 Neural control of peristalsis in the esophageal smooth muscle portion 

In contrast to striated muscle, motor innervation of the smooth muscle esophagus is more 
complex. Here, the SPG initiates peristalsis via preganglionic neurons in the dorsal motor 
nucleus of the vagus that project to the myenteric ganglia in the esophagus, i.e., the primary 
peristalsis involves both central and peripheral mechanisms (Conklin & Christensen, 1994). 
The smooth muscle is innervated by myenteric motor neurons that can release acetylcholine, 
tachykinins or nitric oxide (NO) (Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Furness, 2006). However, the 
progressing front of contraction is organized by virtue of their local reflex circuits that are 
composed of sensory neurons, interneurons and motor neurons as elsewhere in the gut, i.e., 
the secondary peristalsis is entirely due to peripheral mechanisms in the smooth muscle 
esophagus (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Goyal & Chaudhury, 
2008). In fact, the smooth muscle esophagus can exhibit propulsive peristaltic contractions in 
response to an intraluminal bolus of food even in a vagotomy model (Cannon, 1907; 
Tieffenbach & Roman, 1972). Moreover, peristaltic reflexes can be elicited by distention in an 
isolated segment of the smooth muscle esophagus from the opossum (Christensen & Lund, 
1969). Neural controls of motility in the smooth muscle esophagus are illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Neural control of peristalsis in the smooth muscle portion of the esophagus. (A) Vagal 
innervation for primary peristalsis. (B) Local reflex circuit by enteric neurons for secondary 
peristalsis. ACh; acetylcholine. TK; tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide. 

2.2 Involvement of intrinsic neurons in motility of the esophageal striated muscle 

The striated muscle fibers in the esophagus were hitherto considered as ‘classical’ skeletal 
muscle fibers, innervated exclusively by excitatory vagal motor neurons, which terminate on 
motor endplates (Bieger & Hopkins, 1987; Cunningham & Sawchenko, 1990; Neuhuber et 
al., 1998). It is believed that peristalsis in the striated esophageal muscle is executed 
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according to a sequence pre-programmed in a medullary swallowing network and 
modulated via vago-vagal reflexes as described above (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & 
Christensen, 1994; Jean, 2001; Mukhopadhyay & Weisbrodt, 1975; Park & Conklin, 1999; 
Roman & Gonella, 1987). On the other hand, the presence of a distinct ganglionated 
myenteric plexus in the striated muscle portion of the mammalian esophagus, comparable 
to other gastrointestinal tracts, has been well known for a long time (Gruber, 1968; Stefanelli, 
1938). However, functional roles of the intrinsic nervous system in peristalsis of the striated 
muscle in the esophagus have remained enigmatic and have been neglected in concepts of 
peristaltic control (Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; Diamant, 1989; 
Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). To clarify roles of the intrinsic nervous system in motility of the 
esophageal striated muscle, morphological and then functional studies have been 
performed.  

2.2.1 Morphological investigation 

Investigation of the regulatory role of intrinsic neurons in the esophagus was advanced by 
the discovery of ‘enteric co-innervation’ of esophageal motor endplates (Neuhuber et al., 
1994; Wörl et al., 1994). The enteric co-innervation challenged the conventional view of 
peristalsis control in the striated esophageal muscle. Originally described in the rat, 
esophageal striated muscle receives dual innervation from both vagal motor fibers 
originating in the brainstem and varicose intrinsic nerve fibers originating in the myenteric 
plexus (Neuhuber et al., 1994; Wörl et al., 1994). This new paradigm of striated muscle 
innervation has meanwhile been confirmed in a variety of species including humans, 
underlining its significance (Kallmunzer et al., 2008; Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). It has been 
demonstrated that neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) was highly colocalized with 
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), neuropeptide Y (NPY), galanin and Met-enkephalin in 
enteric nerve terminals on esophageal motor endplates (Kuramoto & Endo, 1995; Neuhuber 
et al., 2001; Neuhuber et al., 1994; Wörl et al., 1998; Wörl et al., 1994; Wörl et al., 1997; Wu et 
al., 2003). These markers are suggestive of inhibitory modulation of vagally-induced striated 
muscle contraction (Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). Since morphological studies revealed further 
that spinal afferent nerve fibers closely innervate myenteric neurons in the esophagus 
(Holzer, 1988; Kuramoto et al., 2004; Mazzia & Clerc, 1997; Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005), the 
presence of ‘a peripheral mechanism’ regulating the motility of esophageal striated muscle 
including afferent and enteric neurons in the esophagus was suggested (Neuhuber et al., 
2001; Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). 

2.2.2 Functional aproaches 

Efforts have been made to demonstrate ‘a peripheral mechanism’ regulating the motility of 
esophageal striated muscle by functional experiments, but it had been difficult to prove the 
hypothesis. For example, in an approach using a vagus nerve–esophagus preparation from 
the rat, Storr et al. tested effects of exogenous application of VIP, galanin, a NOS inhibitor, 
and an NO-donor on vagally induced contraction of the striated esophageal muscle, but no 
significant effect could be ascertained (Storr et al., 2001). They also demonstrated inhibitory 
effects of exogenous application of endomorphin-1 and -2 on striated and smooth muscle 
contraction in the rat esophagus but did not provide evidences that endogenously released 
intrinsic neural components can affect the esophageal motility (Storr et al., 2000). 
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2.1.2 Neural control of peristalsis in the esophageal smooth muscle portion 
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Fig. 3. Neural control of peristalsis in the smooth muscle portion of the esophagus. (A) Vagal 
innervation for primary peristalsis. (B) Local reflex circuit by enteric neurons for secondary 
peristalsis. ACh; acetylcholine. TK; tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide. 
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muscle fibers, innervated exclusively by excitatory vagal motor neurons, which terminate on 
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However, our research group demonstrated roles of intrinsic neuorns in the esophageal 
striated muscle by functional studies using stimulants of sensory neurons such as capsaicin 
and piperine, which are main pungents from red pepper and black pepper, respectively 
(Boudaka et al., 2007a; Boudaka et al., 2007b; Boudaka et al., 2009; Izumi et al., 2003; Shiina 
et al., 2006). In brief, we isolated rodent esophagi and performed electrical stimulation of the 
vagal nerves, which evoked contractile responses of the striated esophageal muscle. 
Capsaicin or piperine inhibited the vagally-mediated contractions of the esophageal 
preparations via attenuating acetylcholine release from the vagus nerve. In addition, the 
inhibitory effects of capsaicin or piperine on the contractile responses were blocked by 
inhibitors to prevent funtions of several neurotransmitters in enteric or sensory neurons 
such as NO, tachykinins and galanin (Boudaka et al., 2007a; Boudaka et al., 2007b; Boudaka 
et al., 2009; Izumi et al., 2003; Shiina et al., 2006). The experiments demonstrated that 
capsaicin or piperine can induce release of endogenous neurotransmitters, which exert the 
inhibitiory effects on motility of the esophagus. These findings indicate that the mammalian 
esophagus has a putative local neural reflex that regulates the motility of striated muscle by 
inhibiting acetylcholine release from vagal motor neurons pre-synaptically (Figs. 4, 5 and 6), 
which solidify and extend the recently raised hypothesis on the basis of results of 
morphological studies (Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). This reflex arc consists of capsaicin-
sensitive, transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1)-positive, afferent neurons and 
inhbitory myenteric neurons. The local neural reflex might be involved in coordinating 
esophageal peristalsis in the striated muscle portion (Shiina et al., 2010).  

 
Fig. 4. Local neural reflex in the striated muscle portion of the rat esophagus. Acid as well as 
capsaicin can stimulate primary afferent neurons and then activate the local reflex arc. ACh; 
acetylcholine. TK; tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide. TRPV1; transient receptor potential vanilloid 1. 

For these experiments, hamsters, rats and mice have been used. Interestingly, neuronal 
pathways for the inhibitory effects of capsaicin or piperine are slightly different depending 
on the species. In the rat esophagus, the inhibitory effect of capsaicin on contractile 
responses was blocked by a NOS inhibitor or a tachykinin NK1 receptor antagonist, 
suggesting that the local neural reflex invloves tachykininergic afferent neurons and 
intrinsic nitrergic neurons (Shiina et al., 2006) (Fig. 4). Hamsters and mice also have a similar 
neural pathway (Figs. 5 and 6). In addition to trials using capsacin as a stimulator for 
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afferents, piperine was used in experiments with mice and hamsters. In the hamster 
esophagus, the piperine-activated neural pathway seems to be similar to the capsaicin-
activated one, which invloves caisain-sensitive afferent neurons and myenteric nitrergic 
neurons (Izumi et al., 2003) (Fig. 5).  

 
Fig. 5. Local neural reflex in the striated muscle portion of the hamster esophagus. Acid as 
well as capsaicin and piperine can stimulate primary afferent neurons and then activate the 
local reflex arc. ACh; acetylcholine. TK; tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide. TRPV1; transient 
receptor potential vanilloid 1. 

However, in the mouse esophagus, these two pathways are independent because piperine 
can exert inhibitory action on esophageal contractions even after desentitization of 
capsaisin-sensitive neurons by pretreatment with capsaicin (Boudaka et al., 2007a) (Fig. 6). 
This is supported by evidence that the capsaicin-mediated inhibition was reversed by a NOS 
inhibitor or a tachykinin NK1 receptor antagonist but that the piperine-sensitive pathway 
was not affected by the same treatments (Boudaka et al., 2007a). In addition, it has been 
demonstrated that mice have another neural reflex arc including myenteric galaninergic 
neurons in the esophagus (Boudaka et al., 2009) (Fig. 6). 

Rodents including the rat, mouse, guinea pig and hamster have mainly been used as model 
animals for analysis of the intrinsic nervous system in the esophageal striated muscle 
because their esophagi are composed entirely of striated muscles (Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). 
Suncus murinus (a house musk shrew; ‘suncus’ used as a laboratory name) is a small 
laboratory animal that belongs to a species of insectivore (Tsutsui et al., 2009; Ueno et al., 
1987). Suncus has the ability to vomit in response to mild shaking or ingestion of chemicals 
(Andrews et al., 1996; Ueno et al., 1987). Since rodents including rats and mice do not show 
an emetic reflex, suncus has been extensively used to examine the mechanism of emetic 
responses and to develop antiemetic drugs (Andrews et al., 1996; Cheng et al., 2005; Sam et 
al., 2003; Uchino et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2009). Hempfling et al. reported that the 
suncus esophagus has morphological features similar to those in rats and mice: intrinsic 
nitrergic nerves innervate motor endplates on striated muscle cells, which is called ‘enteric 
co-innervation’ (Hempfling et al., 2009). In addition, our examinations demonstrated 
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functionally that the striated muscle portion in the suncus esophagus has a peripheral 
neuronal mechanism by nitrergic neurons as in rodent esophagi (unpublished data). This 
fact indicates that the presence of intrinsic nervous regulation on esophageal striated muscle 
is across species, which might imply pathological and physiological significance of the 
intrinsic nervous system in the regulation of esophageal motility. 

It should be noted that the majority of findings described is related to the striated muscle of 
the animal esophagus and cannot be simply transferred to the human esophagus. Thus, 
more progress in basic research on the human esophagus may be required to elucidate the 
pathogenesis of GERD. 

 
Fig. 6. Local neural reflex in the striated muscle portion of the mouse esophagus. Acid as 
well as capsaicin can stimulate primary afferent neurons and then activate the local reflex 
arc. ACh; acetylcholine. TK; tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide. GAL; galanin. TRPV1; transient 
receptor potential vanilloid 1. 

2.3 LES 

The LES is a specialized region of the esophageal circular smooth muscle that allows the 
passage of a swallowed bolus to the stomach and prevents reflux of gastric contents into the 
esophagus (Farre & Sifrim, 2008; Clouse & Diamant, 2006; Conklin & Christensen, 1994; 
Goyal & Chaudhury, 2008). Appropriate opening and closure of the LES is controlled by 
neuronal mechanisms that normally maintain tonic contration of the musculature to prevent 
reflux and cause relaxation during swallowing (Mittal et al., 1995; Yuan et al., 1998). The LES 
is innervated by both extatory and inhibitory motor neurons that are located in the 
myenteric plexus of the LES and the esophgeal body (Brookes et al., 1996). Acetylcholine 
and NO are the main excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters involved in LES 
contraction and relaxation, respectively (Farre & Sifrim, 2008). In addition, VIP, ATP, carbon 
monoxide (CO), and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) also have been proposed as 
putative neurotransmitters in the LES (Chang et al., 2003; Farre et al., 2006; Farre & Sifrim, 
2008; Uc et al., 1999). A subclass of intrinsic neurons are innervated by vagal preganglionic 
fibers as postganglionic neurons (Diamant, 1989; Goyal & Chaudhury, 2008). Neural 
controls of motility in the LES are illustrated in Fig. 7. 
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3. Dysmotility of the esophagus and GERD  
As described above, esophageal motility is regulated centrally by vagal motor neurons and 
peripherally by myenteric neurons, especially cholinergic and nitrergic neurons (Figs. 2 and 
3). Here, we have discussed the hypothesis that dysmotility of the esophagus is involved in 
the pathogenic mechanisms of GERD.  

 
Fig. 7. Neural control of the the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). Acid can stimulate 
primary afferent neurons and then activate intrinsic motor neurons. ACh; acetylcholine. TK; 
tachykinin. NO; nitric oxide.  

3.1 Gastroesophageal reflux and dysfunction of neural controls of esophageal 
motility 

GERD is caused mainly by acid reflux due to abnormal relaxation of the LES and/or low 
activity of clearance in the esophageal body (DeMeester et al., 1979; Grossi et al., 2006; Grossi 
et al., 1998; Moayyedi & Talley, 2006; Nagahama et al., 2003). Gastroesophageal reflux itself 
occurs in almost all individuals to some degree (Holloway, 2000; Vandenplas & Hassall, 2002). 
The esophageal body is a major component of the antireflux mechanism. Once reflux has 
occured, the reflux contents can be cleared by peristaltic sequences (Holloway, 2000). An intact 
peristaltic mechanism is essential for effective acid clearance. Thus, disruption of esophageal 
persistalsis affects clearance of the refluxate, resulting in exceccive acid reflux and then onset 
of GERD (Kahrilas et al., 1988; Moayyedi & Talley, 2006).  

In fact, it has been suggested that the pathogenesis of some esophageal disorders icluding 
GERD is involved in dysfunction of neural regulation such as imbalance of excitatory and 
inhibitory components of neurons and disruption of neural components (Banerjee et al., 
2007; Kim et al., 2008; Mittal & Bhalla, 2004; Shiina et al., 2010). In GERD patients, ineffective 
esophageal motility (IEM), a typical hypocontractile disorder, is the most common motor 
abnormality (Lemme et al., 2005). IEM patients have more than the normal number of 
nNOS-positive neurons in circular muscle in the esophagus, which might result in 
enhancement of inhibitory neural components (Leite et al., 1997; Lemme et al., 2005). On the 
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other hand, esophageal dysfunctions and then GERD occur frequently in patients with 
diabetes mellitus (Phillips et al., 2006; Sellin & Chang, 2008). This is a typical symptom of 
diabetic neuropathy in which enteric neurons decrease (Chandrasekharan & Srinivasan, 
2007). These facts indicate that imbalance of excitatory and inhibitory innervations, resulting 
in disfunction of esophageal persistalsis in the esophageal body, can be associated with 
onset of GERD possibly via attenuation of clearance activity and then excessive acid reflux. 

3.2 Involvement of excessive activation of the local inhibitory neural reflex in onset of 
GERD 

We have reported that application of capsaicin remarkably can attenuate the mechanical 
activity of the esophageal striated muscle via activation of the local neural reflex including 
primary afferents and intrinsic neuorns in our experimental conditions in vitro (Boudaka et 
al., 2007a; Boudaka et al., 2007b; Izumi et al., 2003; Shiina et al., 2006). Thus, the local neural 
reflex might be involved in not only coordinating esophageal peristalsis but also dysmotility 
of the esophagus and then the pathogenesis of GERD. Acid exposure not only induces 
inflammation in the esophageal mucosa (Rieder et al., 2010) but also might influence 
afferent neurons expressing TRPV1, which can be stimulated by protons (Tominaga & 
Tominaga, 2005). If acid excessively activates local neural reflex in the esophageal body, 
esophageal motility might be attenuated, resulting in decrease of clearance activity (Figs. 4, 
5, 6). In accordance with this, low pH can attenuate contractile activity in isolated 
esophageal segments from rats and mice like as capsaicin and piperine (unpublished data). 
In addition, functional changes of TRPV1 by proinflammatory mediators such as 
prostaglandin E2 (Adcock, 2009; Lopshire & Nicol, 1998) might facilitate activation of the 
inhibitory local neural reflex, resulting in low clearance activity. Decrease of clearance 
activity might permit further acid reflux, which would cause severe symptoms of GERD. 
Therefore, it is presumed that excessive activation of the local inhibitory neural reflex might 
be involved in the pathophysiology of GERD.  

Challenge of acid exposure enhances TRPV1 and substance P expression in TRPV1-positive 
neurons accompanying esophageal mucosa inflammation (Banerjee et al., 2007). In 
accordance with this, acid-induced esophagitis is not so severe in TRPV1-deficient mice 
(Fujino et al., 2006). Interestingly, it has been reported that TRPV1-positive neurons are local 
effectors of mucosal protection (Bass et al., 1991) and are associated with a protective effect 
of an H2-receptor antagonist on reflux esophagitis (Nagahama et al., 2003). Enhancement of 
TRPV1 and tachykinins expression also might result in intensification of local neural 
regulation, which is an exacerbating factor of GERD. 

Of course, dysmotility of the striated muscle portion of the esophagus described here might 
not directly be involved in gastroesophageal reflux in human because the external muscle 
layer in the distal portion of human esophagus is composed with smooth muscle fibers 
(Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005). The inhibitory neural pathway activated by acid reflex has not 
been demonstrated in smooth muscle of the human esophagus. In fact, spastic contractions 
are induced by acid reflux in the distal esophagus (diffuse esophageal spasm), which 
frequently are responsible of chest pain in GERD (Richter, 2007; Tutuian & Castell, 2006). 
This excessive contraction of smooth muscle is in contrast to the inhibition of striated muscle 
contraction via the local neural reflex activated by acid reflex. 
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3.3 Abnormal relaxation of the LES and GERD 

Abnormal relaxation of the LES is one of causes for GERD. LES hypotension may be due to a 
number of potential disturbances, including abnormality of the muscle function itself, lack of 
normal cholinergic activation, decreased reflex excitation, decreased responsiveness to 
circulating substances such as gastrin, and activation of inhibitory system (Clouse & Diamant, 
2006). The LES is innervated by inhbitory and excitatory intrinsic neurons that are located in 
the myenteric plexus not only of the LES but also of the esophgeal body (Fig. 7) (Brookes et al., 
1996). Abnormal activation of vagal afferents and/or efferents might activate inhibitory 
intrinsic neurons and cause LES relaxation and then excessive acid reflux from the stomach to 
the esophagus (Mittal et al., 1995). Kuramto et al. reported that a subpopulation of myenteric 
nitrergic neurons is immunoreactive for a tachykinin receptor in the rat esophageal body 
(Kuramoto et al., 2004). Considering that myenteric neurons are closely innervated by spinal 
afferents in which TRPV1 and tachykinins might be expressed in the esophagus (Holzer, 1988; 
Kuramoto & Endo, 1995; Mazzia & Clerc, 1997; Wörl & Neuhuber, 2005) as well as vagal 
afferent neurons, it is possible that acid can induce release of tachykinins from afferent 
neurons and subsequently tachykinins would act on intrinsic nitrergic neurons innervated to 
the LES (Fig. 7). This suggests that excessive acid reflux to the esophageal body might evoke 
abnormal relaxation of the LES by NO, resulting in severe GERD.  

3.4 A putative vicious circle in onset and exacerbation of GERD 

Chronic esophagitis, a symptom of GERD, may damage not only the mucosa but also intrinsic 
neurons (Rieder et al., 2010). In fact, it has been reported that proinflammatory cytokines 
contribute to reducing esophageal contraction by inhibiting release of acetylcholine from 
myenteric neurons (Cao et al., 2004). Esophageal dysmotility might subject the mucosa to 
further acid exposure, which would cause more severe inflammation by directly influencing 
the mucosa or neurogenic mechanism via TRPV1-positive neurons and peptidergic 
neurotransmitters (Bozic et al., 1996; Richardson & Vasko, 2002). Considering that the severity 
of myenteric plexus damage is positively correlated with the duration of history of esophageal 
diseases (Gockel et al., 2008), there might be a vicious circle in GERD (Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. A predicted vicious circle model of GERD. The circle might exacerbate GERD. GERD; 
gastroesophageal reflux disease. NERD; nonerosive reflux disease. LES; lower esophageal 
sphincter. TRPV1; transient receptor potential vanilloid 1.  
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other hand, esophageal dysfunctions and then GERD occur frequently in patients with 
diabetes mellitus (Phillips et al., 2006; Sellin & Chang, 2008). This is a typical symptom of 
diabetic neuropathy in which enteric neurons decrease (Chandrasekharan & Srinivasan, 
2007). These facts indicate that imbalance of excitatory and inhibitory innervations, resulting 
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onset of GERD possibly via attenuation of clearance activity and then excessive acid reflux. 
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GERD 
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5, 6). In accordance with this, low pH can attenuate contractile activity in isolated 
esophageal segments from rats and mice like as capsaicin and piperine (unpublished data). 
In addition, functional changes of TRPV1 by proinflammatory mediators such as 
prostaglandin E2 (Adcock, 2009; Lopshire & Nicol, 1998) might facilitate activation of the 
inhibitory local neural reflex, resulting in low clearance activity. Decrease of clearance 
activity might permit further acid reflux, which would cause severe symptoms of GERD. 
Therefore, it is presumed that excessive activation of the local inhibitory neural reflex might 
be involved in the pathophysiology of GERD.  
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accordance with this, acid-induced esophagitis is not so severe in TRPV1-deficient mice 
(Fujino et al., 2006). Interestingly, it has been reported that TRPV1-positive neurons are local 
effectors of mucosal protection (Bass et al., 1991) and are associated with a protective effect 
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been demonstrated in smooth muscle of the human esophagus. In fact, spastic contractions 
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4. Conclusion 
Motor functions of the esophagus are controlled by both vagal neurons arising in the 
brainstem and locally intrinsic neurons in the striated and smooth muscles. The 
pathogenesis of GERD might be involved in dysfunction of neural networks in the 
esophagus. We propose new aspects of the involvement of pathophysiology of GERD in 
excessive activation of the local neural reflex by intrinsic neurons on the basis of results of 
our morphological and functional studies on esophageal motility.  
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4. Conclusion 
Motor functions of the esophagus are controlled by both vagal neurons arising in the 
brainstem and locally intrinsic neurons in the striated and smooth muscles. The 
pathogenesis of GERD might be involved in dysfunction of neural networks in the 
esophagus. We propose new aspects of the involvement of pathophysiology of GERD in 
excessive activation of the local neural reflex by intrinsic neurons on the basis of results of 
our morphological and functional studies on esophageal motility.  
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1. Introduction 
Barrett’s esophagus (BE) represents a metaplastic change from squamous epithelium to 
intestinal epithelium as a result of chronic gastroesophagheal reflux. Since the development 
of esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) is not universal among patients with BE, it is 
important to understand and to gauge the factors that influence risk of progression to 
dysplasia and cancer. While heartburn symptoms have been reported to be associated with 
BE (Eisen et al., 1997; Lagergren et al., 1999a), the severity of gastroesophageal reflux 
symptoms is not a reliable indicator for the presence of BE (Eloubeidi and Provenzale, 2001). 
There is a vital need to explore factors other than symptoms that not only may elucidate the 
pathophysiology of BE development but also that may be predictive of progression to EAC. 
Significant advances have been made along key areas such as cell cycle abnormalities, 
growth factors, adiposity, and the gut microbiome. This chapter aims to review some of 
these elements as well as the prognostic value of biomarkers for progression from BE to 
EAC. The importance of fulfilling the promise that these biomarkers hold is underscored by 
the notable increase in the risk of progression to cancer from 0.5% per year in non-dysplastic 
BE, to 13% in the setting of low-grade dysplasia, and to 40% in high-grade dysplasia 
(Curvers et al., 2010; Wani et al., 2009). 

2. Cell cycle abnormalities 
The normal cell cycle by which cells proliferate is comprised of an intricate system of 
checkpoints and regulations designed to carefully modulate growth. Cell cycle regulation is 
dependent on the members of several protein classes, including cyclins and cyclin 
dependent kinase (CDK) complexes, tumor suppressors, and pro as well as anti-apoptotic 
proteins. Derangements in this system result in dysregulation of the cell cycle and provide 
opportunity for uncontrolled proliferation, as well as the potential for neoplastic 
progression (Evan and Vousden, 2001). The tissue invasion and metastatic progression 
phases of the neoplastic change are also dependent on cellular as well as extracellular 
proteins that are normally involved in cell cycle regulation. The pathophysiologic 
mechanisms through which these proteins function have been implicated in most cancers 
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these elements as well as the prognostic value of biomarkers for progression from BE to 
EAC. The importance of fulfilling the promise that these biomarkers hold is underscored by 
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The normal cell cycle by which cells proliferate is comprised of an intricate system of 
checkpoints and regulations designed to carefully modulate growth. Cell cycle regulation is 
dependent on the members of several protein classes, including cyclins and cyclin 
dependent kinase (CDK) complexes, tumor suppressors, and pro as well as anti-apoptotic 
proteins. Derangements in this system result in dysregulation of the cell cycle and provide 
opportunity for uncontrolled proliferation, as well as the potential for neoplastic 
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phases of the neoplastic change are also dependent on cellular as well as extracellular 
proteins that are normally involved in cell cycle regulation. The pathophysiologic 
mechanisms through which these proteins function have been implicated in most cancers 
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and are the focus of current research due to their possible prognostic value and implication 
for therapeutic targeting. The association of chronic GERD with the development of BE, 
dysplasia, and EAC (Gerdes, 1990; Herbst et al., 1978; Pellish et al., 1980; Preston-Martin et 
al., 1990; Reid et al., 1993; Ronkainen et al., 2005) provides an opportunity to explore the 
underlying cellular mechanisms that drive the transformation. This section will discuss the 
mechanisms by which cell cycle proteins may confer a survival advantage for 
transformation of BE to EAC.  

As a class, tumor suppressor genes code for proteins that protect the cell by arresting the 
cellular growth cycle or by promoting apoptosis. Proteins such as p53, p16, and 
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), normally recognize DNA damage and halt progression 
through the cell cycle, allowing for repair, senescence, or cell death. Therefore allelic 
mutations leading to loss of function of these proteins can be carcinogenic (Sherr, 2004). 
Mutations of the p53 protein have been implicated in nearly every cancer and may be one of 
the most common derangements in BE and EAC (Greenblatt et al., 1994; Vaninetti et al., 
2008). Normally the detection of DNA damage results in p53 activation via signals that 
promote p21 transcription with subsequent binding and inhibition of cyclin dependent 
kinase-complexes that prevent progression into the next stage of the cell cycle (Levine, 
1997). Additionally p53 triggers apoptosis through the intrinsic pathway mediated by Bax 
and Bak as well as the extrinsic pathway via Fas action. Through different downstream 
pathways these proteins lead to the release of cytochrome C and other intermitochrondrial 
proteins into the cytosol including caspace formation, leading to cellular degradation 
(Levine, 1997; Levine et al., 2006; Petros et al., 2004; Vousden, 2005). Mutated p53 has a 
prolonged half-life and its overexpression can be detected as deposits in the cell nucleus 
(Hinds et al., 1990). Without normal p53 regulation damaged cells are no longer inhibited 
from progressing through the cell cycle and are not marked for repair, senescence, or 
apoptosis. Furthermore the damaged DNA leads to additional genetic mutations that 
perpetuate cancerous gene formation as well as cells that are resistant to treatment. Several 
studies have found overexpression of p53 throughout the different stages of carcinogenesis 
to be a risk factor for progression from BE to EAC, however the exact mechanism has not 
been completely elucidated (Krishnadath et al., 1995; Murray et al., 2006; Ramel et al., 1992). 
As a clinical prognostic indicator alterations in p53 expression have been found to be 
predictive of response to chemotherapy and overall survival (Heeren et al., 2004; Madani et 
al., 2010). 

P16, the protein product of the INK4A/CDKN2A gene, is a cyclin dependent kinase 
inhibitor that has been demonstrated to be mutated in a variety of cancers including EAC. 
P16 tumor suppression is initiated by cellular stress leading to the binding of p16 to CDK4 
and CDK6. CDK4/p16 and CDK6/p16 complexes inhibit formation CDK-cyclin D 
complexes, leading to the destruction of cyclin D (Diehl and Sherr, 1997; Rocco and 
Sidransky, 2001). Without cyclin D, p27KIPI accumulation occurs, which in turn prevents 
CDK2/cyclin E and CDK2/cyclin A complexes from phosphorylating the retinoblastoma 
protein (Rb). The Rb protein is required for activation of the transcriptional complex E2F-DB 
and subsequent gene transcription. Additionally the Rb-E2F complexes that form serve as 
inhibitors of transcription. Given this series of steps, proper p16 regulation responds to cell 
stress by inhibiting transcription, which is required for the cell to continue through the G1/S 
cell cycle checkpoint (Rocco and Sidransky, 2001). Mutation in p16 genes, occur through 
point mutations, loss of heterozygosity, and/or silencing of the gene through promoter 
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hypermethylation (Maley et al., 2004; Rocco and Sidransky, 2001). Therefore, loss of p16 
activity in the context of DNA damage and cellular stressors, permit the cell to undergo 
unregulated transcription and proliferation. There exists an increasing amount of evidence 
showing that p16 inactivation is a critical step in the development of EAC. In fact the most 
prevalent genetic alteration in BE is the result of INK4A/CDKN2A hypermethylation, 
which is an early epigenetic change that occurs in the progression from BE to EAC (Bian et 
al., 2002; Hardie et al., 2005; Powell et al., 2005; Souza et al., 2001; Vieth et al., 2004).  

As a tumor suppressor, the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) protein has been implicated in 
the development of EAC (Clement et al., 2006a, b). APC is part of the Wnt signaling pathway 
which modulates the levels of β-catenin, a key protein for cell-cell adhesion and transcription. 
This pathway is activated by Wnt proteins binding to receptors of the Frizzled transmembrane 
protein family and LDL-receptor-related protein, which in turn trigger the phosphorylation of 
Dishevelled protein. The Dishevelled protein blocks the phosphorylating activity of GSK3β, 
which is a complex composed of APC, Axin and casein kinase 1 (CK1). When activated, 
GSK3β phosphorylates β-catenin initiating its destruction. When β-catenin is in its 
unphosphorylated state it translocates to the cell nucleus, binds to DNA-binding proteins 
TCF/LEF, and activates gene transcription of growth promoting genes myc, COX-2, 
matrilysin/matrix metalloproteinase 7, and cyclin D (Clement et al., 2006a; Giles et al., 2003; 
Logan and Nusse, 2004; Rocco and Sidransky, 2001). Therefore loss of APC, as implicated in a 
number of cancers, may result in increased β-catenin in the nucleus and uncontrolled cellular 
proliferation and tumorigensis (Bian et al., 2000; Clement et al., 2006a; Logan and Nusse, 2004; 
Trigg, 1998). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that APC is involved with microtubule 
function. Without functional APC there is an increase in abnormal mitotic spindles and 
subsequently chromosomal defects. Several studies have demonstrated that APC inactivation 
leads to β-catenin accumulation in EAC, but is not necessary or sufficient for activation of the 
Wnt pathway since β-catenin accumulates without APC inactivation (Clement et al., 2006a). 
Despite this patients with APC gene hypermethylation in BE samples were more likely to 
progress to EAC and several studies have shown that all EACs have APC promoter 
methylation (Wang et al., 2009b). Therefore while the exact mechanism by which loss of APC 
leads to EAC has not been completely elucidated, its detection might provide prognostic value 
in assessing the progression from BE to EAC.  

Cyclins and cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs) are integral parts of the cell cycle regulation 
control system. Cyclins bind to CDKs and lead to phosphorylation of proteins necessary for 
progression through the cell cycle (Stamatakos et al., 2010). In addition to these regulators, 
p21 acts as a cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor in tumor suppression as well as a possible 
oncogene, inhibiting apoptosis and promoting proliferation (Abbas and Dutta, 2009; Gartel, 
2006). Derangements in the function of these proteins have been implicated in nearly all 
tumors and their involvement in the progression to BE and EAC is an area of active 
investigation. Cyclin D1 regulates cell cycle activity by forming a complex with CDK4/6 
and controlling activity through G1. Once bound, cyclin D1/CDK 4/6 complexes 
phosphorylate the retinoblastoma protein (Rb), deactivating it and activating E2F 
transcription complex. E2F leads to the transcription of genes required for transition 
through G1 (Shapiro and Harper, 1999; Traganos, 2004). One of the genes transcribed when 
E2F is activated, cyclin E binds CDK2 leading to phosphorylation of downstream targets 
that are necessary for replication initiation, histone synthesis, and replication of 
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and controlling activity through G1. Once bound, cyclin D1/CDK 4/6 complexes 
phosphorylate the retinoblastoma protein (Rb), deactivating it and activating E2F 
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centrosomes. This allows transition through G1 checkpoint to the S phase (Ma et al., 2000). 
Additionally, cyclin E/CDK2 complexes further phosphorylate Rb leading to additional 
transcriptional activity (Fu et al., 2004). P21 has been described initially in the tumor 
suppression cascade of p53 as described above, however new research suggests that it may 
also have the opposite action as an oncogene promoting tumorinogensis (Gartel, 2006). 

Cyclin D1 has been implicated in a number of cancers and is overexpressed due to 
derangements that include chromosomal translocations, gene amplification and anomalies 
in proper intercellular trafficking and proteolysis (Kim and Diehl, 2009; Stamatakos et al., 
2010). When overexpressed cyclin D1 leads to tumor formation through several 
mechanisms. First, high levels of cyclin D1 lead to increased activation of CDK4/6 leading 
to increased proliferation. Second, cyclin D1/CDK complexes inhibit p21 and p27 activity, 
two CDK inhibitors, and therefore with abnormal levels of p21/p27 inhibition there is 
decreased inhibitory control over the cell cycle (Cheng et al., 1998). Third cyclin D1 also has 
non-CDK dependent actions including increasing estrogen receptor transcription (Neuman 
et al., 1997) as well as abnormalities in the repression of PPARγ, a transcriptional protein 
modulated by abnormal binding of HDAC by cyclin D1 (Fu et al., 2005). In addition cyclin 
D1 has been reported to lead to increased expression of fibroblast growth factor 1 (Tashiro et 
al., 2007) as well as increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading to 
metastasis of tumors (Stamatakos et al., 2010). Although the exact mechanism of action in 
EAC has not been completely elucidated, studies have demonstrated cyclin D1 
overexpression in BE and early stages of tumorigensis (Arber et al., 1996; Bani-Hani et al., 
2000).  

Aberration in cyclin E activity, from gene amplification (Marone et al., 1998; Stamatakos et 
al., 2010) or defective degradation (Buckley et al., 1993), leads to constitutive expression and 
increased activity of the protein, which results in increased cellular proliferation 
(Stamatakos et al., 2010). Increased levels of cyclin E lead to increased activity of CDK2, 
subsequent activation of transcription proteins, as well as increased phosphorylation of Rb. 
Given the pathway described above, these anomalies may all lead to deregulated 
progression into the S phase and consequently amplified proliferation. This has been noted 
as a shortened G1 phase, decreased cell size due to decreased time for growth, and 
decreased requirement for proper environmental factors necessary for replication (Sala et 
al., 1997; Stamatakos et al., 2010). The relevance of cyclin E and its deregulation in the 
development of EAC is currently unclear.  

Although P21, a cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor, was thought to solely act in the tumor 
suppression cascade of p53 as described above, recent evidence suggests that it also has the 
opposite role as an oncogene, inhibiting apoptosis and promoting cellular proliferation 
(Abbas and Dutta, 2009; Gartel, 2006; Roninson, 2002). In the tumor suppression cascade of 
p53, loss of p21 inhibition of cyclin-CDK complexes, especially CDK2, in cells with DNA 
damage may lead to uncontrolled progression through the cell cycle and carcinogenesis 
(Abbas and Dutta, 2009). Additionally, it is hypothesized that p21 contains antiapoptotic 
activity and therefore, when overexpressed, damaged cells avoid degradation and 
proliferate to form tumors (Roninson, 2002). P21 might also promote cyclin D1 accumulation 
in the nucleus, therefore avoiding destruction, and facilitating binding with CDK4/6, 
leading to increased transcription (LaBaer et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2007). P21 has not been 
extensively studied in BE and EAC, but some evidence suggests that similar to p53 changes 
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in the expression pattern of p21 may lead to a better response to treatment in these patients 
(Heeren et al., 2004).  

In addition to the main regulatory proteins described above, several other proteins have 
been implicated in carcinogenesis and may have a role in BE and EAC. Apoptosis is a key 
component of normal cellular functioning that serves to limit cells with DNA damage by 
triggering them to self destruct. Two proteins have been implicated in cells evading proper 
apoptotic pathways, cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2) and B cell lymphoma 2 protein.  

While COX-2 is not constitutively expressed in all tissues, it is found in response to 
inflammation or mitogenic stimuli ultimately leading to increased production of 
prostaglandins (PGs) (Konturek et al., 2005). Recent evidence has demonstrated that COX-2 
expression increases with worsening grades of dysplasia in esophageal carcinogenesis 
(Cheong et al., 2003; Konturek et al., 2004) and that the increased COX-2 expression in the 
esophageal epithelium might be secondary to gastric acid and bile exposure (Shirvani et al., 
2000). The mechanisms by which COX-2 overexpression leads to the development of EAC is 
related to COX-2 derived PGs’ actions. These prostaglandins are involved in evasion of 
apoptosis by inhibiting release of cytochrome c, decreasing activation of caspase-9 and -3, 
increasing activity of bcl-2 (Wang et al., 2005) and blocking Fas mediated cell death (Nzeako 
et al., 2002). BE cells with overexpression of COX-2 have lower rates of apoptosis (Wilson et 
al., 1998). Additionally, COX-2 produced PGs have been implicated in invasion and 
metastasis, theorized to be due to increased metalloproteinase-2 activity (Nzeako et al., 
2002). Furthermore, COX-2 derived PGs have been demonstrated to lead to cell proliferation 
through stimulation of epidermal growth factor receptors (Baatar et al., 2002), angiogenesis 
by increasing VEGF levels (Wang and DuBois, 2004); (Shiff et al., 2003) and inhibition of 
immune anti-tumor responses by hampering the activity of natural killer cells, 
macrophages, and dendritic cells, and decreasing production of Th1 cytokines. Given these 
mechanisms, it is not surprising that multiple studies have demonstrated a decreased risk of 
progression to cancer (Buttar et al., 2002), and decreased cell proliferation in BE epithelium 
when treated with COX inhibitors (Kaur et al., 2002).  

B cell lymphoma 2 protein (Bcl-2) is an integral part in regulation of cell survival by 
inhibiting apoptosis. Overexpression of Bcl-2 has been documented in a number of cancers 
as well as all phases of reflux-associated esophageal carcinogenesis including esophagitis, 
nondysplastic BE, dysplatic BE, and EAC (Metzger et al., 2004). Overexpression of Bcl-2 
leads to inhibition of apoptosis early in carcinogenesis leading to decreased cell death and 
elongated cell lifespan (Metzger et al., 2004) (Lehrbach et al., 2009) (Thomadaki and Scorilas, 
2006). The extended cell survival is hypothesized to allow for accumulation of oncogenic 
mutations leading to carcinogenesis (Zhivotovsky and Orrenius, 2006). Bcl-2 overexpression 
leads to apoptotic evasion by inhibiting mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and eventual 
caspase formation (Thomadaki and Scorilas, 2006). In fact, cells with elevated Bcl-2 
production are more resistant to chemotherapy and radiation treatment (Thomadaki and 
Scorilas, 2006). However, its exact role in EAC development has not been extensively 
studied.  

In order for tumors to survive, invade, and metastasize there are a number of proteins 
involved including Tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase (TIMPs). These classes of proteins 
have distinct roles in this aspect of tumorigenesis and have been associated with BE and 
EAC. 
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TIMPs are enzymes that regulate the production and actions of metalloproteinases (MMPs), 
which are responsible for turnover and remodeling of the extracellular matrix and cell 
signaling, in addition to non-MMP dependent actions. TIMPs have been evaluated in a 
number of cancers and have demonstrated multi-factorial and contradictory roles in cancer, 
with both overexpression and silencing observed. Furthermore, it is theorized that TIMPs 
exhibit different actions depending on the level of expression. Mechanisms by which TIMPs 
are involved in carcinogenesis include apoptosis and cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and 
metastasis and cell adhesion (Bourboulia and Stetler-Stevenson, 2010; Cruz-Munoz and 
Khokha, 2008; Jiang et al., 2002; Sun, 2010). In cancer cell lines, TIMP-1 enhanced cell 
survival and growth by increasing expression of IL-10 and anti-apoptotic protein bcl-xl 
(Chirco et al., 2006). TIMPs promote cell proliferation by increasing p65 phosphorylation, 
which increases NF-Kβ, a protein that binds gene promoters and leads to cell proliferation. 
This, however, was observed at late stages of tumor growth while upregulation of NF-Kβ 
has also demonstrated slowing tumor growth in its early stages. The exact role in 
proliferation seems to depend on the stage of tumorigenesis (Sun, 2010). TIMPs are thought 
to enhance angiogenesis by increasing vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
production and inhibiting MMPs, which, produce angiogenesis inhibitors, endostatin and 
angiostatin (Jiang et al., 2002). As well, TIMP-2, which normally blocks microvascular 
endothelial cell growth in response to pro-angiogenic factors like FGF-2 or VEGF A is 
silenced through promoter hypermethylation in a number of cancers (Sun, 2010). Lastly, 
TIMPs normally inhibit cell adhesion and metastasis by blocking the breakdown of the 
extracellular matrix through inhibition of MMPs. However, in cancers there is a disruption 
of the balance between MMPs and TIMPs, with possible elevated levels of MMPs and 
increased disruption of the ECM and cell-cell adhesion leading to increased cell motility 
(Bourboulia and Stetler-Stevenson, 2010; Cruz-Munoz and Khokha, 2008). Given these 
mechanisms in a number of cancer, the exact role of TIMPs in esophageal adenocarcinoma 
development from BE has not been elucidated. 

Lastly the plasmingonen acitvating system, which includes urokinase-type plasminogen 
activator (uPA), has been investigated for its prognostic value in BE. In normal physiologic 
states, this system regulates the fibrinoylitic system, however it has been implicated in a 
variety of pathologic states including tumor cell proliferation, apoptosis, cell migration and 
invasion, and angiogenesis (Laufs et al., 2006; McMahon and Kwaan, 2008). uPA, a serine 
protease has been demonstrated to be expressed in tumor cells, and is considered the most 
active component of this system. uPA is involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis, and 
angiogenesis through interaction with its cellular receptor uPAR and the epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR), which stimulates cell growth through a cascade of intracellular 
mechanisms (McMahon and Kwaan, 2008). uPA is believed to assist in tumor cell migration 
and invasion by converting plasminogen to plasmin, which activates MMPs, which degrade 
ECM elements such as vitronectin, laminin, and type IV collagen, leading to altered cell 
adhesion, shape, and migration (Laufs et al., 2006; McMahon and Kwaan, 2008). 
Angiogenesis is altered by uPA by affecting endothelial cell proliferation leading to 
angiogenesis and by activating kringle structures, which inhibit microvascular endothelial 
cell proliferation through changes in angiostatin levels therefore inhibiting angiogenesis.  

Several proteins have been implicated in tumorogenesis and may have prognostic 
implications in EAC including cadherins and Ki-67. The mechanism by which these proteins 
promote oncogenesis, provide opportunity for further investigation. 
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3. Growth factors 
The mechanisms that promote evolution of BE to EAC are largely unknown. As 
derangements in the cell cycle are believed to be involved in carcinogenesis and the 
development of uncontrolled cellular replication, growth factors have been the focus of 
investigations in the neoplastic progression of BE. Three such factors that have been 
recognized as promoting growth in BE are: epidermal growth factor (EGF), vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β). 

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family of receptors has been studied as a 
potential biomarker in the progression of BE to EAC. This family of tyrosine kinase 
receptors initiates a signal transduction cascade that modulates cell proliferation, 
differentiation, adhesion, and migration (Yarden, 2001). EGFR is a transmembrane receptor 
that enables signals to be transmitted across the plasma membrane, affecting gene 
expression and a multitude of cellular responses. Overexpression of this receptor has been 
shown to occur in several malignancies, including EAC (Wang et al., 2007). 

The correlation of EGFR expression with early neoplastic progression of BE has not been 
completely elucidated. Using PCR to evaluate gene expression, amplification of the EGFR 
locus was demonstrated in EAC without concomitant elevated expression in high-grade 
dysplasia with BE (Miller et al., 2003). However, another study did show gene locus 
amplification of EGFR in both BE associated high-grade dysplasia and EAC (Rygiel et al., 
2008). There is also the possibility of a certain EGF polymorphism leading to an increased 
risk of EAC, as the specific EGFA61G G/G genotype has been shown to confer such a risk 
(Lanuti et al., 2008). 

While there is evidence linking EGFR gene expression with EAC, until recently there was 
only limited evidence of this expression in regards to protein abundance (Li et al., 2006; 
Wilkinson et al., 2004). Importantly, for EGFR to be considered a useful biomarker of 
histological progression of BE, it would increase in progression during neoplastic 
transformation. In addition, it would also be expressed on the luminal epithelial surface so 
as to be readily visualized during endoscopy, and be available for biopsy targeting. One 
recent study evaluated this potential dual role for EGFR using tissue microarray technology, 
exploring the possibility of EGFR as a relevant biomarker to monitor histological 
progression, and ultimately to allow for biopsy targeting of abnormal tissue (Cronin et al., 
2011). The study showed a stepwise increase in EGFR abundance in BE, high-grade 
dysplasia, and EAC. As EGFR is a transmembrane protein expressed on the luminal 
esophageal surface, it also has potential for sampling during endoscopy. 

VEGF is another growth marker that performs an important role in tumor formation. 
Increased vascularity is associated with a poor prognosis in several human malignancies, 
and VEGF is important for angiogenesis in neoplastic progression. By using 
immunohistochemistry to examine VEGF expression, one study specifically studied 
vascularization in both BE and associated EAC (Couvelard et al., 2000). An increase in 
angiogenesis was found in precancerous lesions, and VEGF expression correlated with the 
increase in vascularization. However VEGF in the study had no prognostic significance. 

As it is accepted that BE develops from esophageal mucosal injury incurred after acid and 
bile reflux, a study looked at VEGF expression in a bile acid environment. By quantitative 
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PCR, VEGF expression to increased after exposure to certain bile acids (Burnat et al., 2007). 
Another study looked at the possibility of an “angiogenic switch” in the transition from 
metaplasia to dysplasia to carcinoma in BE (Mobius et al., 2003). This study showed that 
VEGF expression increased during the sequence of metaplasia to advanced carcinoma. More 
specifically, the data suggested that the related impact on neovascularization occurred early 
on in the course of this transformation, as the only true significant difference in VEGF 
expression occurred between Barrett’s metaplasia and high-grade dysplasia. This entailed 
that the importance of VEGF and related angiogenesis in the progression to EAC may occur 
before actual tumor growth. 

TGF-β is a growth factor predominantly involved in cellular proliferation and differentiation, 
and several studies suggest that loss of TGF-β signaling is an important factor in BE-related 
EAC. Smad4, a protein that is part of a TGF-β mediated complex important in downstream 
gene activation, has been shown to potentially have a dual importance in the neoplastic 
progression of BE. In response to TGF-β, a majority of EAC cell lines in one study failed to 
growth arrest, and specific modulation of Smad4 was inhibited. However, the cell lines also 
upgraded the expression of certain proteases that led to a more invasive cell phenotype, 
suggesting a dual role for TGF-β (Onwuegbusi et al., 2007). By PCR, FISH, and sequencing, 
Smad4 expression has also been shown to be progressively reduced in the metaplasia to 
dysplasia to adenocarcinoma sequence (Onwuegbusi et al., 2006).  

Other evidence propose additional roles for the downstream TGF-β pathway and its 
importance in the neoplastic progression of BE. One study showed that hypermethylation 
and inactivation of RUNX3, a target gene of TGF-β, is associated with the progression of BE 
to dysplasia and ultimately adenocarcinoma (Schulmann et al., 2005). TGF-β also has known 
significance in the epithelial to mesenchymal transition, which promotes cellular motility, 
invasion, and cytoskeletal rearrangement in a range of tumor cells. One study looked 
specifically at the ability of TGF-β to induce esophageal to mesenchymal transition in 
esophageal cell lines in vitro. The data from this study suggested a role for this transition in 
EAC, as TGF-β induced alterations in aggregation and invasion, and thus a more invasive 
phenotype (Rees et al., 2006). 

There has been clear value in the investigation of EGF, VEGF, and TGF-β as performing 
critical roles in the progression of BE to EAC. More examination is needed to clarify the 
independent function of these growth factors and their downstream proteins in the 
progression of this disease.  

4. Adiposity and adipokines 
Obesity, as defined by a body mass index (BMI) >30, has been increasing steadily over the 
past twenty years and has become an epidemic in the US. In 1989 the prevalence of obesity 
among adults did not surpass 15% in any state. By contrast in 2009, the prevalence of obesity 
among adults is greater than 15% in every state [Ref: http://www.cdc.gov/ 
obesity/data/trends.html#State]. It is estimated that 68% of adults twenty years of age or 
older in the US are either overweight or obese and nearly 34% of these are obese (Flegal et 
al., 2010). Obesity is associated not only with metabolic disorders such as diabetes (Bray, 
1992; Pontiroli and Galli, 1998; Scott et al., 1997) but also with neoplastic conditions such as 
EAC (Chow et al., 1998; Dvoyrin et al., 2011; Lagergren et al., 1999b). Elucidating the 
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biomolecular mechanisms that link adiposity with the development of GERD, BE, and EAC 
is an active area of investigation. Such information could provide novel targets for the 
treatment of conditions along the GERD spectrum.  

Increased adiposity, defined by BMI or waist circumference, has been shown to be an 
independent risk factor for GERD epidemiologically, while being consistently linked to 
reflux symptoms as well as mucosal injury (Hampel et al., 2005). Increasing BMI and waist 
circumference separately lead to an increased frequency of GERD symptoms, esophageal 
acid exposure, (El-Serag et al., 2007; El-Serag et al., 2005; Locke et al., 1999; Murray et al., 
2003) and reflux related hospitalizations (Ruhl and Everhart, 1999). In fact, those with a BMI 
greater than 30 kg/m2 have been shown to be approximately three times more likely to 
develop GERD symptoms at least once per week (Locke et al., 1999; Murray et al., 2003). 
Even among those who are morbidly obese, those with a higher BMI have a higher 
percentage of time during which the esophageal pH is less than four (Fisher et al., 1999).  

Obesity has also been linked to complications of GERD including the development of BE 
and EAC. These develop due to an imbalance between injurious elements and esophageal 
protective mechanisms (Vaezi and Richter, 1996). It is estimated that obesity leads to a two 
and a half fold increased risk of BE. Furthermore Stein and colleagues concluded that for 
every 10-pound increase in weight the risk of BE increases by 10%, and for each five point 
increase in BMI the risk increases by 35% (Stein et al., 2005). Recent evidence also suggests 
that abdominal obesity, specifically visceral fat, is a stronger risk factor for BE than BMI 
(Corley et al., 2007; Edelstein et al., 2007). In terms of EAC, a linear relationship with obesity 
seems to exists as higher BMI levels are associated with an increased risk of the malignancy 
(Brown et al., 1995; Chow et al., 1998; Lagergren et al., 1999b; Wu et al., 2001).  

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the association between the level of 
adiposity and the development of GERD. The “transmitted pressure” hypothesis suggests 
that direct mechanical pressure from the large abdominal panus can lead to an increased 
intragastric pressure, which when relayed to the lower esophageal sphincter, can result in 
reflux by way of non-swallow induced transient relaxation (El-Serag, 2008; El-Serag et al., 
2006; Lambert et al., 2005; Mercer et al., 1985; Pandolfino et al., 2006). Pandolfino et al. 
demonstrated a multi-faceted mechanism by which fat, especially visceral adiposity, leads to 
reflux. Utilizing high-resolution manometry, this study demonstrated that for every inch of 
increased waist circumference, there is a significant increase in intragastric and 
intraesophageal pressures, 0.4 mm Hg and 0.1 mm Hg, respectively. Additionally both the 
mean gastroesophageal pressure gradient (GEPG) as well as the disruption of the 
esophagogastric junction (EGJ), measured as separation of the lower esophageal sphincter 
and extrinsic crural diagphram, were higher among obese patients. Furthermore, EGJ 
disruption allows for the development of a hiatal hernia. Finally, patients with GERD 
symptoms when compared to non-GERD patients had increased GEPG and EGJ disruption. 
Given these pressure morphologies among overweight and obese patients, it appears that 
increasing panus size creates a pathophysiologic mechanism allowing for the flow of gastric 
contents into the esophagus (Pandolfino et al., 2006). 

As an active endocrine organ, adipose tissue is also important metabolically, and produces 
adipocytokines such as leptin, and adiponectin. In addition while the gastric epithelium 
produces acid, it is also the primary source for the adipokine ghrelin. Evidence suggests that 
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PCR, VEGF expression to increased after exposure to certain bile acids (Burnat et al., 2007). 
Another study looked at the possibility of an “angiogenic switch” in the transition from 
metaplasia to dysplasia to carcinoma in BE (Mobius et al., 2003). This study showed that 
VEGF expression increased during the sequence of metaplasia to advanced carcinoma. More 
specifically, the data suggested that the related impact on neovascularization occurred early 
on in the course of this transformation, as the only true significant difference in VEGF 
expression occurred between Barrett’s metaplasia and high-grade dysplasia. This entailed 
that the importance of VEGF and related angiogenesis in the progression to EAC may occur 
before actual tumor growth. 

TGF-β is a growth factor predominantly involved in cellular proliferation and differentiation, 
and several studies suggest that loss of TGF-β signaling is an important factor in BE-related 
EAC. Smad4, a protein that is part of a TGF-β mediated complex important in downstream 
gene activation, has been shown to potentially have a dual importance in the neoplastic 
progression of BE. In response to TGF-β, a majority of EAC cell lines in one study failed to 
growth arrest, and specific modulation of Smad4 was inhibited. However, the cell lines also 
upgraded the expression of certain proteases that led to a more invasive cell phenotype, 
suggesting a dual role for TGF-β (Onwuegbusi et al., 2007). By PCR, FISH, and sequencing, 
Smad4 expression has also been shown to be progressively reduced in the metaplasia to 
dysplasia to adenocarcinoma sequence (Onwuegbusi et al., 2006).  

Other evidence propose additional roles for the downstream TGF-β pathway and its 
importance in the neoplastic progression of BE. One study showed that hypermethylation 
and inactivation of RUNX3, a target gene of TGF-β, is associated with the progression of BE 
to dysplasia and ultimately adenocarcinoma (Schulmann et al., 2005). TGF-β also has known 
significance in the epithelial to mesenchymal transition, which promotes cellular motility, 
invasion, and cytoskeletal rearrangement in a range of tumor cells. One study looked 
specifically at the ability of TGF-β to induce esophageal to mesenchymal transition in 
esophageal cell lines in vitro. The data from this study suggested a role for this transition in 
EAC, as TGF-β induced alterations in aggregation and invasion, and thus a more invasive 
phenotype (Rees et al., 2006). 

There has been clear value in the investigation of EGF, VEGF, and TGF-β as performing 
critical roles in the progression of BE to EAC. More examination is needed to clarify the 
independent function of these growth factors and their downstream proteins in the 
progression of this disease.  

4. Adiposity and adipokines 
Obesity, as defined by a body mass index (BMI) >30, has been increasing steadily over the 
past twenty years and has become an epidemic in the US. In 1989 the prevalence of obesity 
among adults did not surpass 15% in any state. By contrast in 2009, the prevalence of obesity 
among adults is greater than 15% in every state [Ref: http://www.cdc.gov/ 
obesity/data/trends.html#State]. It is estimated that 68% of adults twenty years of age or 
older in the US are either overweight or obese and nearly 34% of these are obese (Flegal et 
al., 2010). Obesity is associated not only with metabolic disorders such as diabetes (Bray, 
1992; Pontiroli and Galli, 1998; Scott et al., 1997) but also with neoplastic conditions such as 
EAC (Chow et al., 1998; Dvoyrin et al., 2011; Lagergren et al., 1999b). Elucidating the 
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biomolecular mechanisms that link adiposity with the development of GERD, BE, and EAC 
is an active area of investigation. Such information could provide novel targets for the 
treatment of conditions along the GERD spectrum.  

Increased adiposity, defined by BMI or waist circumference, has been shown to be an 
independent risk factor for GERD epidemiologically, while being consistently linked to 
reflux symptoms as well as mucosal injury (Hampel et al., 2005). Increasing BMI and waist 
circumference separately lead to an increased frequency of GERD symptoms, esophageal 
acid exposure, (El-Serag et al., 2007; El-Serag et al., 2005; Locke et al., 1999; Murray et al., 
2003) and reflux related hospitalizations (Ruhl and Everhart, 1999). In fact, those with a BMI 
greater than 30 kg/m2 have been shown to be approximately three times more likely to 
develop GERD symptoms at least once per week (Locke et al., 1999; Murray et al., 2003). 
Even among those who are morbidly obese, those with a higher BMI have a higher 
percentage of time during which the esophageal pH is less than four (Fisher et al., 1999).  

Obesity has also been linked to complications of GERD including the development of BE 
and EAC. These develop due to an imbalance between injurious elements and esophageal 
protective mechanisms (Vaezi and Richter, 1996). It is estimated that obesity leads to a two 
and a half fold increased risk of BE. Furthermore Stein and colleagues concluded that for 
every 10-pound increase in weight the risk of BE increases by 10%, and for each five point 
increase in BMI the risk increases by 35% (Stein et al., 2005). Recent evidence also suggests 
that abdominal obesity, specifically visceral fat, is a stronger risk factor for BE than BMI 
(Corley et al., 2007; Edelstein et al., 2007). In terms of EAC, a linear relationship with obesity 
seems to exists as higher BMI levels are associated with an increased risk of the malignancy 
(Brown et al., 1995; Chow et al., 1998; Lagergren et al., 1999b; Wu et al., 2001).  

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the association between the level of 
adiposity and the development of GERD. The “transmitted pressure” hypothesis suggests 
that direct mechanical pressure from the large abdominal panus can lead to an increased 
intragastric pressure, which when relayed to the lower esophageal sphincter, can result in 
reflux by way of non-swallow induced transient relaxation (El-Serag, 2008; El-Serag et al., 
2006; Lambert et al., 2005; Mercer et al., 1985; Pandolfino et al., 2006). Pandolfino et al. 
demonstrated a multi-faceted mechanism by which fat, especially visceral adiposity, leads to 
reflux. Utilizing high-resolution manometry, this study demonstrated that for every inch of 
increased waist circumference, there is a significant increase in intragastric and 
intraesophageal pressures, 0.4 mm Hg and 0.1 mm Hg, respectively. Additionally both the 
mean gastroesophageal pressure gradient (GEPG) as well as the disruption of the 
esophagogastric junction (EGJ), measured as separation of the lower esophageal sphincter 
and extrinsic crural diagphram, were higher among obese patients. Furthermore, EGJ 
disruption allows for the development of a hiatal hernia. Finally, patients with GERD 
symptoms when compared to non-GERD patients had increased GEPG and EGJ disruption. 
Given these pressure morphologies among overweight and obese patients, it appears that 
increasing panus size creates a pathophysiologic mechanism allowing for the flow of gastric 
contents into the esophagus (Pandolfino et al., 2006). 

As an active endocrine organ, adipose tissue is also important metabolically, and produces 
adipocytokines such as leptin, and adiponectin. In addition while the gastric epithelium 
produces acid, it is also the primary source for the adipokine ghrelin. Evidence suggests that 
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these hormones are associated mechanistically in the development of BE and esophageal 
adenocarcinoma. 

Leptin, a proteohormone produced mostly in proportion to the amount of white adipose 
tissue, is a diverse hormone involved in energy homeostasis and satiety management (Housa 
et al., 2006). Leptin is also produced by the gastric epithelium and we have found that fundic 
levels to be significantly associated with risk of BE (Francois et al., 2008). In esophageal cell 
lines, leptin has been shown to have actions as a growth factor leading to increased 
proliferation (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; Lipetz, 1984; Somasundar et al., 2003) and inhibition 
of apoptosis, which may predispose to an increased risk of BE and esophageal 
adenocarcinoma (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007). These effects have been demonstrated to be 
synergistic when leptin is combined with acid pulses (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007). The most 
current research has demonstrated a complex signaling pathway by which leptin causes these 
aberrations, however the exact mechanism has not been completely elucidated. It is postulated 
that leptin stimulates a transmembrane leptin receptor, which activates both P38 MAP kinase 
and janus kinase JAK2 pathways. JAK2 also activates P38 MAP kinase, as well as, extracellular 
signal related kinase (ERK) and Akt, which all increase COX-2 mRNA levels. Upregulation of 
COX-2 leads to increased PGE-2 production, which subsequently activates an EP-4 receptor. 
The EP-4 receptor then causes activation of PKC, src, and MMPs, which increase cleavage and 
extracellular shedding of EGFR ligands, HB-EGF and TGFα. These transactivate an epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; Ogunwobi et al., 2006; Ogunwobi 
and Beales, 2008b). Ultimately, C-jun NH2 terminal kinase (JNK) is then activated which leads 
to the inhibition of apoptosis and increased proliferation. It is by this pathway which leptin 
may predispose obese patients to an increased risk of EAC (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; 
Ogunwobi et al., 2006).  

Adiponectin is produced solely by white adipose tissue and has been shown to have anti-
atherogenic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-diabetic actions (Housa et al., 2006; Nishida et al., 
2007). It is a protein found in multiple isoforms, high molecular weight (HMW), medium 
molecular weight (MMW), and low molecular weight (LMW) (Suzuki et al., 2007). Unlike 
leptin, adiponectin levels are decreased in obesity, and low levels of adiponectin have been 
associated with an increased risk of BE and EAC (Rubenstein et al., 2008; Yildirim et al., 
2009). Its role in the development of cancer is believed to be protective through anti-
proliferative (Ogunwobi and Beales, 2008a) and pro-apoptotic effects (Konturek et al., 2008). 
Adiponectin leads to a dose-dependent increase in the rate of apoptosis in esophageal 
cancer cell lines, which can be explained by a dose dependent increase and decrease in 
mRNA and protein expression of pro-apoptotic BAX and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2, respectively 
(Konturek et al., 2008). Its anti-proliferative effects may be mediated through its actions on 
adiponectin receptor-1 as well as activation of adenosine monophosphate activated protein 
kinase and serine/threonine phosphatases, which ultimately lead to modulation of p53 and 
p21(Ogunwobi and Beales, 2008a);(Rubenstein et al., 2009). More recent evidence suggests 
unique roles of each adiponectin multimer in the development of BE High levels of LMW 
adiponectin have been shown to be associated with a decreased risk of BE, and conversely, 
high levels of HMW adiponectin are associated with an increased risk (Rubenstein et al., 
2009). LMW adiponectin may prevent the inflammatory reaction of esophageal mucosa by 
suppressing the release of pro-inflammatory interleukin-6 and increasing release of anti-
inflammatory interleukin-10. Therefore, low levels of LMW adiponectin might permit an 
aberrant response to reflux thus leading to metaplastic changes (Schober et al., 2007). Other 
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possible mechanisms of adiponectin that have been postulated include suppression of 
extracellular signal related kinases 1 and 2, which when exuberantly activated lead to 
increased proliferation and decreased apoptosis, and possibly an exacerbated pathologic 
response to reflux (Rubenstein et al., 2008). 

Lastly, ghrelin is a hormone that is produced primarily in the fundus of the stomach, 
(Kojima and Kangawa, 2005) and has a variety of roles which include stimulation of appetite 
as well as gastric acid secretion (Masuda et al., 2000; Wren et al., 2001). Ghrelin levels have 
been shown to be inversely related to adiposity and EAC risk (de Martel et al., 2007), but the 
biomolecular mechanism underlying this association has not been completely elucidated. 
There may be an anti-inflammatory component to the mechanism, as evidence suggests that 
ghrelin inhibits the increased production of COX-2 and interleukin-1β (IL-1β) by tumor 
necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) (Konturek et al., 2008). In addition, ghrelin stimulates gastric 
motility by stimulating the vagus nerve and myenteric neurons. By shortening gastric 
emptying time, this decreases the acid exposure of the lower esophageal and potentially 
decreases the risk of EAC (de Martel et al., 2007).  

By further elucidating the mechanisms behind adipocytokines and their relationships to BE 
and EAC, there may be opportunities for both diagnostic as well as therapeutic approaches 
to these sequelae of GERD. 

5. Microbiome and cancer 
The human body is inhabited by ten times more bacteria than the number of human cells in 
the body (Savage, 1977). The bacteria form ecological communities on every external (skin) 
and internal (mucosal) surfaces of our body. Bacteria in the communities collectively are 
termed by Joshua Lederberg as “microbiome” (Lederberg and McCray, 2001). The host 
relationship with the microbiome can be commensal, symbiotic, and pathogenic. The 
general concept is that the host provides a nutrient-rich habitat, while the bacteria play 
important roles in the development of the mucosal immune system, the maintenance of a 
physiological environment, the provision of essential nutrients, and the prevention of 
colonization by pathogenic bacteria (Cunningham-Rundles et al., 2002; Eckburg et al., 2005). 
On the other hand, certain members of the human microbiome play a pathogenic role, as 
illustrated by traditional medical microbiology built upon concepts of infectious diseases in 
which a pathogen can often be identified and pathogenesis explained by toxins or virulent 
factors produced by the pathogen. These concepts have clearly demonstrated their 
usefulness in the identification of etiologic agents of a number of infectious diseases.  

More recently, the concept that the microbiome is essential for the development of 
inflammation-induced carcinoma has emerged from studies of well-known colonic 
microbiome (Yang and Pei, 2006). In the TCRβ/p53, IL-10 and Gpx1/Gpx2 knockout mouse 
colitis models that mimic the development of adenocarcinoma in ulcerative colitis, 
carcinoma develops in conventional mice but not in mice raised under germ-free housing 
conditions (Balish and Warner, 2002; Chu et al., 2004; Kado et al., 2001). In IL-10, HLA-
B27/β2m, and TCRα knockout mice, the colonic microbiome is also a prerequisite for the 
development of inflammation in the colon (Kawaguchi-Miyashita et al., 2001; Rath et al., 
1996; Sellon et al., 1998; Song et al., 1999). Although intestinal bacteria are an important 
factor in the inflammation and tumorigenesis, their precise role remains elusive. One theory 
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these hormones are associated mechanistically in the development of BE and esophageal 
adenocarcinoma. 

Leptin, a proteohormone produced mostly in proportion to the amount of white adipose 
tissue, is a diverse hormone involved in energy homeostasis and satiety management (Housa 
et al., 2006). Leptin is also produced by the gastric epithelium and we have found that fundic 
levels to be significantly associated with risk of BE (Francois et al., 2008). In esophageal cell 
lines, leptin has been shown to have actions as a growth factor leading to increased 
proliferation (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; Lipetz, 1984; Somasundar et al., 2003) and inhibition 
of apoptosis, which may predispose to an increased risk of BE and esophageal 
adenocarcinoma (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007). These effects have been demonstrated to be 
synergistic when leptin is combined with acid pulses (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007). The most 
current research has demonstrated a complex signaling pathway by which leptin causes these 
aberrations, however the exact mechanism has not been completely elucidated. It is postulated 
that leptin stimulates a transmembrane leptin receptor, which activates both P38 MAP kinase 
and janus kinase JAK2 pathways. JAK2 also activates P38 MAP kinase, as well as, extracellular 
signal related kinase (ERK) and Akt, which all increase COX-2 mRNA levels. Upregulation of 
COX-2 leads to increased PGE-2 production, which subsequently activates an EP-4 receptor. 
The EP-4 receptor then causes activation of PKC, src, and MMPs, which increase cleavage and 
extracellular shedding of EGFR ligands, HB-EGF and TGFα. These transactivate an epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; Ogunwobi et al., 2006; Ogunwobi 
and Beales, 2008b). Ultimately, C-jun NH2 terminal kinase (JNK) is then activated which leads 
to the inhibition of apoptosis and increased proliferation. It is by this pathway which leptin 
may predispose obese patients to an increased risk of EAC (Beales and Ogunwobi, 2007; 
Ogunwobi et al., 2006).  

Adiponectin is produced solely by white adipose tissue and has been shown to have anti-
atherogenic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-diabetic actions (Housa et al., 2006; Nishida et al., 
2007). It is a protein found in multiple isoforms, high molecular weight (HMW), medium 
molecular weight (MMW), and low molecular weight (LMW) (Suzuki et al., 2007). Unlike 
leptin, adiponectin levels are decreased in obesity, and low levels of adiponectin have been 
associated with an increased risk of BE and EAC (Rubenstein et al., 2008; Yildirim et al., 
2009). Its role in the development of cancer is believed to be protective through anti-
proliferative (Ogunwobi and Beales, 2008a) and pro-apoptotic effects (Konturek et al., 2008). 
Adiponectin leads to a dose-dependent increase in the rate of apoptosis in esophageal 
cancer cell lines, which can be explained by a dose dependent increase and decrease in 
mRNA and protein expression of pro-apoptotic BAX and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2, respectively 
(Konturek et al., 2008). Its anti-proliferative effects may be mediated through its actions on 
adiponectin receptor-1 as well as activation of adenosine monophosphate activated protein 
kinase and serine/threonine phosphatases, which ultimately lead to modulation of p53 and 
p21(Ogunwobi and Beales, 2008a);(Rubenstein et al., 2009). More recent evidence suggests 
unique roles of each adiponectin multimer in the development of BE High levels of LMW 
adiponectin have been shown to be associated with a decreased risk of BE, and conversely, 
high levels of HMW adiponectin are associated with an increased risk (Rubenstein et al., 
2009). LMW adiponectin may prevent the inflammatory reaction of esophageal mucosa by 
suppressing the release of pro-inflammatory interleukin-6 and increasing release of anti-
inflammatory interleukin-10. Therefore, low levels of LMW adiponectin might permit an 
aberrant response to reflux thus leading to metaplastic changes (Schober et al., 2007). Other 
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possible mechanisms of adiponectin that have been postulated include suppression of 
extracellular signal related kinases 1 and 2, which when exuberantly activated lead to 
increased proliferation and decreased apoptosis, and possibly an exacerbated pathologic 
response to reflux (Rubenstein et al., 2008). 

Lastly, ghrelin is a hormone that is produced primarily in the fundus of the stomach, 
(Kojima and Kangawa, 2005) and has a variety of roles which include stimulation of appetite 
as well as gastric acid secretion (Masuda et al., 2000; Wren et al., 2001). Ghrelin levels have 
been shown to be inversely related to adiposity and EAC risk (de Martel et al., 2007), but the 
biomolecular mechanism underlying this association has not been completely elucidated. 
There may be an anti-inflammatory component to the mechanism, as evidence suggests that 
ghrelin inhibits the increased production of COX-2 and interleukin-1β (IL-1β) by tumor 
necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) (Konturek et al., 2008). In addition, ghrelin stimulates gastric 
motility by stimulating the vagus nerve and myenteric neurons. By shortening gastric 
emptying time, this decreases the acid exposure of the lower esophageal and potentially 
decreases the risk of EAC (de Martel et al., 2007).  

By further elucidating the mechanisms behind adipocytokines and their relationships to BE 
and EAC, there may be opportunities for both diagnostic as well as therapeutic approaches 
to these sequelae of GERD. 

5. Microbiome and cancer 
The human body is inhabited by ten times more bacteria than the number of human cells in 
the body (Savage, 1977). The bacteria form ecological communities on every external (skin) 
and internal (mucosal) surfaces of our body. Bacteria in the communities collectively are 
termed by Joshua Lederberg as “microbiome” (Lederberg and McCray, 2001). The host 
relationship with the microbiome can be commensal, symbiotic, and pathogenic. The 
general concept is that the host provides a nutrient-rich habitat, while the bacteria play 
important roles in the development of the mucosal immune system, the maintenance of a 
physiological environment, the provision of essential nutrients, and the prevention of 
colonization by pathogenic bacteria (Cunningham-Rundles et al., 2002; Eckburg et al., 2005). 
On the other hand, certain members of the human microbiome play a pathogenic role, as 
illustrated by traditional medical microbiology built upon concepts of infectious diseases in 
which a pathogen can often be identified and pathogenesis explained by toxins or virulent 
factors produced by the pathogen. These concepts have clearly demonstrated their 
usefulness in the identification of etiologic agents of a number of infectious diseases.  

More recently, the concept that the microbiome is essential for the development of 
inflammation-induced carcinoma has emerged from studies of well-known colonic 
microbiome (Yang and Pei, 2006). In the TCRβ/p53, IL-10 and Gpx1/Gpx2 knockout mouse 
colitis models that mimic the development of adenocarcinoma in ulcerative colitis, 
carcinoma develops in conventional mice but not in mice raised under germ-free housing 
conditions (Balish and Warner, 2002; Chu et al., 2004; Kado et al., 2001). In IL-10, HLA-
B27/β2m, and TCRα knockout mice, the colonic microbiome is also a prerequisite for the 
development of inflammation in the colon (Kawaguchi-Miyashita et al., 2001; Rath et al., 
1996; Sellon et al., 1998; Song et al., 1999). Although intestinal bacteria are an important 
factor in the inflammation and tumorigenesis, their precise role remains elusive. One theory 
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is that both “protective” species and “harmful” species exist within the normal enteric 
microbiome. A healthy balance between these two populations in a normal host might be 
detrimental for an inflammation-prone host. Alternatively, a breakdown in the balance 
between the two populations, termed “dysbiosis”, could by itself promote inflammation in a 
normal host. Chronic inflammation could be carcinogenic. Although resident enteric 
bacteria are necessary for the development of spontaneous colitis in many rodent models, 
not all bacteria have an equivalent capability to induce inflammation. Germ-free IL-10-
deficient mice populated with bacterial strains, including Bacteroides vulgatus, Clostridium 
sordellii, Streptococcus viridans, Escherichia coli, Lactobacillus casei, Lactobacillus reuteri, 
Lactobacillus acidophilus, and Lactobacillus lactis do not exhibit significant colitis (Balish and 
Warner, 2002; Sellon et al., 1998; Sydora et al., 2005). In contrast, Citrobacter rodentium, 
Helicobacter hepaticus, Enterococcus faecalis are examples of conditional cancer-causing 
bacteria that alone do not cause cancer, but are carcinogenic in certain genetically-
engineered immunodeficient mice (Balish and Warner, 2002; Barthold and Jonas, 1977; Engle 
et al., 2002; Erdman et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2001; Sellon et al., 1998; Sydora et al., 2005; 
Ward et al., 1994).  

The observations in rodent models which depict the role of the microbiome in tumorigenesis 
raise some interesting possibilities in relation to human cancers. Although there is no 
established bacterial pathogen for human colorectal cancer, unusual infections might 
precede the clinical diagnosis of cancer. A significant proportion (13%) of patients with 
Streptococcus bovis bacteremia have colon cancer (Panwalker, 1988). In some cases, the 
bacteremia occur months or years before the cancer is diagnosed. Clostridium septicum 
infections are rare, but are often (81%) associated with malignancy including colon cancer 
(34%) (Beebe and Koneman, 1995; Kornbluth et al., 1989).  

The lessons learned from investigations of the colonic microbiome could serve as a general 
guide to studies of the etiology and pathogenesis of chronic inflammatory diseases and 
related cancers in other sites of the gastrointestinal tract. These include conditions such as 
reflux esophagitis and esophageal adenocarcinoma, Helicobacter gastritis and gastric 
adenocarcinoma and lymphoma, as well as inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) and 
colorectal cancer.  

5.1 Helicobacter pylori as a protective marker for esophageal adenocarcinoma 

Helicobacter pylori is the most established bacterial cause of human cancer. In particular, H. 
pylori causes gastric adenocarcinoma, the fourth most common cancer and second leading 
cause of cancer-related death in the world (Ferlay et al., 2010; Parkin et al., 2005; Peek and 
Blaser, 2002). It is a Gram-negative, microaerophilic bacterium that colonizes the stomach of 
at least half the world's population (Pounder and Ng, 1995). H. pylori causes chronic active 
gastritis and the colonization and inflammation may persist in the stomach for life if not 
treated (Marshall and Warren, 1984). Although most individuals infected by H. pylori are 
asymptomatic, despite having chronic gastritis, approximately 10-20% of the patients will 
develop gastric and duodenal ulcers (Kusters et al., 2006). H. pylori infection is also 
associated with a 1-2% lifetime risk of stomach cancer and a less than 1% risk of gastric 
MALT lymphoma (Kusters et al., 2006). The risk of non-cardia gastric cancer was nearly six 
times higher for H. pylori-infected people than for uninfected people (Webb et al., 2001). In 
1994, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified H. pylori as a group 
1 carcinogen (IARC, 1994). H. pylori infection causes gastric cancer through interaction 
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between bacterial virulent factors and human genes/pathways. H. pylori may directly 
damage the gastric mucosa by bacterial products such as ammonia, phospholipases, and 
toxins and causes mutations by promoting persistent tissue repair and cellular proliferation. 
Secondary response from the host, such as releasing free radicals, reactive oxygen 
metabolites, and cytokines can further damage the gastric mucosa (Bechi et al., 1996). H. 
pylori strains exhibit extensive genetic diversity and strain-specific proteins augment the risk 
for malignancy (Polk and Peek, 2010). Based on the presence or absence of cytotoxin-
associated gene A (cagA), H. pylori can be divided into cagA-positive and cagA-negative 
strains (Covacci et al., 1993; Tummuru et al., 1993). Infection with cagA-positive H. pylori 
strains has been associated with more severe mucosal inflammation, atrophic gastritis and 
increased risk for the development of gastric carcinoma (Blaser et al., 1995; Kuipers et al., 
1995; Parsonnet et al., 1997). There is a twofold increase in the risk of gastric carcinoma 
associated with cagA-positive strains compared to cagA-negative strains (Huang et al., 
2003). H. pylori also augment its carcinogenicity by expression of active vacuolating 
cytotoxin (VacA) as well as blood-group antigen-binding adhesin (BabA1) (Figueiredo et al., 
2002; Louw et al., 2001; Miehlke et al., 2001; Rhead et al., 2007). Eradication of H. pylori leads 
to a modest reduction in gastric cancer risk (Fuccio et al., 2009). On the host side, 
polymorphisms that are associated with increased expression of IL-1β and TNFα also 
increases the risk of gastric cancer (El-Omar et al., 2003).  

Paradoxically, H. pylori infection might prevent against the development of EAC. In the 
majority of studies comparing the rates of H. pylori infection in patients with reflux 
disorders, H. pylori infection is associated with a reduced risk of BE and EAC (Islami and 
Kamangar, 2008; Rokkas et al., 2007; Ronkainen et al., 2005; Sorberg et al., 2003; Wang et al., 
2009a). In particular, H. pylori infection is inversely associated with risk for EAC with an 
odds ratio (95% CI) of 0.56 (0.46-0.68), as shown in a meta analysis of 19 case control studies 
(Islami and Kamangar, 2008). The risk reduction is due to infection with CagA-positive 
strains (OR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.28-0.62) as CagA-negative strains are not protective (OR, 1.08; 
95% CI, 0.76-1.53). H. pylori infection and CagA-positive strains are also associated with a 
reduced risk for EAC in another meta analysis (Rokkas et al., 2007). Similarly, BE is 
inversely correlated with both the H. pylori prevalence (OR, 0.64; 95% CI, 0.43-0.94; P = .025) 
and the prevalence of H. pylori cagA-positive strain (OR, 0.39; 95% CI, 0.21-0.76; P = .005) 
(Rokkas et al., 2007). More recent meta analysis found that the prevalence of H. pylori 
infection is significantly lower in BE than in endoscopically normal healthy controls (23.1% 
vs. 42.7%, OR=0.50, 95% CI 0.27–0.93, P=0.03) but significantly higher in BE patients in 
studies using healthy blood donors as "normal controls" (71.2% vs. 48.1%, OR=2.21, 95% CI 
1.07–4.55). The discrepancy appears to be due to difference in study designs (Wang et al., 
2009a). The healthy blood donors are not appropriate controls because: i). the prevalence of 
H. pylori infection in the blood donors is different from that in the general population 
(Sorberg et al., 2003); ii). Some of the “healthy” blood donors may actually have 
unrecognized BE since they are not examined by endoscopy. BE is present in 1.6% of the 
general Swedish population (Ronkainen et al., 2005).  

Although no simple theory can explain why H. pylori infection reduces the risk of BE and 
EAC, there are several plausible hypotheses. First, H. pylori infection may decrease the tissue 
damage caused by gastroesophageal reflux by lessening the acidity in the refluxate (Ye et al., 
2004). The decrease in gastric acidity could be a result of chronic inflammation and atrophic 
gastritis associated with H. pylori infection as well as the action of bacterial urease that 
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is that both “protective” species and “harmful” species exist within the normal enteric 
microbiome. A healthy balance between these two populations in a normal host might be 
detrimental for an inflammation-prone host. Alternatively, a breakdown in the balance 
between the two populations, termed “dysbiosis”, could by itself promote inflammation in a 
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adenocarcinoma and lymphoma, as well as inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) and 
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Helicobacter pylori is the most established bacterial cause of human cancer. In particular, H. 
pylori causes gastric adenocarcinoma, the fourth most common cancer and second leading 
cause of cancer-related death in the world (Ferlay et al., 2010; Parkin et al., 2005; Peek and 
Blaser, 2002). It is a Gram-negative, microaerophilic bacterium that colonizes the stomach of 
at least half the world's population (Pounder and Ng, 1995). H. pylori causes chronic active 
gastritis and the colonization and inflammation may persist in the stomach for life if not 
treated (Marshall and Warren, 1984). Although most individuals infected by H. pylori are 
asymptomatic, despite having chronic gastritis, approximately 10-20% of the patients will 
develop gastric and duodenal ulcers (Kusters et al., 2006). H. pylori infection is also 
associated with a 1-2% lifetime risk of stomach cancer and a less than 1% risk of gastric 
MALT lymphoma (Kusters et al., 2006). The risk of non-cardia gastric cancer was nearly six 
times higher for H. pylori-infected people than for uninfected people (Webb et al., 2001). In 
1994, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified H. pylori as a group 
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between bacterial virulent factors and human genes/pathways. H. pylori may directly 
damage the gastric mucosa by bacterial products such as ammonia, phospholipases, and 
toxins and causes mutations by promoting persistent tissue repair and cellular proliferation. 
Secondary response from the host, such as releasing free radicals, reactive oxygen 
metabolites, and cytokines can further damage the gastric mucosa (Bechi et al., 1996). H. 
pylori strains exhibit extensive genetic diversity and strain-specific proteins augment the risk 
for malignancy (Polk and Peek, 2010). Based on the presence or absence of cytotoxin-
associated gene A (cagA), H. pylori can be divided into cagA-positive and cagA-negative 
strains (Covacci et al., 1993; Tummuru et al., 1993). Infection with cagA-positive H. pylori 
strains has been associated with more severe mucosal inflammation, atrophic gastritis and 
increased risk for the development of gastric carcinoma (Blaser et al., 1995; Kuipers et al., 
1995; Parsonnet et al., 1997). There is a twofold increase in the risk of gastric carcinoma 
associated with cagA-positive strains compared to cagA-negative strains (Huang et al., 
2003). H. pylori also augment its carcinogenicity by expression of active vacuolating 
cytotoxin (VacA) as well as blood-group antigen-binding adhesin (BabA1) (Figueiredo et al., 
2002; Louw et al., 2001; Miehlke et al., 2001; Rhead et al., 2007). Eradication of H. pylori leads 
to a modest reduction in gastric cancer risk (Fuccio et al., 2009). On the host side, 
polymorphisms that are associated with increased expression of IL-1β and TNFα also 
increases the risk of gastric cancer (El-Omar et al., 2003).  

Paradoxically, H. pylori infection might prevent against the development of EAC. In the 
majority of studies comparing the rates of H. pylori infection in patients with reflux 
disorders, H. pylori infection is associated with a reduced risk of BE and EAC (Islami and 
Kamangar, 2008; Rokkas et al., 2007; Ronkainen et al., 2005; Sorberg et al., 2003; Wang et al., 
2009a). In particular, H. pylori infection is inversely associated with risk for EAC with an 
odds ratio (95% CI) of 0.56 (0.46-0.68), as shown in a meta analysis of 19 case control studies 
(Islami and Kamangar, 2008). The risk reduction is due to infection with CagA-positive 
strains (OR, 0.41; 95% CI, 0.28-0.62) as CagA-negative strains are not protective (OR, 1.08; 
95% CI, 0.76-1.53). H. pylori infection and CagA-positive strains are also associated with a 
reduced risk for EAC in another meta analysis (Rokkas et al., 2007). Similarly, BE is 
inversely correlated with both the H. pylori prevalence (OR, 0.64; 95% CI, 0.43-0.94; P = .025) 
and the prevalence of H. pylori cagA-positive strain (OR, 0.39; 95% CI, 0.21-0.76; P = .005) 
(Rokkas et al., 2007). More recent meta analysis found that the prevalence of H. pylori 
infection is significantly lower in BE than in endoscopically normal healthy controls (23.1% 
vs. 42.7%, OR=0.50, 95% CI 0.27–0.93, P=0.03) but significantly higher in BE patients in 
studies using healthy blood donors as "normal controls" (71.2% vs. 48.1%, OR=2.21, 95% CI 
1.07–4.55). The discrepancy appears to be due to difference in study designs (Wang et al., 
2009a). The healthy blood donors are not appropriate controls because: i). the prevalence of 
H. pylori infection in the blood donors is different from that in the general population 
(Sorberg et al., 2003); ii). Some of the “healthy” blood donors may actually have 
unrecognized BE since they are not examined by endoscopy. BE is present in 1.6% of the 
general Swedish population (Ronkainen et al., 2005).  

Although no simple theory can explain why H. pylori infection reduces the risk of BE and 
EAC, there are several plausible hypotheses. First, H. pylori infection may decrease the tissue 
damage caused by gastroesophageal reflux by lessening the acidity in the refluxate (Ye et al., 
2004). The decrease in gastric acidity could be a result of chronic inflammation and atrophic 
gastritis associated with H. pylori infection as well as the action of bacterial urease that 
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produces ammonia and neutralize gastric acid, independent of gastric atrophy (Richter et 
al., 1998). This hypothesis is consistent with the observed inverse relationship between 
indices of H. pylori infection and occurrence of gastroesophageal reflux symptoms 
(Raghunath et al., 2003). However, simple achlorhydria in patients with pernicious anemia 
does not appears be sufficient for reduction of the risk for EAC, contradicting this 
hypothesis (Ye and Nyren, 2003). Second, H. pylori infection suppresses levels of ghrelin, a 
potent appetite stimulant and potential contributor to obesity (Azuma et al., 2002; Jang et al., 
2008; Nwokolo et al., 2003; Roper et al., 2008; Tatsuguchi et al., 2004; Thrift et al., 2011). 
Because obesity increases the risk for GERD, BE and EAC (Cook et al., 2008; Hampel et al., 
2005; Kubo and Corley, 2006; Whiteman et al., 2008), it is possible that H pylori infection may 
decrease the risks for reflux disorders by reducing body weight. Paradoxically, high ghrelin 
levels (rather than low) reduce the risk for EAC (de Martel et al., 2007). Third, H. pylori is 
capable of inducing esophageal cancer cells to die through apoptosis in vitro experiments, 
which depends on the presence of CagA (Jones et al., 2003). Thus, H. pylori might reduce the 
EAC risk by killing the cancer cells. However, this finding may not be clinically relevant 
because H. pylori does not colonize Barrett’s mucosa (Buttar and Wang, 2004). Ultimately the 
perceived mechanism behind which H. pylori infection may protect against BE and EAC 
remains unclear. 

5.2 Microbiome alteration as a marker for Barrett’s esophagus  

The esophagus, as with other luminal organs of the digestive system, represents a suitable 
environment for bacteria to inhabit. Besides residential bacteria, extraneous bacteria could be 
introduced into the esophagus by swallowing or by reflux from the stomach. However, 
compared with the well-studied colonic and oral microbiomes, characterization of the 
esophageal microbiome has received less attention. Attempts to define the esophageal 
microbiome have been described in 9 reports (Table 1). Previous culture-based studies 
suggested that the esophagus is either sterile or contains only few transient bacteria (Gagliardi 
et al., 1998) but studies (Narikiyo et al., 2004; Pei et al., 2004; Pei et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2009) 
using cultivation-independent PCR have consistently identified indigenous bacteria associated 
with mucosal surfaces in tissue biopsies. Furthermore, the bacteria are visible on the mucosal 
surfaces of the distal esophagus (Figure 1) (Pei et al., 2004). Much of the interest to further 
study of the microbiome comes from its possible link to esophageal disease.  

 
Fig. 1. Visualization of bacteria in the distal esophagus by gram stains in normal.  
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Category 
Culture-based (1981-2007) Non-culture-based (2004-2009) 

By Sanger sequencing 
Lau 
1981 

Finlay 
1982 

Mannell 
1983 

Gagliardi
1998 

Macfarlane
2007 

Narikiyo 
2004 

Pei 
2004 

Pei 
2005 

Yang 
2009 

Disease Cancer Cancer Cancer Normal BE Cancer Normal RE,  
BE 

RE, BE, 
Normal 

Specimen Aspirate Resection Aspirate Aspirate Biopsy 
Aspirate Biopsy Biopsy Biopsy Biopsy 

No. cases 79 12 101 30 14 20 4 24 34 
No. isolates or 
clones 61 85 377 30 ND 100 900 147 6,800 

No. species 14 15 32 11 46 7 95 39 166 
Mean species per 
case 1 6 4 1 ND ≤6 43 ND 24.7 

% cases positive for 
bacteria 64 100 100 67 71 ND 100 100 100 

% cases positive for 
Streptococcus 10 92 ND ND 50 87 100 ND 100 

Table 1. Summary of culture-based and non-culture-based studies on bacterial biota of the 
esophagus 

A recent study of human distal esophagus microbiome (Yang et al., 2009) linked inflammation 
and BE to the change in the microbiome. The study used 16S rRNA gene survey to 
characterize the bacterial communities in biopsy samples taken from the distal esophagus of 34 
individuals with either normal mucosa (n=12), esophagitis (n=12), or BE (intestinal metaplasia) 
(n=10). Two hundred 16S rRNA genes were cloned and sequenced from each sample. Overall, 
the 6800 sequences represented 9 phyla, 70 genera, or 166 species. Firmicutes is the only 
phylum consistently detected in all 34 samples, whereas the other 8 phyla, Bacteroidetes, 
Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Fusobacteria, TM7, Spirochaetes, Cyanobacteria and 
unclassified bacteria were less common. The samples from healthy subjects were dominated 
by streptococci. On average, 76% of the sequences from healthy esophageal mucosa were 
categorized to belong to streptococcal species and the numbers of some other species were low, 
but significantly increased in reflux esophagitis and BE.  

With an unsupervised approach, samples of the microbiome form two distinct clusters or 
two microbiome types, type I and II (Figure 2), based on combined genetic distance between 
samples. Although neither of the two types of microbiome exclusively correlated with the 3 
phenotypes, the type I microbiome is more closely associated with normal esophagus 
(11/12, 91.7%), whereas the type II microbiome is mainly associated with abnormal 
esophagus (13/22, 59.1%) (p=0.0173 among group comparison), including both esophagitis 
(7/12, 58.3%, OR=15.4) and BE (6/10, 60.0%, OR=16.5) (Table 2). The alteration of 
microbiome from type I to type II in distal esophagus, thus, is associated with host 
phenotypes and its disease progression.  

Streptococcus is the most dominant genus in the esophageal microbiome and its relative 
abundance differs between the two types of microbiome and decreases in disease states. 
Overall, the 20 type I samples had a mean of 78.8% Streptococcus (range, 60.5%–97.0%), 
whereas the 14 type II samples had a mean of 30.0% (range, 8.0%– 46.5%) (P < 1x10-10). The 
mean of relative abundance of Streptococcus in the normal esophagus group (75.9%) was 
significantly higher than that in the esophagitis (50.5%) and BE (54.1%) groups (Table 3) 
(Figure 3).  
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capable of inducing esophageal cancer cells to die through apoptosis in vitro experiments, 
which depends on the presence of CagA (Jones et al., 2003). Thus, H. pylori might reduce the 
EAC risk by killing the cancer cells. However, this finding may not be clinically relevant 
because H. pylori does not colonize Barrett’s mucosa (Buttar and Wang, 2004). Ultimately the 
perceived mechanism behind which H. pylori infection may protect against BE and EAC 
remains unclear. 
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environment for bacteria to inhabit. Besides residential bacteria, extraneous bacteria could be 
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compared with the well-studied colonic and oral microbiomes, characterization of the 
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microbiome have been described in 9 reports (Table 1). Previous culture-based studies 
suggested that the esophagus is either sterile or contains only few transient bacteria (Gagliardi 
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using cultivation-independent PCR have consistently identified indigenous bacteria associated 
with mucosal surfaces in tissue biopsies. Furthermore, the bacteria are visible on the mucosal 
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study of the microbiome comes from its possible link to esophageal disease.  
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Table 1. Summary of culture-based and non-culture-based studies on bacterial biota of the 
esophagus 

A recent study of human distal esophagus microbiome (Yang et al., 2009) linked inflammation 
and BE to the change in the microbiome. The study used 16S rRNA gene survey to 
characterize the bacterial communities in biopsy samples taken from the distal esophagus of 34 
individuals with either normal mucosa (n=12), esophagitis (n=12), or BE (intestinal metaplasia) 
(n=10). Two hundred 16S rRNA genes were cloned and sequenced from each sample. Overall, 
the 6800 sequences represented 9 phyla, 70 genera, or 166 species. Firmicutes is the only 
phylum consistently detected in all 34 samples, whereas the other 8 phyla, Bacteroidetes, 
Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Fusobacteria, TM7, Spirochaetes, Cyanobacteria and 
unclassified bacteria were less common. The samples from healthy subjects were dominated 
by streptococci. On average, 76% of the sequences from healthy esophageal mucosa were 
categorized to belong to streptococcal species and the numbers of some other species were low, 
but significantly increased in reflux esophagitis and BE.  

With an unsupervised approach, samples of the microbiome form two distinct clusters or 
two microbiome types, type I and II (Figure 2), based on combined genetic distance between 
samples. Although neither of the two types of microbiome exclusively correlated with the 3 
phenotypes, the type I microbiome is more closely associated with normal esophagus 
(11/12, 91.7%), whereas the type II microbiome is mainly associated with abnormal 
esophagus (13/22, 59.1%) (p=0.0173 among group comparison), including both esophagitis 
(7/12, 58.3%, OR=15.4) and BE (6/10, 60.0%, OR=16.5) (Table 2). The alteration of 
microbiome from type I to type II in distal esophagus, thus, is associated with host 
phenotypes and its disease progression.  

Streptococcus is the most dominant genus in the esophageal microbiome and its relative 
abundance differs between the two types of microbiome and decreases in disease states. 
Overall, the 20 type I samples had a mean of 78.8% Streptococcus (range, 60.5%–97.0%), 
whereas the 14 type II samples had a mean of 30.0% (range, 8.0%– 46.5%) (P < 1x10-10). The 
mean of relative abundance of Streptococcus in the normal esophagus group (75.9%) was 
significantly higher than that in the esophagitis (50.5%) and BE (54.1%) groups (Table 3) 
(Figure 3).  
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Fig. 2. Typing of esophageal microbiome. Detection of natural microbiome groups by 
unsupervised cluster analysis. The dendrogram was constructed using the average linkage 
algorithm and cosine measure of the genetic distance calculated from samples of the 
microbiome. Samples are represented by colored rectangles (green for normal, red for 
esophagitis, and black for Barrett’s esophagus).  

 

Omnibus testA 

Groups compared 
Phenotype 

Normal Esophagitis BEB 
Microbiome 

type 
I 11 5 4 
II 1 7 6 

P value 0.0173 
Follow-up testsC 

Groups compared 
Phenotype 

Normal Esophagitis Normal BE Esophagitis BE 
Microbiome 

type 
I 11 5 11 4 5 4 
II 1 7 1 6 7 6 

P value 0.027* 0.020* 1.000 
Odds ratio 
(95% C.I.) 

15.4 
(1.5-161.0) 

16.5 
(1.5-183.1) 

1.1 
(0.2-5.9) 

A The Omnibus test was performed using the two-tailed Fisher-Freeman-Halton 3 x 2 probability 
test. 
B BE, Barrett’s esophagus. 
C The follow-up tests were performed with the two-tailed Fisher exact 2 x 2 probability test. 
Tests that are statistically different at the false discovery rate < 5% 21 are marked by *.

Table 2. Association between host phenotypes and microbiome types in the distal esophagus 
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Fig. 3. Taxonomic definition of microbiome types. Classification of microbiome by the 
relative abundance of Streptococcus. An outlier (solid circle) was excluded using a box plot in 
which the upper whisker length is 1.5*IQR. The 95% normal reference range (NRR) (mean ± 
1.96 S.D.) was calculated by the relative abundance of Streptococcus after excluding the 
outlier. The dotted line (50.3%) is the upper limit of the 95% normal reference range (NRR), 
which separates the 34 samples into normal (inside the NRR) and abnormal taxonomic types 
(outside the NRR). 

Omnibus testa 

Groups compared
Phenotype 

Normalb 
(n=11) 

Esophagitis 
(n=12) 

BE 
(n=10) 
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abundance (%) 75.9 50.5 54.1 

P value 0.043 

Follow-up testsc 

Groups compared
Phenotype 

Normal Esophagitis Normal BE Esophagitis BE 
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abundance (%) 75.9 50.5 75.9  50.5 54.1 

P value 0.016* 0.029* 0.773 

a The Omnibus test was performed using one-way ANOVA. 
b An outlier (E15) in the normal group was not included in comparisons between esophageal 
phenotypic groups. 
c The follow-up tests were performed with two-tailed independent t-test. Tests that are statistically 
different at the false discovery rate < 5% are marked by *. 

Table 3. Comparisons of histological phenotypes in relative abundance of Streptococcus 
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Table 2. Association between host phenotypes and microbiome types in the distal esophagus 
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Fig. 3. Taxonomic definition of microbiome types. Classification of microbiome by the 
relative abundance of Streptococcus. An outlier (solid circle) was excluded using a box plot in 
which the upper whisker length is 1.5*IQR. The 95% normal reference range (NRR) (mean ± 
1.96 S.D.) was calculated by the relative abundance of Streptococcus after excluding the 
outlier. The dotted line (50.3%) is the upper limit of the 95% normal reference range (NRR), 
which separates the 34 samples into normal (inside the NRR) and abnormal taxonomic types 
(outside the NRR). 
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Phenotype 
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(n=11) 
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BE 
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Relative 
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different at the false discovery rate < 5% are marked by *. 

Table 3. Comparisons of histological phenotypes in relative abundance of Streptococcus 
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In the disease-associated type II microbiome, the decrease in the relative abundance of 
Streptococcus is compensated by an increase in the relative abundance of 24 other genera. 
Specifically, the most prominent increase involves Veillonella, Prevotella, Haemophilus, 
Neisseria, Rothia, Granulicatella, Campylobacter, Porphyromonas, Fusobacterium, and 
Actinomyces, many of which are Gram-negative anaerobes or microaerophiles and are 
putative pathogens for periodontal disease. Anaerobic (type I: 11.0% vs. type II: 38.2%, P = 
1.2 x 10-5) and microaerophilic bacteria (5.4% vs. 23.0%, p= 1.1 x 10-4) are more abundant in 
the type II microbiome than in the type I microbiome (Figure 4A). Gram-negative bacteria 
comprise 53.4% of type II microbiome but only 14.9% of type I microbiome (p= 8.0 x 10-10) 
(Figure 4B). Overall, the type II microbiome is significantly more diverse (Shannon-Wiener 
diversity index mean of 2.69 vs. 1.51, P = 1.3 x 10 -7) and more even (Shannon-Wiener 
evenness index mean 0.78 vs. 0.51, P = 4.2 x 10-8) than the type I microbiome (Figure 5).  

 
Fig. 4. Taxonomic characterization of microbiome by population of main bacterial groups. 
Comparisons of microbiome types according to culture conditions (Panel A) and staining 
properties (Panel B). 

 
Fig. 5. Difference between the 2 types of microbiome in biologic diversity. (A) Shannon-
Wiener diversity index. (B) Shannon-Wiener evenness index. (C) Richness by observed and 
estimated SLOTUs (Chao, 1984). Mean ± 1.96 SD is indicated by horizontal lines.  

The type II microbiome appears to be the strongest (OR >15) amongst all known 
environmental factors that are associated with the pathological changes related to 
gastroesophageal reflux (Table 4). This finding has opened a new approach to  
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Category Subcategory Predictive factor 

Predicted 
outcome 
(defining 
method) 

Sample 
size 

Odds 
ratio 95% C.I. Reference 

Host 

Genetic 
Immediate relatives 

Heartburn 
(questionnaire)

1,524 2.6 1.8-3.7 Locke, 1999 

Parental family history 3,920 1.5 1.2-1.7 Mohammed, 
2005 

Aging Increasing age GERD (ICD-9 
code) 163,085

1.1 1.0-1.1 
Kotzan, 2001 

Structural 

Hiatus hernia 

4.2 2.8-6.3 

BE (histology) 457 3.9 2.5-6.0 
Conio, 2001 Esophagitis 

(endoscopy) 451 2.4 1.5-4.0 

Papillae elongation 
Heartburn 
(medical 
record) 

1,128 2.2 1.5-3.2 Voutilainen, 
2000 

Symptomatic Heartburn/regurgitation
Esophagitis 
(endoscopy) 451 9.4 6.1-14.4 Ruigomez, 

2004 
BE (histology) 457 5.8 4.0-8.4 

Comorbid 

Gallbladder disease GERD (ICD-8 
codes) 7,451 3.7 2.1-6.7 Ruigomez, 

2004 

Asthma GERD (ICD-9 
code) 163,085 3.2 2.6-4.0 Kotzan, 2001 

Angina GERD (ICD-8 
codes) 7,451 3.2 2.1-4.9 Ruigomez, 

2004 

Obesity GERD (ICD-9 
code) 163,085 2.8 2.1-3.6 Kotzan, 2001 

Peptic ulcer disease 

GERD (ICD-8 
codes) 7,451 

2.5 1.7-3.6 

Ruigomez, 
2004 

Chest pain 2.3 1.8-2.8 

Cough 1.7 1.4-2.1 

Irritable bowel syndrome 1.6 1.2-2.1 

Environment 

Behavioral 
Tobacco 

GERD (ICD-9 
code) 163,085

2.6 1.9-3.5 

Kotzan, 2001 Alcohol 1.8 1.4-2.4 

Medical 

NSAID 1.8 1.6-2.1 

Anticholinergic drug Heartburn 
(questionnaire) 3,920 1.5 1.1-2.1 Mohammed, 

2005 

Nitrates GERD (ICD-8 
codes) 7,451 

1.5 1.1-2.0 Ruigomez, 
2004 Oral steroids 1.3 1.1-1.6 

Bacterial Type II microbiome 
Esophagitis 
(histology) 24 15.4 1.5-161.0 

Yang, 2009 
BE (histology) 22 16.5 1.5-183.1 

NSAID: Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
GERD: gastroesophageal reflux disease. 
BE: Barrett’s esophagus. 
ICD: international classification of diseases. 
ICD-8 codes for GERD: gastroesophageal reflux, esophagitis, esophageal inflammation, or heartburn. 
ICD-9 code for GERD: not specified in detail.

Table 4. Comparison of the type II microbiome with known risk factors in gastroesophageal 
reflux disorders 
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In the disease-associated type II microbiome, the decrease in the relative abundance of 
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evenness index mean 0.78 vs. 0.51, P = 4.2 x 10-8) than the type I microbiome (Figure 5).  
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NSAID: Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
GERD: gastroesophageal reflux disease. 
BE: Barrett’s esophagus. 
ICD: international classification of diseases. 
ICD-8 codes for GERD: gastroesophageal reflux, esophagitis, esophageal inflammation, or heartburn. 
ICD-9 code for GERD: not specified in detail.

Table 4. Comparison of the type II microbiome with known risk factors in gastroesophageal 
reflux disorders 
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understanding the recent surge in the incidence/prevalence of GERD, BE and EAC, and 
suggest the possible role of dysbiosis in their pathogenesis. The diverse type II community 
with its larger content of Gram-negative bacteria might engage innate immune functions of 
the epithelial cells in a different way than the type I microbiome, owing to the release of a 
larger spectrum of microbial components, such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) of Gram-
negative bacteria stimulating pattern receptors (eg, Toll-like receptors). Furthermore, the 
type II microbiome that contains significant numbers of potential pathogens, such as 
Campylobacter, Veillonella, Prevotella, Haemophilus, Neisseria, Porphyromonas, Fusobacterium, and 
Actinomyces and a significantly higher percentage of Gram-negative bacteria, might play a 
role with relevance in the maintenance of inflammation. On the other hand, the type II 
microbiome might be secondary to changes caused by gastric reflux. The type I microbiome 
could represent a direct extension of the normal oral microbiome via saliva while the type II 
microbiome could represent regurgitated bacteria in gastric juice or a microbiome modified 
gastric acid by selecting against acid-sensitive bacteria in the esophagus. However, at this 
stage, it is unclear whether the presence of type II microbiome (or the absence of type I 
bacteria) plays a causal role in the pathogenesis of esophageal inflammation or BE. These 
hypotheses will have to be addressed by future studies, which should be conducted with a 
prospective design and involve a finer characterization of the microbiomes (Suerbaum, 
2009). The microbiome alteration from type I to type II might prove to be an important step 
in the pathogenesis of esophageal tumorigenesis, and represent a biologically more 
plausible microbial component in GERD-BE-EAC progression. Consequently, it is essential 
to assess the type II microbiome and/or numbers of its potential pathogens as either a sole 
or a panel of biomarkers in order to decipher its relevance in GERD-BE-EAC progression.  

6. Prognostic value of biomarkers 
As discussed, biomarkers have an important role during the transition of BE to EAC. 
However, the diagnosis of dysplasia is still the principal marker that is monitored by 
endoscopic surveillance biopsies, with the aim of intervening prior to invasive 
adenocarcinoma. The shortcomings of this algorithm include undiagnosed disease, an 
unproven reduction in population mortality, and unnecessary surveillance. In addition, the 
current staging of EAC is based exclusively on the anatomical extent of the disease, and the 
tumor depth (T), lymph nodes involved (N), and the presence or absence of metastases (M); 
the TNM system. Despite the great number of relevant biomarkers that have been described, 
none are yet incorporated in a clear prognostic model in EAC. Much investigation is 
currently underway to identify prognostic biomarkers that may determine the best 
therapeutic course in this disease. 

The development of cancer is generally accepted as being categorized by essential 
alterations in cell physiology that, when combined, dictate neoplasia: self-sufficiency in 
growth signals, insensitivity to antigrowth signals, evasion of apoptosis, limitless replicative 
potential, sustained angiogenesis, and tissue invasion and metastasis (Hanahan and 
Weinberg, 2000). For EAC, each of these physiologic changes is associated with relevant 
biomarkers that have been examined for prognostic potential. Two recent reviews detail the 
prognostic evidence of biomarkers by using these categories of mechanisms (Lagarde et al., 
2007; Ong et al., 2010). 
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Several biomarkers are known to enable self-sufficiency in growth signals, and could have a 
vital impact on the different phenotypes of EAC. In a study of 124 EAC specimens, two of 
three specific genotypes of cyclin D1 were found to be predictive of overall survival time 
(Izzo et al., 2007). In addition, several studies have looked at the prognostic relevance of EGF 
and TGF-α, two growth factors that bind to the EGFR. TGF-α protein expression has been 
shown to be significantly associated with tumor progression and lymph node metastasis 
(D'Errico et al., 2000). Alternatively, in patients with node-negative esophageal cancer, low-
level expression of TGF-α is associated with a worse prognosis (Aloia et al., 2001). These 
apparently conflicting findings are further complicated by studies of EGFR expression in 
EAC specimens, as one study showed a trend in its multivariate analysis towards expression 
and decreased survival, (Wang et al., 2007) and another showed significantly poorer 
survival in association with decreased expression in a univariate analysis (Langer et al., 
2006). The mechanisms behind these seemingly discordant findings of the expression of 
EGFR and its related growth factors are yet to be elucidated. Furthermore, an oncogene 
HER-2/neu related to EGFR has been shown to significantly correlate with poorer survival 
in EAC, and may have independent prognostic significance (Brien et al., 2000). 

Other biomarkers are thought to act in progression of EAC by insensitivity to growth-
inhibitory signals, including TGF-β and APC. For TGF-β, there is some correlation on 
univariate analysis that overexpression of the gene is associated with depth of tumor 
infiltration, nodal involvement, and lymphatic vessel invasion, in addition to having a 
significant negative impact on survival (von Rahden et al., 2006). This evidence was 
reinforced in a intraoperative study of the mean levels of TGF-β1 from the azygos vein in 
patients with esophageal cancer, as higher levels significantly correlated with poorer 
survival. However, the majority of these cancers were esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, 
as opposed to adenocarcinoma (Fukuchi et al., 2004). The APC gene, a biomarker well 
known for its relationship with colon adenocarcinoma, has also been studied in esophageal 
carcinomas. One study found a dramatic and significant increase in the methylation of APC 
DNA in the plasma of patients with EAC, and this was associated with reduced patient 
survival (Kawakami et al., 2000).  

Other potential predictive biomarkers in EAC are those that affect cell cycle arrest and the 
evasion of apoptosis. Immunohistochemical expression of both P21 and P53 have been 
studied in patients with EAC before and after treatment with chemotherapy. Some data 
suggests that loss of P53, surprisingly, and gain in expression of P21 have both correlated 
with better response to chemotherapy and survival (Heeren et al., 2004). The Bcl-2 family of 
genes have been well studied as apoptotic regulators of programmed cell death in several 
malignancies. In EAC, data show that expression of Bcl-2 is ultimately associated with 
improved survival, but does not predict response before neoadjuvant chemotherapy, 
suggesting a reliance on other factors in guiding response to this therapy (Raouf et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, NF-κβ, presumably by involvement in apoptosis, has been shown in a study of 
esophageal carcinoma specimens, with the vast majority being adenocarcinoma, to be 
activated and then significantly associated with overall and disease free survival after 
chemotherapy (Izzo et al., 2006). 

The expression of COX-2, a marker of induction of apoptosis as well as increased 
angiogenesis, has shown promise in predicting prognosis in EAC. An original study of the 
intensity of immunohistochemical staining for COX-2 in EAC specimens revealed a 
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significant association of higher COX-2 expression and amount of distant metastases, local 
recurrences, and decreased survival (Buskens et al., 2002). Poorer survival with increased 
COX-2 expression was substantiated in a smaller study of specimens from patients who 
underwent esophagectomy and either died within one year, or survived three years (France 
et al., 2004). Finally, a later study of 100 surgically resected specimens of EAC showed 
significant correlation of COX-2 expression and higher T stage, N stage, risk of tumor 
recurrence, and overall decreased survival (Bhandari et al., 2006).  

Another mechanism thought necessary for neoplastic transformation is the acquisition of 
limitless replicative potential, as tumors stabilize their telomeres and halt the limited 
number of pre-defined cell divisions before growth arrest. In a study of 46 patients with 
resection of Barrett’s related esophageal adenocarcinoma, telomere length was studied by 
Southern blot analysis. The telomere-length ratio of neoplastic to normal tissue was 
correlated with overall survival, as patients with higher ratios had significantly poorer 
survival (Gertler et al., 2008). 

Angiogenesis is another necessary capability of malignant tumors, and its development has 
also been studied in regards to prognosis of EAC. CD105, or endoglin, as well as VEGF are 
both known factors that perform a major role in angiogenesis. In a study of 75 patients and 
specimens from esophagectomies to treat adenocarcinoma, endoglin or VEGF staining of 
microvessels was used to account for angiogenesis. Both endoglin and VEGF showed a 
prognostic significance and positive correlation with angiolymphatic invasion, lymph node 
metastases, and poorer survival (Saad et al., 2005). 

The last classic mechanism thought to be vital for neoplastic transformation is tissue invasion 
and metastasis. Potential prognostic biomarkers involved in this invasion in EAC include the 
cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin, as well as uPA and TIMP-3, proteins involved in breaking 
down or preserving the extracellular matrix, respectively. Reduced levels of E-cadherin, by 
immunohistochemical staining of 59 Barrett’s related esophageal adenocarcinoma specimens, 
was associated with significantly poorer prognosis (Falkenback et al., 2008). By also 
contributing to invasiveness of tumor cells, higher uPA expression was shown to be correlated 
with poorer survival, and correspondingly, in another study loss of TIMP-3 correlated with 
poorer survival and higher disease stage (Darnton et al., 2005; Nekarda et al., 1998). 

Several of the aforementioned biomarkers are promising in deciphering prognosis in EAC, 
and show an association with tumor invasiveness or patient survival. However, the 
evidence for each individual marker has typically not been well replicated, and molecularly 
it is unlikely that any of these markers can correctly predict survival on their own, as many 
of the alterations are related. More recently, microarray technology has allowed for 
molecular signatures that examine several targets simultaneously. This is a rapidly evolving 
area of research, and several studies have already examined molecular signatures in EAC in 
order to attempt to accurately prognosticate. 

The studies using microarray technology to generate molecular prognostic signatures for 
EAC have also attempted to externally validate their findings. One study on 75 resected 
esophageal specimens generated a set of four genes found to be prognostic at the protein 
level, which allows for more clinical applicability. This molecular signature was found to be 
significantly predictive of survival based on the amount of genes dysregulated, and was 
externally validated in a cohort of 371 cases (Peters et al., 2010). Other studies have not 
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shown such promising results, as a study attempting to generate a prognostic gene 
expression profile for lymphatic dissemination in EAC was unsuccessful, but did identify an 
importance of argininosuccinate synthetase (ASS) in the development of this lymphatic 
dissemination (Lagarde et al., 2008). Microarray technology has also shown its potential for 
unexpected, though potentially important, results. In looking at response to neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy in EAC with microarray technology, one study showed a total of 86 genes 
that were differentially regulated , with the strongest difference in gene expression found 
with the gene encoding the ephrin B3 receptor, a tyrosine kinase receptor primarily 
described in the nervous system (Schauer et al., 2010). 

In addition to the above methods of microarray technology, other approaches have been 
used to develop molecular signatures important in the prognosis of EAC. One study used 
protein expression profiling on 34 patients who underwent surgical resection for locally 
advanced EAC, and found a significant association between decreased expression of a 
particular protein, heat shock protein 27 (HSP27), and nonresponse to neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy. As overexpression of HSP27 has been shown to be associated with resistance 
to chemotherapy in several other cancers, including esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, 
this is a novel finding that needs to be further studied (Langer et al., 2008). Another study 
looked at a panel of genetic polymorphisms on survival outcomes in 210 esophageal 
carcinoma patients treated with fluorouracil, with 83% having adenocarcinoma. The study 
found five polymorphisms in three genes significantly associated with decreased 
recurrences and related disease free survival (Wu et al., 2006). Yet another study analyzed 
microRNA expression in 100 EAC patients, and found that reduced levels of microRNA-375 
was associated with worse survival, suggesting a need for further study of microRNAs in 
the prognosis of this disease (Mathe et al., 2009). Finally, in a novel study looking at the total 
number of chromosomal aberrations in specimens of EAC using a multiplex ligation-
dependent probe amplification technique, a significant negative correlation between patient 
survival and total number of aberrations was found. This finding may provide a more 
general, but still important, indicator of disease outcome (Pasello et al., 2009). 

7. Conclusion 
Overall, a lot of interest has been given to the study of biomarkers in EAC development, and 
to both identify prognostic indicators as well as guide therapy. Despite the large number of 
researched biomarkers showing a correlation with survival in EAC, it is unlikely that a 
single biomarker will adequately predict prognosis and survival in this disease. The wealth 
of data using traditional methods, in conjunction with new technologies geared towards 
molecular signatures, have identified both individual and panels of biomarkers important in 
predicting neoplastic transformation. However large-scale prospective cohorts are still 
needed to validate these biomarkers or molecular/microbiome signatures in development. 
Ultimately, these prognostic biomarkers will hopefully be incorporated into a model that 
can help with clinical management of patients with EAC. 
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to chemotherapy in several other cancers, including esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, 
this is a novel finding that needs to be further studied (Langer et al., 2008). Another study 
looked at a panel of genetic polymorphisms on survival outcomes in 210 esophageal 
carcinoma patients treated with fluorouracil, with 83% having adenocarcinoma. The study 
found five polymorphisms in three genes significantly associated with decreased 
recurrences and related disease free survival (Wu et al., 2006). Yet another study analyzed 
microRNA expression in 100 EAC patients, and found that reduced levels of microRNA-375 
was associated with worse survival, suggesting a need for further study of microRNAs in 
the prognosis of this disease (Mathe et al., 2009). Finally, in a novel study looking at the total 
number of chromosomal aberrations in specimens of EAC using a multiplex ligation-
dependent probe amplification technique, a significant negative correlation between patient 
survival and total number of aberrations was found. This finding may provide a more 
general, but still important, indicator of disease outcome (Pasello et al., 2009). 

7. Conclusion 
Overall, a lot of interest has been given to the study of biomarkers in EAC development, and 
to both identify prognostic indicators as well as guide therapy. Despite the large number of 
researched biomarkers showing a correlation with survival in EAC, it is unlikely that a 
single biomarker will adequately predict prognosis and survival in this disease. The wealth 
of data using traditional methods, in conjunction with new technologies geared towards 
molecular signatures, have identified both individual and panels of biomarkers important in 
predicting neoplastic transformation. However large-scale prospective cohorts are still 
needed to validate these biomarkers or molecular/microbiome signatures in development. 
Ultimately, these prognostic biomarkers will hopefully be incorporated into a model that 
can help with clinical management of patients with EAC. 
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1. Introduction 
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) represents a real social problem in the western 
world. About 20% of population has at least once a week, typical symptoms of this disease 
(heartburn and acid regurgitation); this incidence is probably underestimated because many 
patients have symptoms referable to extra-esofageal locations (asthma, cough, hoarseness, , 
non cardiogenic chest pain). The Montreal consensus conference defined GERD as “a 
condition which develops when the reflux of gastric contents causes troublesome symptoms 
and/or complications” (Vakil et al.,2006) But this definition does not take into account all 
possible pathogenetic causes and their therapeutic implications. Therefore seems more 
relevant to the definition of Brazilian consensus conference who considered GERD to be “a 
chronic disorder related to the retrograde flow of gastro-duodenal contents into the 
esophagus and/or adjacent organs, resulting in a spectrum of symptoms, with or without 
tissue damage”(Moraes-Filho et al.,2002). This definition recognizes the chronic character of 
the disease, and acknowledges that the refluxate can be gastric and duodenal in origin, with 
important implications for the treatment of this disease (Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

 Gastric hydrochloric acid has long been recognized as harmful to the esophagus (Herbella 
et al. 2009). However, gastro-esophageal refluxate contains a variety of other noxious agents, 
including pepsin. Currently, it is recognized that this component of the refluxate (commonly 
called bile reflux and identified by the Bilitec bile reflux monitor using bilirubin as a marker) 
is composed of bile salts and pancreatic enzymes, and is also injurious to the esophageal 
mucosa (Tack, 2004). It causes symptoms, and could be linked to the development of 
Barrett’s esophagus and esophageal adenocarcinoma (Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

Besides the constituents of the refluxate, symptom perception and mucosal damage also 
appear to be linked to the patterns of esophageal exposure and the volume of the release. 
Individuals are more likely to perceive a reflux event if the refluxate has a high proximal 
extent and a large volume (Tack, 2004; Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

A highly efficient barrier exists between the stomach and the esophagus formed by the 
lower esophageal sphincter (LES), the diaphragm, the His angle, the Gubaroff valve and the 
phrenoesophageal membrane (Herbella & Patti, 2010).  

The most important factors at work in preventing reflux include, well the lower esophageal 
sphincter, esophageal clearance mechanisms that limit contact time with noxious 
substances, and mucosal protective factors intrinsic to the esophageal mucosa. 
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1. Introduction 
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) represents a real social problem in the western 
world. About 20% of population has at least once a week, typical symptoms of this disease 
(heartburn and acid regurgitation); this incidence is probably underestimated because many 
patients have symptoms referable to extra-esofageal locations (asthma, cough, hoarseness, , 
non cardiogenic chest pain). The Montreal consensus conference defined GERD as “a 
condition which develops when the reflux of gastric contents causes troublesome symptoms 
and/or complications” (Vakil et al.,2006) But this definition does not take into account all 
possible pathogenetic causes and their therapeutic implications. Therefore seems more 
relevant to the definition of Brazilian consensus conference who considered GERD to be “a 
chronic disorder related to the retrograde flow of gastro-duodenal contents into the 
esophagus and/or adjacent organs, resulting in a spectrum of symptoms, with or without 
tissue damage”(Moraes-Filho et al.,2002). This definition recognizes the chronic character of 
the disease, and acknowledges that the refluxate can be gastric and duodenal in origin, with 
important implications for the treatment of this disease (Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

 Gastric hydrochloric acid has long been recognized as harmful to the esophagus (Herbella 
et al. 2009). However, gastro-esophageal refluxate contains a variety of other noxious agents, 
including pepsin. Currently, it is recognized that this component of the refluxate (commonly 
called bile reflux and identified by the Bilitec bile reflux monitor using bilirubin as a marker) 
is composed of bile salts and pancreatic enzymes, and is also injurious to the esophageal 
mucosa (Tack, 2004). It causes symptoms, and could be linked to the development of 
Barrett’s esophagus and esophageal adenocarcinoma (Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

Besides the constituents of the refluxate, symptom perception and mucosal damage also 
appear to be linked to the patterns of esophageal exposure and the volume of the release. 
Individuals are more likely to perceive a reflux event if the refluxate has a high proximal 
extent and a large volume (Tack, 2004; Herbella & Patti, 2010). 

A highly efficient barrier exists between the stomach and the esophagus formed by the 
lower esophageal sphincter (LES), the diaphragm, the His angle, the Gubaroff valve and the 
phrenoesophageal membrane (Herbella & Patti, 2010).  

The most important factors at work in preventing reflux include, well the lower esophageal 
sphincter, esophageal clearance mechanisms that limit contact time with noxious 
substances, and mucosal protective factors intrinsic to the esophageal mucosa. 
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The LES, a 3- to 4-cm-long region of smooth muscle located at the esophagogastric junction, 
creates a zone of high pressure separating the esophageal and gastric compartments 
between swallows. The diaphragmatic crura assist the LES in the maintenance of a tonically 
closed sphincter. The hiatus hernia eliminates the contribution of the crural diaphragm to 
LES function and thereby promotes gastroesophageal reflux. The severity of reflux disease 
in patients with hiatal hernia has been positively correlated with the size of the hernia sac 
(Lowe,2006; Katz,2003).  

The most common cause of gastroesophageal reflux is transient lower esophageal sphincter 
relaxation (TLESR) with an excessive exposure of the esophagus to gastric secretions as 
consequence of it. The initial event is in a sharp decrease in the tone pressure not triggered 
by swallowing or esophageal contractions. The duration of TLESR (about 10 seconds) is 
greater than those induced by swallowing (about 6-8 seconds) and is accompanied by 
gastroesophageal reflux. 

Has been shown that TLESR occur with a frequency of 2-6 episodes for hour in normal 
subjects and increased in patients with GERD (3-8 episodes). In normal subjects, in fact, only 
40-50% of such releases is followed by acid reflux while the percentage rises to 60-70% in 
patients with GERD (Mittal et al.,1995). 

In healthy subjects showed reduced LES pressure in the postprandial period and during 
exercise; most reflux episodes (82%) occur during TLESR. The mechanism behind this 
release inappropriate is not yet clarified; some results suggest that this release occur in 
response to gastric distention and vagal stimulation. 

The gastric distension is probably able to trigger such releases through the stimulation of 
mechanoreceptors located in the proximal stomach in the vicinity of the LES (Mittal et 
al.,1995). 

Each time that gastric contents refluxing into the esophagus the extent of esophageal 
mucosal injury depends on several factors including the contact time between refluxate and 
the mucosa, the composition of refluxate and the intrinsic ability to resist damage the 
esophageal epithelium (Pope, 1994). As the capacity of the refluxate to cause inflammation 
and then symptoms depends on the time of contact between the esophageal mucosa and the 
acid content of the refluxate a prompt and speedy clearance of the refluxate is of primary 
importance. Acid clearance normally occurs as a two step process. At first most of the 
refluxed volume is cleared quickly by one or two peristaltic contractions, thereafter the 
remaining acid is neutralised by swallowed saliva (Timmer, 1994). Secondary peristalsis is 
triggered by oesophageal distension and contributes to oesophageal volume clearance after 
reflux (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). It is the initial oesophageal motor event after most 
reflux episodes in normal subjects. 

In fact, pH-metric studies in healthy subjects have shown that primary peristalsis is the most 
important mechanism of clearing after acid reflux in orthostatic position. When the subject is 
in supine position, however, most reflux is neutralized by means clearance produced by 
secondary peristalsis. The contact time between the esophageal mucosa and a acid reflux 
potentially damaging increase during sleep when esophageal clearance is greatly reduced 
due to the decrease in the number of swallowing, the volume and alkalinity of the saliva 
and the absence of gravity (Achem et al.,1997). 
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The esophageal acid clearance is a process that takes place in two stages. On one hand, the 
volume of the refluxate is removed by esophageal peristalsis, the other the acid pH is 
neutralized by bicarbonate rich saliva delivered by primary peristaltis. 

Thus secondary peristalsis would not by itself be expected to restore oesophageal pH, but to 
complement and accelerate the effects of the primary peristalsis that follows (Schoeman & 
Holloway, 1995). 

In normal subjects during concurrent ambulatory manometry and pH monitoring that while 
primary peristalsis was the most common initial oesophageal clearance event overall, 
secondary peristalsis was the important initial motor event when the subjects were supine 
or asleep, or both (Schoeman et al.,1995). 

Several studies have shown that oesophageal function is impaired in patients with reflux 
oesophagitis, especially in high grade oesophagitis. Patients with reflux oesophagitis have 
reduced lower oesophageal sphincter pressures (figure 1), an increased incidence of failed 
peristalsis (figure 2), reduced distal peristaltic amplitudes, slower velocity of propagation 
and in some studies shorter duration of contractions (Timmer et al.,1994). Two groups have 
reported that healing of oesophagitis does not improve impaired oesophageal motility (Katz 
et al.,1986, Singh et al.,1992). 

 
Fig. 1. Esophageal manometry in patients with gastroesophageal reflux with perfusion 
catheter to 6-way, three of which radial. Presence of low pressure LES and waves of low 
amplitude in the distal esofagus (45 cm). 
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An extension of the clearance time has been reported in about 50% of patients with 
esophagitis (Kahrilas, 1986). The frequency of abnormalities of peristalsis increases with the 
severity of reflux reaching 20% in patients with GERD without esophageal lesions, 25% in 
those with moderate esophagitis, and 48% in those with severe esophagitis (Kahrilas, 1986). 
A weak or ineffective peristalsis (waves of amplitude less than 30/40 mm Hg) is not able to 
eliminate acid reflux from the esophagus (Kahrilas, 1986).  

 
Fig. 2. Esophageal manometry with perfusion catheter to 6-way, three of which radial. 
Failed peristaltis in patients with gastroesophageal reflux.  

Even lack of salivary function, characterized by reduced secretion or a reduced capacity for 
neutralization by saliva may result in a prolongation of esophageal clearance (Achem, 1997). 
For example, smokers have a reduced salivary secretion than nonsmokers and therefore 
have a higher incidence of GERD. 

The velocity of propagation has been shown to be slower in patients with reflux 
oesophagitis. Gill et al have reported shorter durations of contraction in this condition (Gill 
et al.,1986). On the other hand, Singh et al have found a longer durations of contraction in 
patients with GERD compared with the controls (Singh et al.,1992). Oesophageal transit and 
acid clearance have also been shown to be slower in these patients (Singh et al.,1992). In 
agreement with those observations Timmer et al found, comparing oesophageal motility in 
patients with low grade oesophagitis with motility data obtained in a matched normal 
control group, reduced propagation velocity and duration of peristaltic contractions, with 
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increase in the number of non transmitted contractions in patients with grade I and II 
oesophagitis. Peristaltic amplitude was not shown to be impaired (Timmer et al.,1994).  

Defective peristalsis is associated with severe GERD, both in terms of symptoms and of 
mucosal damage (Diener et al.,2001). As matter of fact, the composite reflux score 
(DeMeester score) includes in its calculation two indirect measurements of esophageal 
clearance (number of reflux episodes longer than 5 min and length of the longest episode). 
In addition, the average esophageal clearance time can be calculated by dividing the total 
minutes the pH is below 4 by the number of reflux episodes (Johnson & DeMeester, 1974). 
This association also explains the high prevalence and severity of GERD in systemic diseases 
that affects peristalsis, such as connective tissue disorders (Patti et al.,2008). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Track condensed 24-hour pH-metry with antimony probe, the heart indicates the 
presence of reflux symptoms. Patients with pathological acid reflux (pH <4 lasting more 
than 5 minutes) in erect position (Number total reflux : 450; total reflux > 5 min : 19; 
duration of longest reflux : 80 min; total reflux time pH<4 : 414 min). 

It is known that 40%-50% of patients with GERD have abnormal peristalsis (Diener et 
al.,2001). This dysmotility is particularly severe in about 20% of patients because of very low 
amplitude of peristalsis and/or abnormal propagation of the peristaltic waves (ineffective 
esophageal motility) (Patti & Perretta, 2003). Esophageal clearance is slower than normal, 
therefore, the refluxate is in contact with the esophageal mucosa for a longer period of time 
and it is able to reach more often the upper esophagus and pharynx (figures 3-5). Thus, 
these patients are prone to severe mucosal injury (including Barrett’s esophagus) and 
frequent extra-esophageal symptoms such as cough (Herbella & Patti, 2010; Patti & Perretta, 
2003; Meneghetti et al.,2005).  

N acid refluxes 450; N refluxes>5 min 19 
Longest reflux 80 min; Interval pH<4: 
414 min 
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Fig. 4. Same case. Manometric examination shows reduced abdominal LES length (1 cm) 
with abnormal frequency of successful primary peristalsis, median response rate in this 
subject of only 33%. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Track condensed 24-hour pH-metry with antimony probe with two-way read points 
located 10 cm apart. The distal electrode is positioned 5 cm above the upper margin of the 
LES. Presence of reflux in erect and in supine position. 

LES pressure 40.2 mmHg; Abdominal tract 
LES 1 cm; motor incordination 

N acid refluxes 16; N refluxes>5 min 2; 
Longest reflux 13 min; total acidification time 
30%  

N acid refluxes 594; N refluxes>5 min 28; 
Longest reflux 157 min; total acidification 
time 57.4%  
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In addition to primary peristalsis alterations, patients with GERD have secondary peristalsis 
impairments and in most of them the esophageal distension is not capable of triggering 
secondary peristaltic contractions (Williams et al.,1992). As this deficit can occur even in 
subjects with normal primary peristalsis has been suggested that the phenomenon is due to 
an altered response to esophageal acid reflux and / or relaxing (Schoeman & Holloway, 
1995). 

Patients with reflux disease have considerably lower secondary peristaltic response rates 
than have aged matched controls with most patients failing to trigger any peristaltic 
response at all (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). This finding supports and extends earlier 
findings on spontaneous reflux episodes, which showed that secondary peristalsis occurred 
less frequently after reflux in patients with reflux oesophagitis compared with normal 
subjects (Dodds et al.,1990). 

Secondary peristalsis is a reflex response to oesophageal distension, the defect may lie in the 
oesophageal motor nerves or muscles oesophageal sensation, the central integrative 
mechanisms or a combination of these. Most patients with abnormal primary peristalsis also 
had abnormal secondary peristalsis and in these patients we postulate that the defect lies in 
the efferent limb of the motor pathway (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). Most patients with 
abnormal secondary peristalsis, however, had normal primary peristalsis. Because 
secondary peristalsis seems to share a common motor pathway with primary peristalsis this 
side of the reflex would seem to be intact, implying that the defect in secondary peristalsis is 
due either to an abnormality of oesophageal sensation or in the integration of sensory 
information with the motor component of the reflex (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). This 
hypothesis is supported by the findings of Williams et al who noted that the distension 
threshold required to trigger a motor response was higher in patients with oesophagitis than 
in healthy controls (Williams et al.,1992). Others, however, have found no difference in the 
threshold volume required to trigger oesophageal motor responses using slow (1 ml/s) 
infusions (Corazziari et al.,1986). Differences in the methods of these studies, however, 
make direct comparisons of these results difficult. Secondary peristalsis can effectively clear 
almost all of an injected acid bolus from the oesophagus leaving a negligible residual 
volume (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). However, changes in oesophageal pH would be 
unlikely until neutralisation of the residual acid by bicarbonate rich saliva delivered by 
primary peristalsis (Schoeman & Holloway, 1995). Thus secondary peristalsis would not by 
itself be expected to restore oesophageal pH, but to complement and accelerate the effects of 
the primary peristalsis that follows. During the day when patients are awake, any effect of 
defective secondary peristalsis on acid clearance will be minimized by frequent primary 
peristalsis. Secondary peristalsis is likely to be more important, however, during sleep when 
the rate of primary peristalsis is substantially reduced (Orr et al.,1981).  

While there is no doubt that these abnormalities are commonly present in patients with 
reflux oesophagitis, it’s debated whether these are primary phenomena or the consequences 
of repetitive injury and inflammation caused by acid reflux. Currently, the most reliable 
data is that the abnormalities of oesophageal motor function in patients with reflux 
oesophagitis do not improve after complete healing of oesophagitis (Singh et al.,1992). This 
suggests that oesophageal dysmotility is a primary phenomenon and not a consequence of 
injury and inflammation. In that regard were detected an high prevalence of impairment of 
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While there is no doubt that these abnormalities are commonly present in patients with 
reflux oesophagitis, it’s debated whether these are primary phenomena or the consequences 
of repetitive injury and inflammation caused by acid reflux. Currently, the most reliable 
data is that the abnormalities of oesophageal motor function in patients with reflux 
oesophagitis do not improve after complete healing of oesophagitis (Singh et al.,1992). This 
suggests that oesophageal dysmotility is a primary phenomenon and not a consequence of 
injury and inflammation. In that regard were detected an high prevalence of impairment of 
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vagal cardiovascular reflexes in patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux disease 
(Cunningham et al.,1991). 

A dysfunction of the parasympathetic system in the form of vagal neuropathy may help 
explain some of the changes found in the gastro-esophageal reflux disease (abnormalities of 
peristalsis, delayed esophageal transit, reduced LES pressure and delayed gastric 
emptying). 

Other studies have shown that patients with reflux disease have a lower sensitivity 
threshold to esophageal distension compared with control subjects (Trimble et al.,1995). 
These patients have a normal acid exposure time but often complain of reflux symptoms. 
This suggests that some of them have a significantly increased esophageal sensitivity with a 
consequent increase in the perception of normal reflux. 

 
Fig. 6. 24-hour pH-metry probe with antimony. Patient that in the absence of acid reflux 
disease makes use of antacids. Functional heartburn ? 

It is still unclear whether esophageal dysmotility is a primary condition that leads to GERD, 
or it is a consequence of esophageal inflammation. Medical therapy does not ameliorate 
esophageal peristalsis ( McDougall et al.,1998; Xu et al.,2007). 

However it has been shown that fundoplication improves the abnormal peristalsis in most 
patients (Herbella et al.,2007). The operation controls reflux because it improves esophageal 
motility, both in terms of LES competence and quality of esophageal peristalsis. 

Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), which potently inhibit gastric acid secretion, improve acid-
reflux heartburn symptoms and esophageal mucosal breaks (figure 6). Meta-analyses of 
treatment for erosive GERD patients have shown that PPIs are much more effective in 
curing esophageal erosions and acid-reflux-related symptoms than are H2 receptor 
antagonists (H2RAs) or prokinetics (Sugimoto M et al, 2011). However, improvement of 
heartburn associated with NERD using standard PPI dosages are lower (around 30%-60%) 
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than for erosive GERD (Sugimoto M et al, 2011). NERD patients with typical symptoms, on 
average, show a smaller decrease in heartburn intensity also during 3-6 mo maintenance 
therapy with PPI compared with EE patients (Pace F et al, 2011). Again, it seems that the 
symptomatic response to PPI treatment is lower in NERD patients as compared to EE also 
during a maintenance regimen (Pace F et al, 2011). In patients with NERD or erosive 
esophagitis, a short period of high dose PPI (the so called PPI test) is a valuable tool for 
diagnosing suspected GERD symptoms as being acid-related, and thus for selecting those 
patients who will benefit from PPI therapy (Pace F et al, 2011). In the further management of 
these patients, 2 consecutive reductions in PPI dose are able to keep the vast majority of 
patients asymptomatic and to fully restore their quality of life (Pace F et al, 2011). The 
overall response to PPI therapy is lower in NERD patients than in EE patients. 

In patients with GERD poorly responsive to standard PPI dose, laparoscopic Nissen-Rossetti 
fundoplication appears to be a safe and effective treatment of symptoms, esophageal 
damage, as well as both acid and bile reflux (Brillantino A et al, 2011). 

In conclusion, application of the 24 hour ambulatory oesophageal pressure and pH 
monitoring technique did not show any differences in either pH profiles or motility 
variables before and after healing of reflux oesophagitis. The fact that oesophageal motility 
does not change after healing of oesophagitis supports the hypothesis that abnormalities in 
motility are pre-existent rather than the consequence of the inflammation. It could be 
argued, however, that the inflammation has caused irreversible changes in the oesophageal 
wall. 
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than for erosive GERD (Sugimoto M et al, 2011). NERD patients with typical symptoms, on 
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therapy with PPI compared with EE patients (Pace F et al, 2011). Again, it seems that the 
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1. Introduction  
Dentists are often the first healthcare line that can – diagnose certain systemic diseases 
through their oral manifestations. One of such diseases is the gastroesophageal reflux 
disease (GERD) which may be recognised through its extraesophageal manifestation in the 
form of dental erosions (Howeden, 1971; Myllarniemi & Saario, 1985; Jarvinen et al., 1988; 
Bartlett & Smith.1996; Lazarchik &Filler, 1997; Lussi, 2006). The exact cause of dental erosion 
is the gastro-esophago-pharyngeal reflux, also called proximal reflux, which takes place in a 
minority of patients with GERD. Usually, the gastroesophageal reflux is confined to the 
lower portion of the esophagus, where it may cause esophagitis.  

Erosion comes from the Latin verb erodere, erosi, erosum, meaning gnaw, corrode and it is 
described as a process of gradual degradation of a surface by an electrolytic or chemical 
process. In clinical terms, dental erosions are defined as a physical result of pathological, 
chronic, localised, painless loss of dental hard tissue, the outer surface of which is 
chemically destroyed by acid or chelates. Acids that come into contact with tooth surfaces 
and cause these changes are not products of intra-oral bacterial flora (Pintborg, 1970; Eccles, 
1982; Imfeld, 1996). Dental erosions are of multifactorial aetiology and each factor has a 
significant role not only in the formation of a defect but also its prevention. The interaction 
of all factors may cause a synergistic effect. They are usually described as a surface 
phenomenon, although the process may enter the subsurface structure (Young & Tenuta, 
2011). According to the depth of the lesions they may be divided into surface and deep ones. 
According to the localisation they may be divided into generalized and localised, while 
according to pathogenic activities, into on manifesting and latent ones. According to the 
origin of the acid they may be divided into endogenous, exogenous and idiopathic. 
Idiopathic erosive changes are those which, based on medical history and objective findings, 
we are not in the position to define the origins of the erosive agent. Exogenous erosive 
changes have occurred as a consequence of acidulous reaction on dental hard tissues, when 
the acid enters the oral cavity from an external environment. Exogenous acids, originally, 
may be dietary, medicational or environmental (Allan, 1967; Gandara&Truelove, 1999). 
Endogenous ones develop under the influence of gastric hydrochloric acid. This acid comes 
to the oral ecosystem by recurrent vomiting, regurgitation or reflux (Imfeld, 1996). 
Psychosomatic disorders (neurotic vomiting, anorexia nervosa, bulimia) are common causes 
of regurgitation and vomiting, which are self-induced (Klein&Walsh, 2004). On the other 
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hand, there are somatic causes. These include pregnancy, alcoholism and the antabuse 
therapy for alcohol abuse (Robb & Smith, 1990). This group also comprises gastrointestinal 
disorders such as gastric dysfunctions (Holst&Lange, 1939), chronic constipation (Bargen 
&Austin, 1937), hiatus hernia (Howeden, 1971), duodenal and peptic ulcer (Allan, 1969) and 
the gastroesophageal reflux disease (Gregory-Head & Curtis, 1997).  

 GERD is a usual condition that encompasses 65% of the population of highly developed 
countries in a certain period of their lives (Lussi, 2006). On average, 7% of patients have 
daily problems, and 36%, once a month (Nebel, Fornes&Castell, 1976). 

GERD was for the first time connected to dental erosions in the case study presented by 
Howden (Howeden, 1971) and the hypothesis that it might become a diagnostic mark of an 
earlier acidulous reflux in the mouth cavity was formulated by Myllarniemi and Saario ( 
Myllarniemi & Saario, 1985). Numerous scientific papers, both case studies and 
epidemiological studies, published in the past thirty-five years, point to GERD as a risk 
factor in the formation of erosive changes on hard tooth tissue, as well as to the possibility of 
using this tooth defect as a diagnostic marker of this gastrointestinal disorder (Jarvinen et 
al., 1988; Bartlett & Smith.1996; Lazarchik &Filler, 1997; Lussi, 2006).    

Dental erosions associated with GERD also occur in children until their teenage years, they 
especially often occur in children with cerebral palsy (Goncalves et al., 2008). In adults, the 
value of the prevalence of dental erosion in patients diagnosed with the disease observed is 
in the range of 5-28%, while the prevalence of GERD in patients with erosive changes is in 
the range of 21-83%. In children, the prevalence of dental erosion in patients diagnosed with 
the reflux disease ranges from 17-87% (Vahil et al., 2006). The diversity of the percentages of 
dental erosion among the subjects covers a very wide range due to the non-standardised 
scales, estimates of examined surfaces, specificity of the population tested and the subjective 
factors – assessment capabilities of examiners. 

The connection between this common medical condition and the erosive changes on teeth is 
not absolute because not everyone with a diagnosed reflux disease has them (Bartlett, 
Evans&Smith, 1996). On the other hand, there are those that have no subjective problems, 
but have changes on a specific location that proves the existence of regurgitation and reflux 
(Dene, 2002). GERD may be a risk factor for the appearance of dental erosions only if it is in 
combination with regurgitation (Addy, Embery&Edgar, 2000). The refluxate is composed of 
gastric acid, a small quantity of undigested food, pepsin, and in cases of duodenogastric 
reflux may contain bile acid and trypsin. The intensity of erosive changes is determined by 
the content and the pH value of the regurgitated material, number of regurgitation episodes, 
by the length of time this content stayed in the mouth, which is in direct connection with the 
quantity of secreted saliva, its pH value, its buffer capacity and its ionic content. To all the 
above mentioned we must add the influence of habits in terms of oral hygiene maintenance 
(Gilmour&Beckelt, 1993).   

2. Pathophysiology of change appearance 
Erosion is a disorder in which the characters such as: structural characteristics of teeth, 
physiological characteristics of saliva and dental pellicle, characteristics of acids and habits 
act as very important factors in their development and, therefore, must be carefully 
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analysed. The seriousness of erosive changes is determined by the sensitivity of dental tissue 
to dissolution. Enamel is mineralised with less soluble minerals than dentine, therefore its 
surface is eroded more slowly (Lussi et al., 2011).  

Minerals, protein, lipids and water are the basic constituents of the hard dental tissue. They 
are of similar chemical composition and different morphology. Table 1. 
 

COMPONENTS VOL % 
enamel 

WEIGHT % 
enamel 

VOL % 
dentine 

WEIGHT % 
dentine 

Carbonate 
hydroxyapatite 85 96 47 70 

water 12 3 20 12 

Proteins and lipids 3 1 33 18 

Table 1. Chemical composition of enamel and dentine in per cents 

2.1 Enamel 

Enamel represents the hardest tissue in the human organism. Regardless of the high 
percentage of mineral phases in its structure in the form of hydroxyapatites, enamel is semi-
permeable. It is the consequence of the organic matrix that forms the interprismatic and 
intercristaline coats which are morphologically defined as enamel pores (Roberson, 
Heymann&Swift,2002). Semi-permeability is the consequence of both the existence of enamel 
cavities and not adequately mineralised enamel prisms that form the defects. This fine net of 
macro and micro pores enables the process of enamel diffusion. Water passes with diluted 
ions and small molecules through the organic part between enamel crystals and establishes 
a fluid flow which is directly dependent on the tooth morphology and the age of the patient. 
Permeability decreases with age because organic channels are sealed by deposition of 
crystals as well as by the formation of a biofilm on its outer surface (Vulović, 2005) 

The mineral phase is presented by hydroxyapatite Ca10 (PO4)6 (OH)2. Pure, natural 
hydroxyapatite is a very stable and poorly soluble compound. However, apatite of the human 
enamel is not absolutely pure, it contains about 2-4% of carbonates and 1% of other chemical 
elements, therefore this apatite is called carbonated. Its solubility is greater than that of pure 
hydroxyapatite. Certain calcium ions may be substituted by other metal ions, such as sodium, 
magnesium and potassium. Certain OH ions may be substituted by fluoride ions when 
fluorapatite is created. The formula of pure fluorapatite is Ca10 (PO4)6 F2. Fluorides affect 
hardness, chemical reactivity and the stability of apatite crystals. This type of hydroxyapatites 
is a less soluble mineral. Phosphate ions are replaced by carbonate ones, but not in a one to one 
ratio, therefore, the formula of such hydroxyapatite is Ca10-x Nax (PO4)6-y(CO3 )z (OH)2. The 
sensitivity of carbonated apatite depends on the orientation of crystals. The presence of 
various "impurities", especially carbonates and magnesium in the crystal petals of 
hydroxyapatite crystals and it increases its solubility, while the presence of fluoride, strontium 
and other elements are stabilise enamel (Roberson, Heymann&Swift, 2002; Vulović, 2005) The 
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reflux may contain bile acid and trypsin. The intensity of erosive changes is determined by 
the content and the pH value of the regurgitated material, number of regurgitation episodes, 
by the length of time this content stayed in the mouth, which is in direct connection with the 
quantity of secreted saliva, its pH value, its buffer capacity and its ionic content. To all the 
above mentioned we must add the influence of habits in terms of oral hygiene maintenance 
(Gilmour&Beckelt, 1993).   

2. Pathophysiology of change appearance 
Erosion is a disorder in which the characters such as: structural characteristics of teeth, 
physiological characteristics of saliva and dental pellicle, characteristics of acids and habits 
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analysed. The seriousness of erosive changes is determined by the sensitivity of dental tissue 
to dissolution. Enamel is mineralised with less soluble minerals than dentine, therefore its 
surface is eroded more slowly (Lussi et al., 2011).  
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hydroxyapatite. Certain calcium ions may be substituted by other metal ions, such as sodium, 
magnesium and potassium. Certain OH ions may be substituted by fluoride ions when 
fluorapatite is created. The formula of pure fluorapatite is Ca10 (PO4)6 F2. Fluorides affect 
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density and hardness of the enamel tissue decreases with the increase of the distance from the 
tooth surface (He & Swain, 2009) and solubility increases (Theuns et al., 1986). 

2.2 Dentine 

Dentine differs from enamel not only by its morphology but also by its chemical structure. 
The mineral composition is much smaller while the organic one is much greater than in 
enamel Table 1. The organic component is represented by type I collagen and the non-
collagen protein component is represented by phosphoproteins, glycoprotein, 
proteoglycanes (Lussi et al., 2011). In terms of weight 1% goes to lipids (Odutuga & Prout, 
1974). The mineral phase is here also represented by hydroxyapatite crystals, but these are 
much smaller. The percentage of carbonate is greater in dentine than in enamel (Lussi, 2006) 
therefore it is sensitive to acidulous solutions. The mineral composition of dentine grows 
with age.  

Acid as an erosive agent, in order to demineralise the crystals on the tooth surface, must be 
in direct contact with the tooth substance and this is only possible if it gets through plaque 
or the dental pellicle and by passing through the protein lipid layers of prisms and crystals 
through processes of diffusion, it reaches the single crystals.  

2.3 Dental pellicle 

Dental pellicle represents a cellular organic material from saliva which is deposited on the 
surfaces of the clinical crown (Eisenburger et al., 2001). The pellicle is formed a couple of 
seconds after exposure of the tooth surface to the oral environment, by sedimentation of 
salivary proteins and glycoprotein’s and contains lipids and some enzymes. It continuously 
regenerates during the life cycle of a tooth. It is believed that the function of pellicle is: the 
protection of enamel as a terminal tissue, reduction of friction between teeth and providing 
the matrix for the re-mineralization of the enamel surface. The build-up of the pellicle from 
salivary proteins enables the third function because the some components have a base group 
through which they absorb phosphate ions, and others, which have acidulous proteins, 
absorb calcium ions. The composition, thickness and maturation time affect the protective 
properties of the pellicle. This membrane demonstrates continuously selective potential 
(semi-permeable membrane) and they suppressively influence the diffusion of acids and 
thereby reduce the dissolution rate of hydroxyapatite (Hanning, Hanning&Attin, 2005). In 
situ studies have shown that the thinnest pellicle is formed on the palatal surface of the 
upper front teeth (0.3-0.38 micrometers) and the thickest on the lingual surfaces (0.96-1.06 
micrometers) after one hour of intraoral exposure (Amaechi et al., 1999).Tooth surfaces with 
the thickest pellicular formations show the lowest percentage of erosive changes 1.7 -2% 
(Young & Khan,2002)  

2.4 Saliva  

Saliva is considered the most important biological factor in the prevention of erosive 
changes by both its indirect, the formation of dental pellicle, and direct effects. It affects 
directly the dissolution, elimination, neutralization of acidulous compounds, and, at the 
same time, reduces the level of demineralisation and remineralisation with its ionic 
composition of calcium, phosphate and fluoride. 
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Saliva is a complex secretion of three pairs of major salivary glands and numerous minor 
mucous glands. The total average amount of saliva secreted varies within 0.5 to 1 l per day 
(according to some authors even up to 1.5 l per day). The total quantity of saliva depends on 
the individual characteristics of each person, as well as on the type, length and intensity of 
stimuli. It can be non-stimulated and stimulated. 

Un-stimulated saliva represents a mixture of secretions of the parotid, sub-mandibular, 
sublingual and other minor mucosa glands. It also contains gingival cervical liquid, 
desquamated epithelial cells, bacteria, viruses, leucocytes, food residues and blood. The 
average quantity of secrete saliva is 0.3 ml per minute, while the individual column may 
range between 0.01 -1.9 ml per minute. Un-stimulated saliva of subject with reflux disease 
has a significantly lower pH and calcium concentration. Phosphate and urea concentrations 
were lower but not statistically significantly lower (Stojšin, 2009). 

Stimulated saliva is a secretion product of the parotid salivary gland as a direct response to 
a stimulus and enables physiological functions during the periods of intensified activities as 
well as protection of the oral tissue integrity. The quantity of this kind of saliva secretion 
varies from 0.5 – 7.0 millilitres per minute (Vulović, 2005). 

Saliva contains water (99 %) and the rest (1%) comprises organic molecules (proteins, 
glycoproteins and lipids), small organic molecules (glucose and urea) and electrolytes 
(sodium, calcium, chlorine and phosphorus). 

The acidity of the oral environment directly depends on the level of acidic products, speed 
of elimination and the ability to neutralise acids. The speed of eliminating acids is 
conditioned by the speed of salivation and the quantity of saliva. At lower speed of saliva 
pH synthesis it may be 5.3, and at higher speed of synthesis in the parotid glands it may be 
up to 7.8 (Anđić,2000). 

Saliva represents an ionic reservoir of chemical elements which compose hydroxyapatite. It 
is oversaturated by ions of calcium, phosphates and hydroxyl ions, which enable the 
remineralisation of teeth, but also disable the dissolution of tooth tissue in saliva with pH 
values below 7 and down to the critical value. The picture clearly shows normal 
morphological characteristics of enamel, the enamel dentine border and dentine after one 
hour exposure to artificial saliva with pH 7. Oversaturation with ions that compose 
hydroxyapatite is present even in the extracellular liquid phase of dental plaque which is in 
direct contact with the tooth surface. Such state of the saliva decreases only when the pH 
value in the plaque drops low enough so that the concentration of hydroxyl and phosphate 
ions reduces below the critical value by binding phosphate ions PO4 in HPO4(Anđić, 2000).  

Numerous salivary proteins (staterin, acidic proteins rich with prolines and many 
phosphoproteins) help remineralisation of the sub-surface lesion of the enamel. These 
proteins are capable of binding calcium and preventing calcium salts from precipitation in 
an oversaturated solution such as saliva and plaque. With the increase of saliva secretion, 
staterin secretion increases as well. 

The chemical protection of saliva is reflected in maintaining certain acidity in the mouth. 
The control of the optimal acidity in the mouth is based on physical effects (dilution and 
rinsing) and on the buffering abilities of the saliva. The buffering system consists of 
bicarbonates, phosphates, proteins and urea (Edgar, 1992; Edgar & O,Mullane, 1996). 
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density and hardness of the enamel tissue decreases with the increase of the distance from the 
tooth surface (He & Swain, 2009) and solubility increases (Theuns et al., 1986). 
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1974). The mineral phase is here also represented by hydroxyapatite crystals, but these are 
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therefore it is sensitive to acidulous solutions. The mineral composition of dentine grows 
with age.  

Acid as an erosive agent, in order to demineralise the crystals on the tooth surface, must be 
in direct contact with the tooth substance and this is only possible if it gets through plaque 
or the dental pellicle and by passing through the protein lipid layers of prisms and crystals 
through processes of diffusion, it reaches the single crystals.  
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salivary proteins enables the third function because the some components have a base group 
through which they absorb phosphate ions, and others, which have acidulous proteins, 
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3. Chemical aspects of demineralisation 
The basic cause of enamel demineralisation is the existence of the critical pH value, which, 
in case of enamel, is 5.5. The critical pH value is the value when the solution (saliva or the 
liquid component of plaque) is saturated with relevant mineral particles that enamel is 
composed of. If the pH value of the solution is above the critical value, the solution is 
oversaturated and it causes precipitation. If the pH value of the solution is below 5.5, the 
solution us not saturated and it causes demineralisation. In people with a low concentration 
of calcium and phosphate in the saliva and in the plaque liquid, the critical pH value may be 
even 6.5(Daves, 2003).  

Hydroxyapatite dissolves because there are products of solubility marked by Ksp (product of 
solubility) and it is [Ca]10[PO4]6[OH]2. The value within the brackets shows the effective 
concentration, i.e. the activity of component ions. The product of concentration of 
component ions is labelled with mol/L and for hydroxypatite it is 10-117. Ksp is a constant 
concentration for each component individually. In any kind of liquid, saliva, liquid 
component of plaque, a refreshment beverage, gastric juice and hydroxyapatite dissolves 
into its ionic products (Ip)1. 

   Ca1o (PO4)6(OH)2 ____  10 Ca2+ + 6 PO43- + 2 OH-    (1) 

If Ip = Ksp, then the solution is saturated with elements constituting hydroxyapatite and 
there is a balance between the concentration of ions and the concentration of products. If Ip 
less than Ksp, the solution is not saturated and demineralisation takes place, and if Ip is 
larger than Ksp, the solution is oversaturated and remineralisation or precipitation take 
place. There are two basic reasons for dissolution of enamel in acids. Hydrogen ions of acid 
react with the ionic product (OH) and water is created. By disrupting the concentration of 
products of hydroxyapatite the stability of the concentration of products is also disrupted 
and demineralisation takes place. The other reasons are inorganic phosphates that appear in 
saliva and the liquid component of plaque in four different forms, such as H3PO4, H2PO4-, 
HPO2- and PO43-. Their proportion directly depends on the pH values of the environment. 
Low pH value causes low values of PO43- which influences Ip of hydroxyapatite. As soon as 
Ip < Ksp, demineralisation takes place (Daves, 2003; Lussi, 2006)  

The chemical process of development of the erosive process is complex. Hydrochloride acid 
of the regurgitated stomach content reduces the pH value within the mouth. It undergoes 
electrolytic dissociation in a water environment of the oral ecosystem. The increased 
concentration of hydrogen ions in the saliva contributes to ionic exchange between saliva 
and the pellicular or plaque liquid. Disharmony in the ionic concentration starts a chemical 
reaction2  

Ca10-xNax (PO4)6-y (CO 3)z (OH)2-u Fu + 3H+ _______  

  (10-x) Ca2+ + x Na+ + (6 – y)(HPO42-) + z ( HCO3-) + H2O + u F-   (2)   

Hydrogen ions directly react with the mineral component of tough tooth tissue; it dissolves 
them, reacts with carbonate ions and phosphates as the chemical equation shows. Ions of 
chlorine have no effect in the process of demineralisation.  
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The non-ionised form of acid passes through the interprismatic area and dissolves the 
minerals under the surface layer. This causes the calcium and phosphate ions to mobilise 
and consequently, the pH value rises within the salivary pellicle, i.e. the saliva on the 
contact surface (Featherstone & Rodgers, 1981; Ganss, Klimek & Starck, 2004). The process 
halts if there is no new inflow of acid. The next regulating phase or sipping sour beverages 
or transfer of liquid from side of the mouth to the other again lowers the pH value and a 
new demineralisation cycle takes place.  

Identical processes take place in the dentine as well; they are just much more complex 
because of the larger quantity of organic matter in this tissue. Structural characteristics of 
dentine influence the possible penetration of hydrogen ions, demineralisation and 
evacuation of elements formed during demineralisation (Kleter et a., 1994) 

Erosive changes may appear on primary teeth as well. The mineral content of deciduous 
teeth enamel is lower than in permanent ones. In situ, the enamel of primary teeth is much 
more sensitive to acidic influence than the enamel of permanent teeth (Johanson et al., 2001). 
while the dentine of milk teeth is less sensitive to acidic influence than in case of permanent 
teeth (Hunter et al., 2000). 

Hipersalivation which is a reflex occurring before vomiting represents the response of the 
vomiting centre in the brain (Feldman, Scharschmidt & Sleisenger, 1998) which significantly 
reduces the process of erosion. Such reactions may be noticed in eating disorders, rumination 
and chronic alcoholism. Patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease cannot expect the 
protective effect of hypersalivation before the episode of reflux because the reflux of the gastric 
juice is an involuntary event and therefore there is no coordination with the autonomous 
nervous system (Lussi, 2006). From the aspect of dental erosions, the daily rhythm of salivation 
is especially significant, according to which saliva secretion practically cease from midnight to 
six o’clock in the morning and then there is a spontaneous increase until 6 p.m., when non-
stimulated salivation reaches its maximum, and then it goes on to decrease until cessation at 
midnight (Anđić, 2000). Night regurgitations episodes are especially important risk factors for 
the occurrence of erosive changes because there is no protective effect of saliva.  

Erosive demineralisation of the tooth crown is characterised by initial softening of the enamel 
surface in a nanoscopic scale which, in the course of time, grows into microscopically 
observable morphological changes, which through prolonged exposition lead to macroscopic 
defects. The erosive defect is determined by the depth of the cavities and the thickness of the 
demineralised substrate. The level of demineralisation is determined by the immersion time 
and acid. The thickness of the initial demineralisation ranges between 0.2 and 3 micrometers 
(Amaechi & Higham, 2001; Lussi et al., 2011). Partial loss of superficial minerals affects the 
reduction of the superficial hardness, which makes enamel vulnerable against physical forces. 
Cheeks, tongue, abrasive food, tooth brushes, as well as ultrasound processing of dental tissue 
may lead to the elimination of the demineralised organic filling of hard dental tissues 
(Eisenburger, Shellis &Addy, 2004). Enamel remains sensitive to abrasive forces even one hour 
after having been exposed to acid (Lussi et al., 2011).  

4. Pathohystology of erosive changes  
The specific morphology of hard dental tissues affects the formation of the characteristic 
pathohystological images of erosive changes.  
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4.1 Enamel  

The basic structural unit of enamel is enamel prism with its crystals of apatite which show 
signs of inclination towards the edge of the prism. Enamel prisms are in strings lining from 
the enamel-dentine border towards the surface of the tooth. In the outer-most surface layers 
as well as in the region of the enamel-dentine border the presence of aprismatic enamel can 
be observed. Enamel prisms from the neighbouring lines are linked because their shape 
resembles a keyhole. They tend to gather into groups. They are radially placed around the 
tooth axis, which can clearly be seen in the photographs made by an electronic microscope 
Figure 1. Each prism consists of a head and a tail. The head of one prism is joined with two 
tails of the two neighbouring prisms and vice versa (Roberson,Heymann&Swift, 2002.) Each 
enamel prism has its coating and it represents the entrance of the aggressive noxious, so the 
process of demineralisation goes from the outer surface of the prism towards the central 
part and the emerging defects remind of honeycombs (Meurman & Frank, 1991), which can 
clearly be seen in the central part Figure 2. Ultra-structural examinations (scanning electron 
microscopy - SEM, atomic force microscope - AFM) have shown that demineralisation 
causes changes both in the prismatic and the aprismatic enamel, both on prisms and in the 
interprismatic region (Amaechi &Higham, 2001; Meurman & ten Cate, 1996). In the 
aprismatic enamel, demineralisation is irregular and zones of changed mineral content in 
different places are formed.   

   
Fig. 1. SEM photographs of tooth enamel enlarged 500 x. Enamel prisms are in strings lining 
from the enamel-dentine border towards the surface of the tooth. Enamel prisms are 
grouped in bundles. 

4.2 Dentine 

Dentine makes the largest part of the dental tissue. The basic structural unit is a dentine 
tubule. The system of dentine tubules starts at the enamel-dentine border in the form of very 
thin branches, then they change into broader little channels and in the region of pulp they 
end as wider tubules. Between the numerous tubules, there is the intertubular dentine. 
Within the tubules themselves, there is a stem of dentine productive cells – odontoblast, the 
activity of which produces a new type of dentine called peritubular dentine (Roberson, 
Heymann & Swift, 2002).Figure 3.  
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Fig. 2. SEM microphotograph of enamel after 15 minutes of exposure to the solution of HCL 
pH 1.Enlarged 500 x. The cross section of enamel prisms resembling honeycomb. It is 
recognizable rounded lines of fracture.  

      
Fig. 3. SEM photographs of tooth dentine enlarged 4000x. Present dentine tubules are lined 
with peritubular dentin. Between the tubules is intertubular dentin.    

When dentine is exposed to acid, the first signs of demineralisation are observable at the 
border of the peritubular and intertubular dentine, after which loss of peritubular dentine 
follows and widening of the lumen of dentine tubules and eventually a superficial layer of 
demineralised collagen matrix is, formed (Schlueter et al., 2011). In the initial period, this 
layer of collagen matrix protects the down lying tissue from further demineralisation, but it 
is very sensitive to the effects of mechanical forces and proteolytic enzymes and is fast 
eliminated and dentine tubes become exposed. Continuous exposure to acids causes’ 
reduction of the demineralisation rate and at a certain thickness, the mineral loss is much 
less (Lussi et al., 2011), which may be explained by the buffering characteristic of collagen. 
The organic matrix may be degraded by specific and non-specific proteolytic enzymes 
(Schluter et al., 2010). Figure four depicts in the scanned electronic microphotograph the 
image of dentine at a longitudinal crosscut, exposed to the effects of pure hydrochloric acid 
pH 1 within 15 minutes. After only fifteen minutes the edges of the breakage become 
rounded and slowly the image of normal morphology is lost. Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. SEM of dentine exposed to HCL pH1 for 15 min. After only fifteen minutes the edges 
of the breakage become rounded and the extent of dentinal tubules entrance.  

Scanning electronic microphotography (SEM) of the exposed enamel, the enamel-dentine 
border and dentine in artificial saliva during a period of one hour shows no changes of 
dental structure and clearly defined morphological characteristics, however, if we submerge 
the sample of dental tissue into a centrifugal filtrate of stomach content within the same time 
interval, then the microphotograph is completely different Figure 5. Intensive erosions of the 
exposed surfaces with loss morphological characteristics prove the aggressive effect of 
stomach content on hard dental tissue (Stojšin, 2009).               

  
Fig. 5. SEM photograph of enamel, enamel-dentine border and dentine after one-hour 
exposure to centrifugal filtrate of stomach content. Clearly visible histo-morphological total 
loss characteristics observed tissue. Rounded bearing ameloblasts in the dentine.        

Continuous erosive demineralisation with loss of hard dental tissue and exposure of dentine 
affects the activation of protective activities of pulp cells – of odontoblast and the synthesis 
of reactive and reparatory dentine which causes obturation of dental tubules themselves. It 
is a biological compensatory response. If the process continues the reparatory capacities 
wear off, pulp cavum exposes, inflammatory processes on the pulp disuse develop as well 
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as necrosis and periapical pathology. Chronic inflammatory processes in the perapical 
region may be focal points with consequences to overall health. 

5. Clinical assessment 
Diagnosing dental erosions is difficult because there is not a single method or a procedure 
that would indicate early detection and quantification of these changes. In the early 
stadium, the changed surface of the enamel is smooth, shiny, without macroscopic defects 
(Amaechi & Higham, 2005). Sometimes it may be dull and without emphasised coloured 
lines as well as clearly established borders towards the changed part of the dental tissue. 

In patients with the reflux disease, the defects are observable on the palatal surface of upper 
anterior teeth. The palatal surface becomes smooth, shiny and hard and the vestibule-oral 
diameter shrinks. The incisal edge seems thinned, translucent and slashed. In the gingival 
region existence of enamel collar may be detected. With loss of enamel, the tooth becomes 
yellowish, because of the bare dentine. The oral surfaces of the upper premolar and molar lose 
their morphology. Palatal lumps are becoming rounded or in their places cuplike dents occur 
and in advanced stadium a steep plane is formed, i.e. a complete loss of morphology Figure 6.  

   
Fig. 6. Palatal surfaces of upper anterior teeth. The surface becomes smooth, shiny and hard 
and the vestibule-oral diameter shrinks. The incisal edge seems thinned, translucent and 
slashed   

If the defect is localised on the lower anterior teeth, the incisal edge becomes a surface and 
later a groove is formed with its bottom in the dentine Figure 7.  

The changes are much more often observable on the occlusal and vestibular surfaces of 
lower side teeth than in the anterior ones, because the lower anterior teeth bathe in 
excretions of the sublingual and submandibular saliva gland. The dorsum of the tongue 
directs the regurgitated content into the side region of the mandible, therefore, on the 
occlusal surfaces, the morphology is lost and cuplike defects are formed. On the vestibular 
surfaces, the changes are manifested through wide concavities. If the changes appear on the 
vestibular surfaces of the bottom anterior teeth then the direction of flow of the regurgitated 
content may clearly be seen Figure 8. 
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Fig. 7. Incisal surface of the lower anterior teeth with a groove in the dentine 

       
Fig. 8. Vestibular surfaces of the bottom anterior teeth. The gingival part of the vestibular 
surfaces of teeth has the defects that are wider than deep. 

Amalgam or composite fillings on such teeth seem as grown and are located above the tooth 
structure Figure 9.  

   
Fig. 9. Definitive fillings have “grown” from the dental tissue  
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Loss of enamel leads to the opening of dentine tubules and a consecutive phenomenon of 
dentine hypersensitivity as one of the symptoms. The pain is manifested as a shooting 
sensation to physical, chemical, thermal and evaporative triggers. Exogenous erosions are 
characterised by spherical defects on the occlusal surfaces. The vestibular surfaces may have 
defects of different shapes with the basic characteristic that they are rather wide than deep, 
but in all above mentioned shapes, there is loss of dental tissue (Lussi, 2006). The synergic 
effect of endogenous and exogenous agents brings about generalised changes that disturb 
the function of the masticatory apparatus.  

It is even more difficult to diagnose erosive changes on primary teeth (Show &Sullivan, 2000). 
Enamel and dentin are thinner, less mineralised and more porous, so the aggressive effect of 
acid is even more expressed. The defects are smooth, shiny and rather wide than deep. In 
children, the changes are most often localised on the occlusal surfaces of molars and the 
incision edges of anterior teeth, which leads to loss of morphology, dentine hypersensitivity as 
well as complete loss of the crown of the tooth. All this leads to pulp inflammation and 
premature extraction of a milk tooth with all its consequences. When it is about defects on 
primary teeth they always have to be observed from the aspect of cumulative multifactoriality. 
Attrition of incisal edges in deciduous dentition is frequent during exfoliation and it is very 
difficult to assess then what the cause of the change is (Lussi, 2006). 

In order to diagnose dental erosion, we need a thorough anamnesis, objective examination, 
analysis and assessment. Therefore a good questionnaire is needed with precisely defined 
questions which would enable easy diagnostics of the etiological factors as well as saliva 
analysis (determining the daily quantity of saliva, ph value, quantity of calcium and 
phosphate, the buffer capacity).  

After an established diagnosis, it is necessary to follow the progress dynamics and a silicon 
index is used for this purpose, as well as the index of dental erosions, study models by 
Wicken and photographs (Daves, 2003).    

Erosive effects of acids are only one of the mechanisms for the occurrence of dental defects. 
Numerous indices can be found in literature and they are mainly modifications of indices 
suggested by Eccles, Smith and Knight. The indices often used are also those suggested by 
the British Children’s National Health, National Diet and Nutrition Surveys as well as the 
index suggested by Lussi (Lussi, 2006). All of them include diagnostic criteria for 
differentiating erosive changes from other forms of dental defects and criteria for the 
qualification of hard dental tissue loss.  

6. Differential diagnosis 
Erosions as causes of dental tissue loss are part of a much broader picture of dental defects, 
such as attrition, abrasion and abfraction.  

Attrition is a defect of both dental tissue and restoration, and is caused by tooth to tooth 
contact during mastication or para-functions. Occlusal surfaces are smooth, shiny, evened 
and hard and on amalgam fillings facets are observable. The bottom of the defect may be 
located both in enamel and in dentine (Gandara&Truelove, 1999). 

Abrasions occur with direct contact between the tooth and an alien substance (tooth whitening 
paste, anti-nicotine, soda...). The changes are usually localised in the cervical region of 
premolars and molars, always rather wide that deep (Roberson, Heymann & Swift, 2002). 
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Fig. 7. Incisal surface of the lower anterior teeth with a groove in the dentine 

       
Fig. 8. Vestibular surfaces of the bottom anterior teeth. The gingival part of the vestibular 
surfaces of teeth has the defects that are wider than deep. 

Amalgam or composite fillings on such teeth seem as grown and are located above the tooth 
structure Figure 9.  

   
Fig. 9. Definitive fillings have “grown” from the dental tissue  
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Abfraction is a defect which is characterised by loss of dental tissue in the cervical region. It 
is caused by compression and stretching forces which take place during dental flexure. At 
inadequate occlusal relation, the changes are localised mainly vestibularly and they are of a 
wedged shape (Attin et al., 2004).  

7. Prevention of erosive changes   
The first step in every prevention is the identification of the etiological factor and its 
elimination. Many general medical diseases and conditions have repercussions in the 
mouth, both on soft tissue as well as on teeth. Therefore, an adequate therapy requires 
cooperation between experts of different specialties – gastroenterologists, oncologists, 
psychiatrists and dentists. Good prevention should include pharmacists who must, when 
issuing medication to patients, indicate the side effects of certain medications such as 
xerostomia (antihistamines, antidepressants, appetite suppressors ...). Some drugs directly 
express a high degree of erosiveness (chewing vitamin C, acetylsalylic acids ...) and it is 
necessary to inform patients how to minimize this effect (rinsing with re-mineralising 
agents) (Amaechi & Higham, 2005; Toumba, 2001). 

If, after taken anamnesis, it is confirmed that the acid source is of exogenous source, 
education and consultation take a dominant role along with long-term examination of the 
health status of hard dental tissue (Gandara&Truelove, 1999).  

All prevention measures may be divided into: 

7.1 Measures that regulate the frequency of inflow and quantity of aggressive noxious 
factors  

The first preventive measure is the regulation of regurgitation and reflux and that is the 
duty of physicians and specialists in gastroenterology. The proton pump inhibitors (PPI) 
represent the most effective therapy for gastroesophageal reflux. The dietetic measures 
include the reduction in the amount of intake of food and drink that are known to have 
erosive potential, change in the manner of their intake, especially beverages, is an important 
preventive factor for avoiding cumulative effects of acid of endogenous and exogenous 
origin in patients diagnosed with the reflux disease. It is better to consume the beverages 
through a straw and swallow them right away rather than shake them in the mouth 
(Gandara&Truelove, 1999). It is a known fact that cold beverages have much less erosive 
effect than beverages at room temperature (Amaechi & Higham, 2001). Dentists may 
suggest increased consumption of milk, cheese, almond in order to neutralize acidity in the 
mouth (Gedalia et al., 1992) as well as rinsing the mouth with soda solution. However, the 
aforementioned dietetic measures have no sense without the appropriate pharmacological 
therapy with proton pump inhibitors (PPI) and that basically, without it; the war against 
dental erosions is lost in advance.  

7.2 Measures of enhancing the defence mechanism (salivary flow and pellicular 
formation)  

This measure implies establishing hyper-salivation in the mouth which would intensify the 
protective characteristics of saliva. Consuming pastilles without sugar initiates salivation. A 
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significant effect may be achieved by rinsing the mouth with artificial saliva in order to 
eliminate potential causes. Chewing gums, which are regularly prescribed to patients with 
exogenous erosions, are not advisable for patients with the reflux disease because of the 
effects on gastric secretion (Deshpande & Hugar, 2004). With expressed xerostomia it is 
necessary to prescribe pilocarpine –Salargan (Gandara&Truelove, 1999).  

7.3 Measures of enhancing resistance and remineralisation of hard dental tissue   

Increase of resistance and remineralisation of hard dental tissue may be achieved by 
preparations based on fluorine in the form of 2% solution of sodium fluoride and fluoride 
pastilles, jellies and lacquer. 

Pastilles have the most positive effect because on the one hand they contain fluorides, and 
on the other they cause hyper-salivation (Jarvinen, Rytoma & Heinonen 1992; Stojšin, 2006). 
In all patients with observable changes on hard dental tissue, the application of fluorine in 
dental practice twice a year is necessary.  

7.4 Measures of achieving mechanical protection 

In patients with an evident gastroesophageal reflux it is advisable that they wear overnight 
occlusal protectors with applied fluorine preparations (Gandara & Truelove, 1999; West, 
2011).  

7.5 Measures of decreasing the effects of abrasive forces   

The softened hard dental tissue is susceptible to the effects of aggressive tooth brushes and 
abrasive tooth pastes. Inadequate application of oral hygiene maintenance agents as well as 
the technique cause increase in the incidence and prevalence of other types of non carious 
dental tissue defects. That is why it is necessary to engage dentists more intensely in the 
dental health education. After waking up, the mouth should be first rinsed and then, after 
30-60 minutes, the teeth should be cleaned. People with the reflux disease should use a soft 
toothbrush and non-abrasive pastes and brushing movements should be moderate and not 
too rough, whilst retaining the Bass methodology of brushing the teeth. Low pH value tooth 
pastes should be avoided.  

8. Therapy   
The detection of erosive changes either by patients or by a dentist is not easy. The patient 
turns for help only when it comes to short sharp pain sensations to thermal, evaporative, 
tactile, osmotic stimuli or with the occurrence of major defects that disrupt the aesthetics 
and function. General indications for restorative treatment are:  

- Presence of dentine hypersensitivity  
- Bad aesthetics  
- Loss of vertical dimension of occlusion  
- Endangered pulp – dentine complex  
- Necessary rehabilitation of toothless areas.  

The choice of treatment in dentine hypersensitivity depends on the type of patient’s 
personality, history of the disease and an objective diagnosis (Amaechi & Higham, 2001). 
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There are two basic principles of medication effects and they are closure of dentinal tubules, 
or desensitisation of teeth. Desensitisation is achieved by preparations that contain 
potassium nitrate. The greatest success may be achieved by a 15% solution, 10% gel or 
toothpastes containing 10% potassium nitrate (Colgate R). Desensitization is achieved by the 
use of low-energy lasers (Kargul & Bakkal, 2009). 

The therapeutic procedure in which the obliteration of dentinal tubules is emphasised may 
go in two directions. The agents that mimic the natural processes are fluorine preparations 
(sodium fluoride, sodium monofluorophosphate, tin fluoride) strontium chloride, calcium 
hydroxide and oxalates. The second group comprises the agents and procedures for closing 
the dentinal tubules and are represented by materials that mechanically or chemically bind 
to tooth surfaces, which are primers Copalit, Duraphat), adhesives (Gluma adhesive, Micro 
prima) and finally, composites and glass ionomer used in the case of dental defects of more 
extensive dental defects (Jarvinen et al., 1988; Živković, 1998). 

The reconstruction of defects localised on non-occlusive surfaces is not problematic. If the 
bottom of the defect is localised in the enamel, the use of composites with micro-fillers is 
recommended with previous acid treatment of enamel. In cases where the bottom of the 
lesions is localised in the dentin or event the cement has been affected, it is necessary to use 
of dentin bonding systems in combination with composites or glass ionomers. For deeper 
defects, a layered technique is used with the use of adhesive systems, glass ionomer cement 
and the last generation of composites, compomers (Kargul & Bakkal, 2009; Jarvinen et al., 
1988). Of all the composites, it would be the best to use a Nano DCPA – Whisker composite, 
which is capable of emitting calcium and phosphate ions [DCPA – Dicalcium Phosphate 
Anhydrate] (Show & Sullivan, 2000). The defects may be reconstructed also with ceramic 
facets, but more rarely because they are considered to be sensitive to acidic fluoride gels 
(Kargul & Bakkal, 2009; Mahoney & Kilpatrick, 2003). 

The reconstruction of erosive defects on palatal surfaces of anterior teeth may be achieved 
with facets where the metal base is made of nickel-chrome alloy or gold. Preparation of the 
dental tissue is minimal and consists only of evening the enamel collar in the gingival third 
of the palatal surface of the eroded tooth and roughens the contact surface. In patients with 
the defected vertical dimension of the occlusion, first the Dahl’s apparatus is placed in order 
to intrude an antagonist or a facet is constructed which is higher than necessary (Lussi et al., 
1991). The binding mass for the facet may be resin or glass ionomer cement. Extensive 
defects of the palatal surface of the tooth may be reconstructed with purely metal facets. 
Vestibular defects and defects of the incisal edge may be reconstructed with non-metal 
ceramic facets or composites, but here, we must note that the same effect may be achieved 
with classical crowns. 

The erosive effects in the side region in most cases are localised on the occlusal surfaces in 
the form of cuplike cavities. The deformed occlusal surfaces may be reconstructed with 
composites with micro-fillers or gold onlays with minimal tooth preparation and in 
absolutely dry working area. Conventional glass ionomer cements are not suggested 
because they have low resistance to wear and sensitivity in acidic environments. In cases 
when the defects are more extensive and encompass both occlusal and proximal surfaces of 
the tooth or they extend as far as cement, a good reconstruction is established with ceramic 
or conventional metallic crowns. In cases of generalised erosion of the side region, the 
reconstruction of the eroded dental tissue may be achieved with adhesive or ceramic onlays, 
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metal, metal-ceramic crowns or non-metal ceramics with or without extension of the clinical 
crown (Lussi et al., 1991).  

9. Conclusion 
Dental erosion has to be recognized as extra esophageal manifestation of gastroesophageal 
reflux disease. It can result in tooth sensitivity, poor esthetic, loos of occlusal vertical 
dimension and functional problems. Clinicians must have thorough understanding of the 
causes of dental erosion as identification of the cause is the first step in its management. The 
inspection of the oral cavity in search for dental erosion should become a routine maneuver 
in patients who have GERD.  
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1. Introduction 
According to the 2006 Montreal globally acceptable definition and classification of 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), this condition develops when the reflux of gastric 
contents causes symptoms or complications (Vakil et al., 2006). Because reflux esophagitis is 
defined as occurring when reflux of gastric acid into the esophagus causes mucosal breaks, 
erosions and/or ulcers, this condition requires endoscopic diagnosis. Non-erosive reflux 
disease (NERD) is defined by occurrence of reflux symptoms in patients without any 
endoscopic mucosal breaks. Thus, NERD includes prominent erythema without clear 
demarcation or whitish cloudiness of the lower esophageal mucosa obscuring the 
longitudinal blood vessels, which used to be known as the "discoloring" type of reflux 
esophagitis in Japan. In the present study, we characterized the symptoms and 
pathophysiology of patients with minimal change esophagitis (MC esophagitis), who had 
prominent erythema and whitish cloudiness of the esophageal mucosa. 

2. Subjects and methods 
The subjects were 347 patients who attended the Gastroenterology Outpatient Department 
of Gunma University Hospital with symptoms of upper abdominal pain or discomfort. All 
of them underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy to rule out organic disorders. The 
endoscopic diagnosis was determined by reviewing the endoscopic findings documented 
for each patient (Table 1). The endoscopists were unaware of the results of the patient 
questionnaire when they performed endoscopy, and only experienced endoscopists (who 
had carried out more than 3,000 endoscopic procedures) performed examinations in the 
present study. The modified Los Angeles (LA) classification was used for endoscopic 
diagnosis of GERD (Hongo, 2006). This classification employs the term "mucosal break" to 
describe mucosal lesions of the esophagus, with a mucosal break being defined as an area of 
slough or erythema that is clearly demarcated from the adjacent normal-looking mucosa. 
According to the original LA classification, GERD is divided into four grades from A to D. 
Grade A means one or more mucosal breaks no longer than 5 mm, none of which extends 
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1. Introduction 
According to the 2006 Montreal globally acceptable definition and classification of 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), this condition develops when the reflux of gastric 
contents causes symptoms or complications (Vakil et al., 2006). Because reflux esophagitis is 
defined as occurring when reflux of gastric acid into the esophagus causes mucosal breaks, 
erosions and/or ulcers, this condition requires endoscopic diagnosis. Non-erosive reflux 
disease (NERD) is defined by occurrence of reflux symptoms in patients without any 
endoscopic mucosal breaks. Thus, NERD includes prominent erythema without clear 
demarcation or whitish cloudiness of the lower esophageal mucosa obscuring the 
longitudinal blood vessels, which used to be known as the "discoloring" type of reflux 
esophagitis in Japan. In the present study, we characterized the symptoms and 
pathophysiology of patients with minimal change esophagitis (MC esophagitis), who had 
prominent erythema and whitish cloudiness of the esophageal mucosa. 

2. Subjects and methods 
The subjects were 347 patients who attended the Gastroenterology Outpatient Department 
of Gunma University Hospital with symptoms of upper abdominal pain or discomfort. All 
of them underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy to rule out organic disorders. The 
endoscopic diagnosis was determined by reviewing the endoscopic findings documented 
for each patient (Table 1). The endoscopists were unaware of the results of the patient 
questionnaire when they performed endoscopy, and only experienced endoscopists (who 
had carried out more than 3,000 endoscopic procedures) performed examinations in the 
present study. The modified Los Angeles (LA) classification was used for endoscopic 
diagnosis of GERD (Hongo, 2006). This classification employs the term "mucosal break" to 
describe mucosal lesions of the esophagus, with a mucosal break being defined as an area of 
slough or erythema that is clearly demarcated from the adjacent normal-looking mucosa. 
According to the original LA classification, GERD is divided into four grades from A to D. 
Grade A means one or more mucosal breaks no longer than 5 mm, none of which extends 
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between the tops of two mucosal folds. Grade B is one or more mucosal breaks>5 mm long, 
none of which extends between the tops of two mucosal folds. Grade C means mucosal 
breaks that extend between the tops of two or more mucosal folds, but are not 
circumferential, while Grade D indicates one or more circumferential mucosal breaks 
(Armstrong et al., 1996). Before Grade A, we added Grade M (minimal change), which was 
defined as prominent erythema without clear demarcation or whitish cloudiness of the 
lower esophageal mucosa obscuring the longitudinal blood vessels (Fig. 1). This 
corresponds to the so-called "discoloring" type of reflux esophagitis in Japanese 
terminology. A diagnosis of peptic ulcer (gastric or duodenal ulcer) was made if a lesion 
with definite plaque was identified. Endoscopic gastritis was classified as erosive (frank 
erosions), superficial (redness, edema, and adherent mucus in the gastric body), or atrophic 
(distal migration of the border between the pyloric and fundic glands in the gastric body, as 
well as clearly visible vessels). When a patient had two or more diagnoses, the following 
order of priority was employed: GERD, gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, gastritis (erosive, 
superficial, or atrophic), or normal. Patients who were endoscopically normal or had 
gastroduodenitis were classified into a non-esophagitis and non-ulcer (NE-NU) group. 
There were 39 patients with MC esophagitis, 85 with GERD (LA grade≥A), 195 in the NE-
NU group, and 28 with gastric ulcer or duodenal ulcer (GU+DU).  
 

 
Table 1. Demographic data of the subjects 

 
Fig. 1. Minimal change esophagitis. Minimal change esophagitis is endoscopically 
characterized by prominent erythema that does not show clear demarcation or by whitish 
cloudiness of the lower esophageal mucosa obscuring the longitudinal blood vessels. 
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Each subject completed a 37-item self-administered questionnaire that covered 
gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, dysmotility-like symptoms, ulcer-like symptoms, and 
psychosomatic symptoms. The questions were randomly arranged and each question could 
be answered as "yes" or "no") (Table 2). There were 12 questions dealing with 
gastroesophageal reflux. In particular, heartburn was assessed from multiple perspectives, 
including the actual symptoms, timing of onset, and influence of posture: "Do you get 
heartburn?"; "Do you subconsciously rub your chest with your hand?"; "Do you get a 
stinging sensation in your chest?"; "Do you mainly get heartburn after meals?"; and "Do you 
get heartburn if you bend forward?". In addition, 10 questions related to dysmotility and 4 
questions related to ulcers were used to examine accessory symptoms of GERD. The 
questions related to dysmotility included: "Does your stomach get bloated?"; "Does your 
stomach ever feel heavy after meals?"; "Do you feel full right after meals?"; and "Do you get 
nausea?". The questions relating to ulcer symptoms included: "Do you get pain in the 
stomach after you eat?"; "Do you get pain in the stomach at night?"; and "Do you get pain 
when you have an empty stomach?". Furthermore, 11 questions dealt with psychosomatic 
symptoms, including: "Do you feel sick?", "Are you anxious?" and "Do you feel languid?".  
Subjects completed the questionnaire prior to endoscopy. An explanation of the questions 
was not provided, but information was given if a subject had any queries. The frequency of 
"yes" answers was calculated for each question. The χ2 test was used to compare data among 
the MC esophagitis, GERD, and NE-NU groups, with P<0.05 being considered statistically 
significant. 

3. Results 
Figures 2-5 displays the symptoms in each category that showed significant differences 
(p<0.05 by the χ2 test) among the four groups (MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU 
groups). 
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Did you experience any of these symptoms during the previous 2 weeks?  
Please circle "yes" or "no". 

Table 2. The 37-item questionnaire 
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Fig. 2. Gastroesophageal reflux symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 
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Fig. 2. Gastroesophageal reflux symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 
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Fig. 3. Dysmotility-like symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 
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Fig. 4. Ulcer-like symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 
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Fig. 4. Ulcer-like symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 
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Fig. 5. Psychosomatic symptoms showing significant differences among the groups 
Comparison was done among the MC esophagitis, GERD, NE-NU, and GU+DU groups by 
the χ2 test. 

With regard to gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, significant intergroup differences were 
seen for the following questions (Fig. 2): "Do you get heartburn?", "Do you mainly get 
heartburn after meals?", "Do you get heartburn if you bend forward?", "Do you get acidic 
liquid coming up into your mouth?", and "Do you cough?". Heartburn was significantly 
more frequent in the GERD group (52.9%) than in the MC esophagitis group (28.2%, 
P=0.0102), the NE-NU group (29.7%, P=0.0002), or the GU+DU group (17.9%, P=0.0012). 
Cough was significantly more common in the MC esophagitis group (48.7%) than in the NE-
NU group (28.7%, P=0.0146). Occurrence of heartburn mainly after meals was significantly 
more frequent in the GERD group (51.8%) than in the NE-NU group (34.4%, P=0.0062) or 
the GU+DU group (25%, P=0.0136). Heartburn on bending forward was also significantly 
more common in the GERD group (27.1%) than in the NE-NU group (9.2%, P=0.0001) or the 
GU+DU group (7.1%, P=0.0277). Moreover, acid liquid reflux showed a significantly higher 
prevalence in the GERD group (31.8%) than in the MC esophagitis group (10.3%, P=0.0102) 
or the NE-NU group (20%, P=0.0330). Among dysmotility-like symptoms, significant 
intergroup differences were noted for the following questions (Fig. 3): "Does your stomach 
ever feel heavy after meals?", "Do you get nausea?", and "Does your stomach ever feel heavy 
when it is empty?". In the MC esophagitis group, a heavy stomach after meals was 
significantly less frequent than in the NE-NU group (23.1% vs. 41%, P=0.0351). In addition, 
nausea was significantly less common in the MC esophagitis group (0%) than in the GERD 
group (12.9%, P=0.0186), the NE-NU group (14.4%, P=0.0117), or the GU+DU group (21.4%, 
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P=0.0024). Furthermore, heaviness of an empty stomach was significantly less frequent in 
the MC esophagitis group (5.1%) than in the GERD group (22.4%, P=0.0176), the NE-NU 
group (22.1%, P=0.0144), or the GU+DU group (35.7%, P=0.0013). Questions about ulcer-like 
symptoms showed significant intergroup differences for the following items (Fig. 4): "Do 
you get pain in the stomach at night?" and "Do you get pain in the stomach when it is 
empty?". Nocturnal gastralgia was significantly more frequent in the GU+DU group (32.1%) 
than in the MC esophagitis group (5.1%, P=0.0032), the GERD group (5.9%, P=0.0003), or the 
NE-NU group (13.3%, P=0.0105). The frequency of gastralgia between meals was 
significantly higher in the GU+DU group (46.4%) than in the MC esophagitis group (12.8%, 
P=0.0022), the GERD group (21.2%, P=0.0094), or the NE-NU group (24.1%, P=0.0127). 
Psychosomatic symptoms showed significant intergroup differences for the following items 
(Fig. 5): "Do you feel sick?", "Are you anxious?", and "Do you feel languid?". There was a 
significantly lower frequency of nausea in the GERD group (4.7%) than in the NE-NU group 
(16.9%, P=0.0055) or the GU+DU group (21.4%, P=0.0069). Nausea was also significantly less 
common in the MC esophagitis group (5.1%) than in the GU+DU group (21.4%, P=0.0424). 
The frequency of anxiety was significantly lower in the GERD group (14.1%) than in the NE-
NU group (30.3%, P=0.0043) or the GU+DU group (32.1%, P=0.0334). A languid feeling was 
also significantly less common in the GERD group (25.9%) than in the NE-NU group (43.1%, 
P=0.0064) or the GU+DU group (50%, P=0.0175).  

4. Discussion 
In Japan, a modified version of the Los Angeles (LA) classification with the addition of 
Grade N (normal esophageal mucosa) and Grade M (minimal change esophagitis) is widely 
accepted (Hongo, 2006). In the first report about the original LA classification, seven items 
related to minimal change were included: (1) localised area(s) of erythema in one or more 
segment at the mucosal junction, (2) indistinctness or blurring of all or part of the mucosal 
junction, (3) friability at the mucosal junction, (4) diffuse erythema of the distal esophagus, 
(5) patchy erythema of the distal esophagus, (6) increased vascularity of the distal 
esophagus, and (7) edema/accentuation of mucosal folds (Armstrong et al., 1996). 
Agreement between experienced endoscopists was acceptable to good for recognition of 3 
out of 7 items (erythema, Кappa value (К)=0.77; friability, К=0.55; and increased vascularity, 
К=0.83). However, agreement between inexperienced endoscopists was poor for recognition 
of 4 items (blurring, К=0.22; friability, К=0.19; increased vascularity, К=0.39; and edema, 
К=0.19), so the category of minimal change was not adopted. К statistics can be used for 
interpretation of results as follows. When Po is the observed proportion of agreement and 
Pc is the expected (chance) agreement, the equation is obtained: К=Po-Pc/1-Pc (К=-1: 
complete disagreement, К=0: chance agreement, 0<К<0.4: poor agreement, 0.4≤К<0.7: 
acceptable agreement, 0.7≤К<1: good, К=1: complete agreement). MC esophagitis has been 
reported to feature prominent erythema without clear demarcation or whitish cloudiness, 
but the original LA classification does not mention whitish cloudiness. Despite this, MC 
esophagitis is commonly accepted as part of the spectrum of reflux esophagitis in Japan. In 
the present study, a 37-item self-administered questionnaire covering questions on 
gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, dysmotility symptoms, ulcer symptoms and 
psychosomatic symptoms was used to assess the symptoms of MC esophagitis patients in 
comparison with GERD patients, NE-NU patients, and GU+DU patients. With regard to 
gastroesophageal reflux, positive answers to "Do you get heartburn?", "Do you mainly get 
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heartburn after meals?", "Do you get heartburn if you bend forward?", and "Do you get 
acidic liquid coming up into your mouth?" were significantly more frequent for GERD 
patients than for NE-NU patients, while the positive rates were similar for MC esophagitis 
patients and NE-NU patients.  "Do you cough?" was significantly more likely to receive a 
positive answer from MC esophagitis patients than from NE-NU patients. Thus, "cough" 
was a characteristic symptom of MC esophagitis compared with NE-NU in the present 
study. With regard to dysmotility-like symptoms, "Does your stomach ever feel heavy after 
meals?", "Do you get nausea?" and "Does your stomach ever feel heavy when it is empty?" 
were significantly more likely to receive positive answers from NE-NU patients than from 
MC esophagitis patients. These dysmotility-like symptoms were characteristic of NE-NU in 
the present study. "Nausea" and "heavy stomach" are typical symptoms of functional 
dyspepsia (FD), suggesting that some NE-NU patients may have FD. This may be the reason 
why such symptoms were significantly more likely to be positive in the NE-NU group than 
in the MC esophagitis group. However, it is unclear how closely NE-NU patients conform to 
the definition of FD established by the Rome III global diagnostic criteria for Functional 
Gastrointestinal Disorders in 2006 (Galmiche et al., 2006). With regard to ulcer-like 
symptoms, "Do you get pain in the stomach at night?" and "Do you get pain in the stomach 
when it is empty?" were significantly more likely to be positive among GU+DU patients 
than among MC esophagitis patients or NE-NU patients. These ulcer-like symptoms were 
characteristic of GU+DU patients in the present study, but were uncommon among both MC 
esophagitis and NE-NU patients. With regard to psychosomatic symptoms, "Do you feel 
sick?", "Are you anxious?" and "Do you feel languid?" were positive significantly less often in 
GERD patients than NE-NU patients or GU+DU patients, while positivity for these questions 
was similar among MC esophagitis and NE-NU patients. Thus, both MC esophagitis and NE-
NU patients had similar gastroesophageal reflux symptoms ("heartburn"), ulcer-like 
symptoms ("pain in the stomach"), and psychosomatic symptoms ("sick", "anxious", and 
"languid"), although they had differing dysmotility-like symptoms ("nausea" and "heavy 
stomach"). With regard to the pathophysiology of MC esophagitis, the total number of reflux 
episodes was greater in MC esophagitis patients compared with normal controls and MC 
esophagitis was similar to reflux esophagitis (Kusano, 2004). Patients with pathological reflux 
(pH<4 for ≥4% of the time) were significantly less likely to be in grade N (11.8%) than to have 
MC esophagitis (57.1%), a finding which suggested the clinical significance of classifying 
NERD as grade N or MC esophagitis (Joh et al., 2007). According to the 2006 Montreal 
definition, reflux cough syndrome is an extraesophageal manifestation of GERD (Vakil et al., 
2006). In patients with chronic cough and gastroesophageal reflux, esophageal acid reflux 
leads to a significant increase of cough frequency (Ing et al., 1994), while the pathogenesis of 
chronic cough and gastroesophageal reflux are associated (Ing et al., 1994). Most of the patients 
whose chronic cough responds to proton pump inhibitor (PPI) therapy have weakly acidic 
esophagopharyngeal gas reflux (Kawamura et al., 2011). In this study, the characteristic 
symptom of MC esophagitis was "cough", indicating that the pathophysiological basis of some 
of the MC esophagitis is GERD. 

5. Conclusion 
Patients with some MC esophagitis can be pathophysiologically classified as having GERD. 
Therefore, PPI therapy should be tried as their initial treatment, although the 
symptomatology of some MC esophagitis patients is similar to that of NE-NU patients with 
respect to ulcer-like and psychosomatic symptoms. 
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heartburn after meals?", "Do you get heartburn if you bend forward?", and "Do you get 
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the definition of FD established by the Rome III global diagnostic criteria for Functional 
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characteristic of GU+DU patients in the present study, but were uncommon among both MC 
esophagitis and NE-NU patients. With regard to psychosomatic symptoms, "Do you feel 
sick?", "Are you anxious?" and "Do you feel languid?" were positive significantly less often in 
GERD patients than NE-NU patients or GU+DU patients, while positivity for these questions 
was similar among MC esophagitis and NE-NU patients. Thus, both MC esophagitis and NE-
NU patients had similar gastroesophageal reflux symptoms ("heartburn"), ulcer-like 
symptoms ("pain in the stomach"), and psychosomatic symptoms ("sick", "anxious", and 
"languid"), although they had differing dysmotility-like symptoms ("nausea" and "heavy 
stomach"). With regard to the pathophysiology of MC esophagitis, the total number of reflux 
episodes was greater in MC esophagitis patients compared with normal controls and MC 
esophagitis was similar to reflux esophagitis (Kusano, 2004). Patients with pathological reflux 
(pH<4 for ≥4% of the time) were significantly less likely to be in grade N (11.8%) than to have 
MC esophagitis (57.1%), a finding which suggested the clinical significance of classifying 
NERD as grade N or MC esophagitis (Joh et al., 2007). According to the 2006 Montreal 
definition, reflux cough syndrome is an extraesophageal manifestation of GERD (Vakil et al., 
2006). In patients with chronic cough and gastroesophageal reflux, esophageal acid reflux 
leads to a significant increase of cough frequency (Ing et al., 1994), while the pathogenesis of 
chronic cough and gastroesophageal reflux are associated (Ing et al., 1994). Most of the patients 
whose chronic cough responds to proton pump inhibitor (PPI) therapy have weakly acidic 
esophagopharyngeal gas reflux (Kawamura et al., 2011). In this study, the characteristic 
symptom of MC esophagitis was "cough", indicating that the pathophysiological basis of some 
of the MC esophagitis is GERD. 

5. Conclusion 
Patients with some MC esophagitis can be pathophysiologically classified as having GERD. 
Therefore, PPI therapy should be tried as their initial treatment, although the 
symptomatology of some MC esophagitis patients is similar to that of NE-NU patients with 
respect to ulcer-like and psychosomatic symptoms. 
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Treatment of GERD 
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Slovenia 

1. Introduction 
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a condition that develops when the reflux of 
stomach contents causes troublesome symptoms and/or complications (Vakil, et al , 2006a). 
GERD results from the combination of excessive gastroesophageal reflux of gastric juice and 
impaired esophageal clearance of the refluxate. The three dominant pathophysiologic 
mechanisms causing gastroesophageal junction incompetence are: transient lower 
esophageal sphincter relaxations (tLESRs), a hypotensive lower esophageal sphincter (LES), 
and anatomic disruption of the gastroesophageal junction, often associated with a hiatal 
hernia. The dominant mechanism varies as a function of disease severity with tLESRs 
predominating with mild disease and mechanisms associated LES dysfunction and hiatus 
hernia predominating with more severe disease (Bardham CP, et al, 1995). 

According to Montreal classification we divide GERD into esophageal and extraesophageal 
syndromes, with extraesophageal syndromes divided into established and proposed 
associations (Vakil,et al. 2006; figure 1,2).  
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Fig. 1. Montreal classification of GERD 

The prevalence of GERD is the greatest in developed world from 10 % in UK and Spain to 29 
% in the USA (Dent, et al, 2005). Nonerosive reflux disease (NERD) is the most prevalent 
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form of GERD with prevalence between 50 % and 70 % (Johansson KE, et al 1986 ; Jones RH, 
et al.1995).According to Rome III. criteria NERD is further subdivided to thrue NERD and 
functional heartburn (Drossman D, 2006; figure 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Diagnostic algorithm for NERD 

With medical therapy we can act on the acidity of refluxat (proton pump inhibitors – PPI, 
H2 blockers, antacids) or with surgery on mechanical reasons for reflux (laparascopic or 
open surgical technics). At the moment we don’t have medicines in routine clinical practice 
that can correct the basic reasons for pathologic gastric reflux into the esophagus. In this 
chapter I would like to address some questions about GERD therapy in different subtypes of 
GERD and in some specific conditions (gravidity) as well as about long term therapy of 
GERD and potential side effects of long term PPI therapy. 

2. GERD therapy 
In the medical management of GERD we can use a "step up" approach (beginning with 
lifestyle and dietary measures and increasing the treatment from antacids to H 2 blockers 
and finally to proton pump inhibitors or a "step down" approach (beginning with potent 
antisecretory agents- PPIs to achieve rapid symptom control and then incrementally 
decreasing the intervention until patients remain in remission). 

We always have to inform patients about necessary lifestyle modifications and about use of 
antacids and alginates for acid breakthrough symptoms. PPIs are the therapy of choice for 
GERD patients. 

2.1 Lifestyle modifications 

GERD is a chronic disease with frequent relapses. Patients should be informed about 
preventive measures – lifestyle modifications that can have an important influence on their 
GERD symptoms (Kahrilas, et al, 2008).  
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Head of bed elevation for 6-8 inches is important for individuals with nocturnal or 
Extraesophageal syndromes. Patients should refrain from assuming a supine position after 
meals and avoid having meals three hours before bedtime, both of which will minimize 
reflux. Obesity is a risk factor for GERD, erosive esophagitis, and esophageal 
adenocarcinoma. However, improvement in symptoms following weight loss is not 
uniform. Nevertheless, because of a possible benefit, and because of its other positive effects 
on human health , weight loss should be recommended (Hampel H, et al, 2005). Patients 
should be informed that alcohol use and smoking should be stopped, because of its harmful 
effect on mucosa and because smoking diminishes salivation. 

Other measures includes avoidance of reflux-inducing foods (fatty foods, chocolate, 
peppermint, and excessive alcohol) which may reduce lower esophageal sphincter pressure. 
Patient should selectively avoid food known to cause symptoms like colas, red wine, and 
orange juice (pH 2.5 to 3.9).  

A systematic review of the articles published on lifestyle modification concluded that at the 
moment, data support only positive impact of weight loss and head of bed elevation. 
(Kaltenbach T, et al , 2006). 

2.2 Medical therapy of GERD and NERD  

The severity of symptoms does not correlate with the presence or with severity of subtypes 
of GERD (Smout AJPM, 1997). 

Treatment of GERD should aime at the relief of symptoms and healing of mucosal injury. 
There is no difference in therapeutic approach to erosive esophagitis (ERD) or nonerosive 
esophagitis (NERD) patients. 

Antacides and alginate antacids provide only temporal benefit and are ineffective in healing 
of esophageal mucosal injury. They can be used alone only in case of infrequent 
postprandial symptoms. 

Prokinetic drugs enhance gastrointestinal motility. These drugs can theoretically be useful 
adjuncts in the treatment of GERD by increasing lower esophageal sphincter pressure, 
enhancing gastric emptying, or improving peristalsis.They can be used only in some special 
circumstances: in case of delayed gastric emptying or duodenogastroesophageal reflux 
(Kahrilas PJ,et al,2008). 

H 2 receptor antagonists (H 2 blockers) inhibit acid secretion by blocking histamine H 2 
receptors on the parietal cell. H 2 blockers heal 52 % of patients with esophagitis compared 
to 8% with placebo. (NNT is 5 for H2 blockers compared to placebo in healing of GERD) 
(Khan M , et al 2007, Moayyedi P & Talley NJ, 2006).The problem of H 2 blockers is 
tachyphylaxis (reduction in therapeutic effect) after one week of therapy. The therapeutic 
effect of H2 blockers drop to approximately 50 % after 7 days of therapy (Sachs et al 2006). 

Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are prodrugs which are activated in the stomach by a two 
step process. First step is conversion of PPI to its sulfenamide derivative and in the second 
step sulfenamid is protonated to benzimidazole , which binds irreversible to the H/K 
ATPase. That blocks the H/K ecxhange and prevent parietal cell from producing acid. PPIs 
concentrate in the parietal cell secretory canaliculus , where pH is approximately 1,0 (the 
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second step in PPI activation needs pKa close to 1). Renal medulla and resorbtive surface of 
bone (osteoclasts have proton pump) do not have a low pH enough to permit the second 
step of PPI activation. Elsewhere in the body PPIs follow first-order kinetics. Blood levels of 
PPIs decrease as the drugs are metabolized in the liver and then excreted primarily in the 
urine or stool (Shi S&Klotz U, 2008, Shin JM,&Sachs G, 2008, Sachs G, et al. 1995, Sachs G, et 
al 2006). 

We have several PPIs with different daily doses recomended by manufacturer (table 1) NNT 
is 2 for PPI compared to placebo in healing of GERD (Khan M , et al 2007, Moayyedi P & 
Talley NJ, 2006). 

• Delayed release:                   Omeprazole 20 mg qd
Lansoprazole 30 mg qd
Rabeprazole 20 mg qd
Pantoprazole 40 mg qd
Esomeprazole 40 mg qd

• Immediate release:      Omeprazole + bicarbonate 40 mg qd

• Dual delayed release:          Dexlansoprazole 60 md qd
 

Table 1. Different Proton pump inhibitors and recommended daily doses 

PPIs inhibit only active pumps. A single dose of a PPI does not inhibit all pumps and does 
not result in profound inhibition of acid secretion. Acid production is inhibited with 
subsequent PPI doses, taking 5–7 days to achieve a steady state. Acid inhibition is never 
complete because of continued synthesis of new proton pumps. When PPIs are given twice 
daily, more active proton pumps are exposed to drug, and steady-state inhibition of gastric 
acid secretion is achieved more rapidly and more complete (Bell NJV, et al 1992).  

PPIs are usually prescribed once daily, usually in the morning. Food affects the 
bioavailability of each molecule, so it is our practice to recommend that all PPIs should be 
given prior to meals for optimal efficacy. Results of intragastric pH studies showed that 
superior daytime pH control (time intragastric pH>4) was seen when the PPI was taken 
before breakfast compared to after meal. PPIs are responsible for inhibiting gastric acid 
secretion, thereby decreasing potential damage to the esophageal mucosa. In addition, by 
raising gastric pH, the conversion of pepsinogen to pepsin, another player of mucosal 
damage, is inhibited. (Hatlebakk JG,et al , 2000).  

In a large meta analysis of 136 randomized controlled trials involving 35 978 patients with 
esophagitis, the healing rate among those patients treated with PPIs was 83 %. In all trials 
antacids were used to treat breakthrough symptoms. There were no major differences in 
efficacy among standard dose of various PPI.  

PPIs are better in healing erosive esophagitis than in controlling GERD symptoms. In a large 
patient unmeat needs survey, patients on PPIs reported the highest level of satisfaction (57,9 
%) , followed by H-2 blockers (46,1 %; Crawley MS&Schmitt CM, 2000). 
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FDA approved dosing of PPIs in GERD patients is once daily. In our daily practice we know 
that substantial number of patients (32 %) on once daily PPI continue to demonstrate 
abnormal distal esophageal acid exposure and this proportion can be lowered to less than 10 
% by increasing standard therapy of PPI to BID (Charbel S, et al , 2006). There is no 
supporting data for the use of nocturnal dose of a H 2 blocker to twice daily PPI therapy 
(Vakil N, et al , 2006b). Dosing a PPI before dinner is significantly more effective for 
nocturnal acid control than dosing before breakfast (Hatlebakk JG,et al, 1998) .The American 
College of Gastroenterology currently recommends dosing PPIs before evening meal if 
nighttime acid controlled is needed (DeVault KR& Castell DO , 2005) Because of the short 
plasma half-life of the PPIs, loss of nocturnal acid control occurs approximately 7 hours after 
evening dose (Peghini PL,et al 1998). 

Patients with GERD (erosive or nonerosive) should be treated with standard dose of PPIs for 
at least 2-3 months. 

The proportion of NERD patients responding to a standard dose of PPI is approximately 20-
30% lower than what has been documented in patients with erosive esophagitis. In a 
systematic review of the literature, PPI symptomatic response pooled rate was 36.7% (95% 
CI: 34.1-39.3) in NERD patients and 55.5% (95% CI: 51.5-59.5) in those with erosive 
esophagitis.(Dean BB , et al , 2004). The greater the distal esophageal acid exposure, the 
higher the proportion of NERD patients reporting symptom resolution.(Lind T, et al, 1997) 
Patients with NERD also demonstrate longer lag time to sustained symptom response when 
compared to patients with erosive esophagitis (2 to 3-fold). Furthermore, patients with 
NERD demonstrate similar symptomatic response to half and full standard dose of PPI, 
unlike patients with erosive esophagitis who demonstrate an incremental increase in healing 
and symptom resolution with standard dose compared to half dose of PPIs (Richter JE,et al , 
2000). The reason for the differences in therapeutic response between NERD and erosive 
esophagitis is primarily due to the common inclusion of functional heartburn subjects in the 
NERD group. However, because most NERD patients demonstrate only modest abnormal 
esophageal acid exposure, even after excluding functional heartburn patients, the NERD 
symptomatic response rate to PPI remains lower that what has been observed in erosive 
esophagitis patients (Hershovici T & Fas R, 2010). 

The most common side effects of proton-pump inhibitors are headache, diarrhea, 
constipation, and abdominal pain. Although in clinical trials these symptoms were not 
significantly more common with proton-pump inhibitors than with placebo, they have been 
confirmed in some patients with a test–retest strategy. 

2.3 GERD and pregnancy  

The smooth muscle relaxation as well as the increased intraabdominal pressure that occurs 
during pregnancy predisposes to gastroesophageal reflux (Katz PO& Castell DO, 1998). The 
greatest experience with pharmacologic acid-suppressive therapy in pregnant women has 
been with the H2 receptor antagonists ranitidine and cimetidine, which appear to be safe 
during pregnancy (Larson JD, et al, 1997). There is less experience using proton pump 
inhibitors during pregnancy, but they are probably safe. A meta-analysis of seven studies 
(involving a total of 1530 exposed and 133,410 non-exposed pregnant women) found no 
significant difference in the risk for major congenital birth defects, spontaneous abortions, or 
preterm delivery (Gill SK,et al, 2009). 
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FDA approved dosing of PPIs in GERD patients is once daily. In our daily practice we know 
that substantial number of patients (32 %) on once daily PPI continue to demonstrate 
abnormal distal esophageal acid exposure and this proportion can be lowered to less than 10 
% by increasing standard therapy of PPI to BID (Charbel S, et al , 2006). There is no 
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(Vakil N, et al , 2006b). Dosing a PPI before dinner is significantly more effective for 
nocturnal acid control than dosing before breakfast (Hatlebakk JG,et al, 1998) .The American 
College of Gastroenterology currently recommends dosing PPIs before evening meal if 
nighttime acid controlled is needed (DeVault KR& Castell DO , 2005) Because of the short 
plasma half-life of the PPIs, loss of nocturnal acid control occurs approximately 7 hours after 
evening dose (Peghini PL,et al 1998). 

Patients with GERD (erosive or nonerosive) should be treated with standard dose of PPIs for 
at least 2-3 months. 

The proportion of NERD patients responding to a standard dose of PPI is approximately 20-
30% lower than what has been documented in patients with erosive esophagitis. In a 
systematic review of the literature, PPI symptomatic response pooled rate was 36.7% (95% 
CI: 34.1-39.3) in NERD patients and 55.5% (95% CI: 51.5-59.5) in those with erosive 
esophagitis.(Dean BB , et al , 2004). The greater the distal esophageal acid exposure, the 
higher the proportion of NERD patients reporting symptom resolution.(Lind T, et al, 1997) 
Patients with NERD also demonstrate longer lag time to sustained symptom response when 
compared to patients with erosive esophagitis (2 to 3-fold). Furthermore, patients with 
NERD demonstrate similar symptomatic response to half and full standard dose of PPI, 
unlike patients with erosive esophagitis who demonstrate an incremental increase in healing 
and symptom resolution with standard dose compared to half dose of PPIs (Richter JE,et al , 
2000). The reason for the differences in therapeutic response between NERD and erosive 
esophagitis is primarily due to the common inclusion of functional heartburn subjects in the 
NERD group. However, because most NERD patients demonstrate only modest abnormal 
esophageal acid exposure, even after excluding functional heartburn patients, the NERD 
symptomatic response rate to PPI remains lower that what has been observed in erosive 
esophagitis patients (Hershovici T & Fas R, 2010). 

The most common side effects of proton-pump inhibitors are headache, diarrhea, 
constipation, and abdominal pain. Although in clinical trials these symptoms were not 
significantly more common with proton-pump inhibitors than with placebo, they have been 
confirmed in some patients with a test–retest strategy. 

2.3 GERD and pregnancy  

The smooth muscle relaxation as well as the increased intraabdominal pressure that occurs 
during pregnancy predisposes to gastroesophageal reflux (Katz PO& Castell DO, 1998). The 
greatest experience with pharmacologic acid-suppressive therapy in pregnant women has 
been with the H2 receptor antagonists ranitidine and cimetidine, which appear to be safe 
during pregnancy (Larson JD, et al, 1997). There is less experience using proton pump 
inhibitors during pregnancy, but they are probably safe. A meta-analysis of seven studies 
(involving a total of 1530 exposed and 133,410 non-exposed pregnant women) found no 
significant difference in the risk for major congenital birth defects, spontaneous abortions, or 
preterm delivery (Gill SK,et al, 2009). 
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2.4 Medical therapy of extraesophageal syndromes  

Astma, cronic cough, laryngitis and non cardial chest pain (esophageal syndrome) are 
among the conditions where an association with GERD is well established. On the other side 
GERD can be just one of possible ethiologic factors for that diseases. The causal relationship 
of GERD with with this nonspecific syndromes in absence of a concomitant esophageal 
GERD syndrome remains controversial and unproven. 

In the pro-GERD study that included 6215 patients in Europe 34,9 % of patients with GERD 
and 30,5 % of patients with NERD have some Extraesophageal Syndromes (Jaspersen D, et 
al. 2003). 

In patients with chronic cough, asthma and laryngeal symptoms PPI standard dose BID is 
usally prescribed. With this approach likelihood of normalizing esophageal acid exexposure 
is 93% - 99 % (Charbel S, et al, 2005). Therapy is usually prescribed for 3 months. Studies to 
support this approach are open label and uncontrolled (Kahrilas Pa, et al, 2008; Tepeš B, 
2006). Patients with extraesophageal syndromes can be treated with PPIs only if 
concomitant esophageal GERD syndrome is present. 

2.5 NCCP 

Chest pain indistinguishable from ischemic cardiac pain can be caused by GERD – noncardiac 
chest pain / NCCP (Vakil, et al, 2006a). Community prevalence rates of NCCP are from 23% to 
33% (Locke GR, et al, 1997; Eslick GD, et al, 2003). In patients with chest pain ischemic heart 
disease must be excluded first, GERD is the next most likely pathology. PPIs BID for 8 weeks 
are recommended in patients with NCCP.Those patients with a good therapeutic response 
need maintenance therapy with PPIs. If patients do not response to PPIs manomety testing is 
necessary and specific therapy for motility disorders if proven are needed. 

2.6 Maintenance therapy of GERD 

Patients with erosive esophagitis have up to 80 % chance of recurrence within 12 months of 
treatment discontinuation (Johnson DA, et al, 2001; Vakil NB, et al, 2001). GERD recurrence 
is dramatically decreased by PPI treatment (Donnellan C, et al, 2005, Tepeš , et al, 2009). A 
systematic review of 17 studies (15 of which were randomized controlled trials) showed that 
subjects with either nonerosive or uninvestigated GERD did well with on-demand regimens 
(Pace F, et al, 2007). In study where patients with known erosive esophagitis after being 
healed with PPI therapy were randomized to either continuous or on-demand therapy, 
recurrence of erosive disease was higher in subjects treated with on-demand compared 
continuous therapy (42% vs 19% at 6 months; P <.00001). On-demand therapy cannot be 
recommended for maintaining healing of erosive esophagitis (Sjostedt S, et al ,2005).  

In our experience patients with GERD LA C and LA D need standard PPI dose or even 
higher dose as a maintenance therapy, patients with GERD LA B need standard dose of PPI 
and in those with GERD A can be put on half a standard dose of PPI (Figure 3,4 Tepeš, et al 
2009). 

Maintenance therapy should be prescribed to all patients with Barrett oesophagus. Some 
uncontrolled studies showed that PPI therapy can in part prevent progression of Barrett 
esophagus to dysplasia and adenocarcinoma (El Serag HB, et al, 2004). 
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Recommendations regarding maintenance therapy in group of patients with 
Extraesophageal syndromes are based on expert opinion , because we do not have data from 
prospective control trials. Step-down therapy should be attempted in all patients with 
extraesophageal reflux syndromes after empirical twice-daily three months PPI therapy. 
Continuing maintenance PPI therapy should be predicated on either the requirements of 
therapy for concomitant esophageal GERD syndromes or extraesophageal syndrome 
symptoms. In both cases, maintenance therapy should be with the lowest PPI dose 
necessary (Kahrilas PJ, et al, 2008) . 
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2.7 PPI refractory GERD 

Patient with GERD are named refractory to PPIs when they do not respond to PPI standard 
dose BID . Potential etiologies may be gastrointestinal (GI) or non-GI related. The GI 
etiologies can be esophageal or nonesophageal, and the former may be reflux or nonreflux 
related.  

There are 3 major categories of reflux related causes: 

1. First category is reflux with ongoing acid exposure. Etiologies include incorrect 
medication dose timing, medication noncompliance, residual pathologic acid secretion, 
rapid PPI metabolism, a hypersecretory state, a significant anatomic abnormality like a 
large hiatal hernia, excess reflux during tLESRs, or defective esophageal mucosal 
barrier function.  

2. Second category is reflux of nonacid material from either the stomach or the duodenum 
(e.g., bile).  

3. Third category is reflux of normal amounts of weakly acidic or alkaline contents into a 
hypersensitive esophagus.  

The non-reflux–related esophageal causes include dysmotility syndromes such as achalasia, 
esophageal spasm, or scleroderma; eosinophilic esophagitis; pill esophagitis; and infectious 
esophagitis. 

In the absence of structural, motility, or inflammatory causes, functional heartburn or 
function chest pain should be considered. 

Nonesophageal causes of reflux-type symptoms include gallbladder disease, malignancy in 
the GI system or surrounding organs, cardiovascular disease, and musculoskeletal disease 
(Dellon ES & Shaheen NJ, 2010). 

After we are sure that patient adheres to the treatment recommendations and PPIs are 
prescribed BID, further diagnostic procedures are necessary. It is beyond the scope of this 
Chapter to discuss this procedures in more detail.  

2.8 Surgery and GERD  

Surgery is a therapeutic option in patients with GERD if GERD has been objectively 
confirmed. Surgery is an option in individuals who: 

1. Have failed medical management (inadequate symptom control, several regurgitation 
in case of big hiatal hernias, medication side effects. 

2. Do not to want to be on life long PPI treatment. 
3. Have extraesohageal GERD syndrome (asthma, hoarseness, chronic cough, NCCP, 

aspiration) and have a positive response to PPI therapy. 

Preoperatively workup includes: esophagogastroduodenoscopy, pH-metry, esophageal 
manometry, barium swallow. Patient should be operated in high volume centers with 
experiences in GERD laparoscopic surgery. The Nissen fundoplication has, in many series, 
been found superior to other procedures, with symptomatic improvement occurring in 85 % 
to 90 % of patients. This procedure originally involved passage of the gastric fundus behind 
the esophagus to encircle the distal 6 cm of the esophagus. Most surgeons choose to perform 
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a loose ("floppy") Nissen fundic wrap that is about 1 to 2 cm in length including a posterior 
crural repair. (Ellis FH Jr, 1992). In patients with weak propulsive peristalsis a parcial 
fundoplication is recommended (anterior fundoplication, Toupet parcial posterior 
fundoplication).  

Up to 20 % of patients will have postoperative dysphagia or gas-bloat syndrome and up 
to 10 % will need revisional surgery after laparoscopic fundoplication (Lamb PJ,et al. 
2009). 

Several randomized controlled trials have compared surgical therapy with medical therapy 
with a follow-up from 1 to 10,6 years. The majority of studies showed that patients need 
PPIs after operation in up to 21 % of cases, one study showed that this percentage is much 
higher -62 % (Spechler SJ, et al, 2001; Dassinger MS,et al, 2004; Kamolz T, et al. 2005; 
Zaninotto G,et al, 2007).  

There has been some randomized controlled trials evaluating cost between medical 
(omeprazole) and surgical therapy (open total and partial fundoplication) over a period up 
to 10 years. One modeling study found that the cost-equivalency point for medical and 
surgical therapy was at 10 years (Heudebert GR, et al, 1997) , whereas another still reported 
lower cost with medical therapy at 10 years (Arguedas MR, e tal, 2004). 

Barrett’s esophagus is present in 1.65% of the general population, in 8.6% of symptomatic 
GERD patients presenting to a tertiary care center, and in 10.8% of patients undergoing 
antireflux surgery . Barrett’s esophagus (neoplasia not present) is associated with a 
significantly increased risk for developing esophageal adenocarcinoma (approximately 100-
fold) over that of the general population (Ronkainen J, et al, 2005; Rex DK, et al, 2003, 
Attwood SE, et al, 2008). Antireflux surgery does not alter the need for continued 
surveillance endoscopy in patients with Barrett's esophagus. The available evidence is 
inconclusive about the effect of antireflux surgery on patients with Barrett's esophagus. 

3. Side effects of long term PPI therapy  
The risk of minor adverse effects from proton pump inhibitors use is 1%-3%, with rates of 
withdrawal from clinical research studies being 1%-2%, with no significant differences 
noted between the PPIs (Langtry HD,&Wilde MI, 1997; Laine L, et al 2000).The most 
common side effects of PPI therapy are: headache, diarrhea and abdominal pain with 
frequency up to 4 %, what is less than in H 2 blockers (Relly JP, 1999). 

Serious adverse effects are rare. Acute interstitial nephritis is a rare complication of PPI 
treatment (a class effect) which can be potentially reversible if we think on it early enough. 
Otherways it can lead to acute renal failure. PPIs' metabolites most probably act as a hapten 
in an autoimmune process in renal interstitium (Geevasinga N, 2006). Hepatitis or disrupted 
visual disturbances are very rare adverse effect of PPI use (Koury SI, et al ,1998; Garcia 
Rodriges LA,et al 1996). 

PPI are very frequent used as a maintenance therapy in some indications listed above. They 
are also very frequently used without proper indication, what can be a reason for mayor 
concern. Up to 60 % of PPI prescriptions, especially in primary care, are without appropriate 
indications (Nardino RJ, et al, 2000 ;Batuwitage BT, et al, 2007).  
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Long term PPI use can have influence on human physiology in different ways: 

1. long term hypochlorhydria can influence Ca, Fe, Mg, Vit B12 absorbtion, and can 
increase risk for enteric infections 

2. hypergastrinemia can have an effect on parathyroid gland, enterochromaffin cells, or 
gastric histology 

3. interactions with other drugs through cytochrome P450 
4. idiosyncratic effects 

3.1 Effects of PPIs on absorbtion of minerals and vitamins 

Clacium - Calcium solubility is important for its absorbtion . Acid facilitates release of 
ionized calcium from insoluble calcium salts (Nordin BE, 1997; Sheikh MS, et al 2007). 
Several studies have tried to evaluate the importance of acid for calcium absorbtion . Four 
out of five studies found decreased absorbtion of calcium in older patients on PPI therapy 
(Graziani G, et al, 1995; Graziani G, et al, 2002 ; Hardy P, et al, 1998 O'Connell MB,et al, 2005; 
Serfaty-Lacrosniere C, et al ,1995).  

Iron- Nonheme iron is a mayor source of dietary iron and is predominantly in the form of 
ferric iron. Iron absorbtion is directly related to the capacity of gastric juice to release iron 
contained in food (Chorad ME& Shade SG , 1968; Bezwoda W, et al, 1978). 

In a group of patients with Zollinger Ellison syndrome on long term PPI therapy for an 
everage of 6 years, no association was found with decreased stores of body iron or iron 
deficiency (Stewart CA, et al 1998). 

Magnesium – several cases of hypomagnesaemia were associated with long term PPI 
treatment. Prompt resolution of normal magnesium concentration occurred in two weeks 
after PPI discontinuation or switch to H2 receptor antagonist . The pathophysiologic 
mechanism for magnesium deficiency is not understood (Epstein M, et al, 2006; Cuny T & 
Disdsanayake A, 2008;). 

Vitamin B 12- gastric acid and pepsin release vit B12 from protein in food and allows vit 
B12 to bind to R protein and to intrinsic factor in duodenum (Doscherholmen A& Swaim 
WR, 1973; Festen HP, 1991). The majority of studies did not find that longterm PPI use 
reduce the vitamin B12 reabsorbtion. Only in the study which included older patients with 
Zollinger Ellison syndrome, vitamin B 12 serum concentration was significantly reduced. 
(Schenk BE ,et al, 1999; Insogna KL ,2009; McColl KE , 2009;). 

3.2 Effect on bone metabolism 

Long term PPI therapy can affect bone metabolism and cause osteoporosis through three 
potential mechanisms:  

- calcium absorbtion,  
- hypergastrinemia  
- vitamin B12 deficiency.  

The effect of PPI therapy on calcium metabolism has been already described. 
Hypergastrinemia can led to parathyroid hyperplasia which can increase bone resorbtion 
and reduce cortical bone mineral density, but clinical data are limited. (Mizunashi K,,et al , 
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1993). Vitamin B12 is involved in osteoblast activity and bone formation. Patients with 
marginally low levels of vitamine B12 were 4,5 fold more likely to have osteoporosis than 
dose with normal levels (Stone KL , et al, 2004; Tucker KL; Dhonukshe-Rutten RA , et al, 2003). 
Vitamin B12 deficiency can lead to neurologic complications that can also increase the risk of 
falls (Sato Y, et al, 2005).  

Several epidemiologic studies on the use of PPIs and risk for osteoporotic hip fractures have 
been published. A population based study using UK general practice research database (UK 
GPRD) observed a 44 % increased risk for hip fractures among patients older than 50 years 
on PPIs , with significant dose- and duration- response effects (Yang YX, et al, 2006). A 
population based study from Canada (Targownik LE, et al, 2008) associated long-term PPI 
exposure with a significant increase in risk of osteoporotic fractures (> 7 years of PPI 
exposure: OR, 1.92; 95% CI,1.16 –3.18; hip fractures > 7 years of PPI exposure: OR, 4.55; 95% 
CI, 1.68 –12.29).The problem of retrospective studies is bias due to confounding. In the 
nested case control studies using UK GPRD , Kaye et al did not find increased risk of 
fractures in patients on PPI therapy. Factors such as osteoporosis, vitamin B12 deficiency 
and prior fractures were among the leading reasons for exclusion , what makes it difficult to 
generalize the findings (Kaye JA & Jick H. 2008). Targownik et al conducted a cross-sectional 
and longitudinal analysis of patients referred for dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry scan . 
They did not associate PPI therapy with prevalent osteoporosis or with significant decreases 
in BMD over time (Targownik LE, et al, 2010). 

3.3 PPIs and infection 

Gastric acid acts as a barrier that keeps bacteria from colonizing the upper gastrointestinal 
tract. The increased bacterial colonization of the stomach observed in PPI users might be 
associated with pulmonary micro aspiration (Laheij RJ , et al, 2004; Theisen J, et al, 2000). 
Two retrospective studies found an increased risk for community- acquired pneumonia 
with current use of PPI (Laheij RJ , et al, 2004; Gulmez SE , et al, 2007). Both studies observed 
an inverse relationship between the magnitude of the association and the duration of PPI 
exposure. The weakest association was observed among current users who used the drug 
for the shortest duration. A third study conducted using the UK GPRD did not find an 
association between current use of PPIs and a significant increase in risk of community-
acquired pneumonia. (Sarkar M , et al, 2007) This study accounted for several highly 
influential confounders that were not considered in the previous studies. It also showed the 
inverse relationship between duration of current PPI therapy and risk of pneumonia by 
demonstrating the greatest increase in risk of community-acquired pneumonia in 
individuals who were issued a new PPI prescription in the past 48 hours. A similar pattern 
of risk increase was observed with H2RAs. These observations are inconsistent with a causal 
association mediated by acid suppression or immunosuppression. In fact, they indicate a 
protopathic bias (ie, drugs given to relieve early symptoms might be temporally associated 
with the subsequent illness).  

Several studies and a meta analysis by Leonard have observed a 2 to 3 fold increase in the 
risk of nosocomial or community associated Clostridium difficile or other enteric infections 
in patients on PPI therapy (Leonard J , et al, 2007; Wilcox MH , et al, 2008; Elphick DA, et al, 
2005). All the studies are retrospective and some have small number of patients included.  
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Long term PPI use can have influence on human physiology in different ways: 

1. long term hypochlorhydria can influence Ca, Fe, Mg, Vit B12 absorbtion, and can 
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gastric histology 
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4. idiosyncratic effects 
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Two retrospective studies found an increased risk for community- acquired pneumonia 
with current use of PPI (Laheij RJ , et al, 2004; Gulmez SE , et al, 2007). Both studies observed 
an inverse relationship between the magnitude of the association and the duration of PPI 
exposure. The weakest association was observed among current users who used the drug 
for the shortest duration. A third study conducted using the UK GPRD did not find an 
association between current use of PPIs and a significant increase in risk of community-
acquired pneumonia. (Sarkar M , et al, 2007) This study accounted for several highly 
influential confounders that were not considered in the previous studies. It also showed the 
inverse relationship between duration of current PPI therapy and risk of pneumonia by 
demonstrating the greatest increase in risk of community-acquired pneumonia in 
individuals who were issued a new PPI prescription in the past 48 hours. A similar pattern 
of risk increase was observed with H2RAs. These observations are inconsistent with a causal 
association mediated by acid suppression or immunosuppression. In fact, they indicate a 
protopathic bias (ie, drugs given to relieve early symptoms might be temporally associated 
with the subsequent illness).  

Several studies and a meta analysis by Leonard have observed a 2 to 3 fold increase in the 
risk of nosocomial or community associated Clostridium difficile or other enteric infections 
in patients on PPI therapy (Leonard J , et al, 2007; Wilcox MH , et al, 2008; Elphick DA, et al, 
2005). All the studies are retrospective and some have small number of patients included.  
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At the moment no PPIs given as once-daily dose truly increase gastric pH >4 for more than 
15 hours per day. A large randomized control trials are needed before PPIs can be blamed 
for increased infection risk.  

3.4 PPIs and gastric mucosa 

Fundic gland polys can appear after long term PPI therapy. Patients on PPIs have fourfold 
increased incidence of fundic glands polyps, which have no malignant potential (El-Zimaity 
HM , et al 1997; Raghunath AS , et al, 2005;). 

If a patients on PPI therapy have Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infection, antrum 
predominant inflammatory phenotype can change to corpus predominant, what can 
accelerate atrophy and intestinal metaplasia. (Uemura N , et al, 2000). The first Maastricht 
Consensus recommended H pylori eradication in all GERD patients before they are 
enmbarked to PPI maintenance therapy (EHPSG, 1997). 

H pylori eradication may cause regression of gastric atrophy or intestinal metaplasia (Tepeš 
B , et al 1999; Sung JJ , et al 2000; Rocco A , et al , 2002; Ito M & Haruma K, 2002).  

Mild / modest hypergastrinemia is a physiologic response to reduction in acid secretion due 
to PPI therapy. Diffuse linear or micronodular hyperplasia of enterochromaffin like cells is 
observed in 10 % to 30 % of patients on chronic PPI therapy, mainly in H pylori positive 
patients. Dysplasia or carcinoid have never been described in long term PPI users (Solcia E , 
et al, 1992; Genta RM, et al, 2003). 

Gastrin has trophic effect on tissues through the gastrointestinal tract (Wang TC , et al, 
1996). In several studies no increase in colorectal polyps or cancer have been noticed in 
patients on maitennance PPI therapy (Robertson DJ, et al, 2007; Singh M,,et al, 2007; Van 
Soest EM, et al, 2008). 

3.5 PPIs and clopidogrel 

PPIs are metabolized by hepatic cytochrome P 450 system, predominantly by CYP2C19, and 
to lesser extent by CYP3A4 (Ishiazaki T& Horai Y, 1999). Clopidogrel is a pro-drug 
converted to an active metabolite by cytochrome P450 CYP2C19. Clopidogrel active 
metabolite irreversibly binds to the platel adenosine diphosphate P2Y receptor and inhibits 
platelet aggregation (Gurbel PA,et al, 2009). The common metabolic pathway can 
theoretically be a reason for drug-drug interaction that can have an impact on clopidogrel 
activity.  

The OCLA study first showed that omeprazole significantly decreased clopidogrel 
inhibitory effect on platel P2Y12 as assessed by VASP phosphorilation test (Gilard M , et al, 
2008). In in vitro study Di Angiolillo found that metabolic drug-drug interaction exists 
between clopidogrel and omeprazole but not between clopidogrel and pantoprazole 
(Angiolillo DJ,et al, 2011). 

Several retrospective studies pointed out that concomitant use of PPI and clopidogrel may 
be associated with adverse cerebrovascular events and myocardial infarction (Gupta E, et al, 
2009; Ho PM, et al, 2009; Juurlink DN, et al, 2009; Pezalla E, et al, 2008; Rassen JA, et al, 
2009). Meta analysis of 13 studies by Kwork showed no significant association between PPI 
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use and clopidogrel and overall cerebrovascular or cardiovascular mortality (Kwork CS, et 
al, 2010). 

The only two randomized prospective clinical trials, Triton TIMI 38 and Cogent 
(O’Donoghue ML, et al, 2009; Bhatt DL, et al, 2010) did not find any association between PPI 
use and risk of cerebrovascular or cardiovascular morbidity or mortality. Cogent data 
indicated that use of omeprazole with clopidogrel reduced the risk of gastrointestinal events 
compared with clopidogrel plus placebo, without increasing the risk of cardiovascular 
events. 

4. Conclusions 
PPIs are the therapy of choice for GERD patients. Ussually PPIs are prescribed QID for two 
to three months. One third of patients will need PPI BID. All GERD patients with 
Extraesophageal syndromes will need PPI BID for three to six months. Patients should be 
informed about lifestyle modifications and use of antacids for acid breakthrough.Those 
patients with ERD, Extraesophageal syndromes and Barrett esophagus need maintenance 
treatment with the lowest dose of PPI that keep them in remission.  

Surgery is a therapeutic option for patients who do not have complete therapeutic response 
with PPI therapy, who do not want to take PPIs lifelong or for those with proven GERD and 
Extraesophageal syndromes. Long term therapy can have some side effects especially on 
bone metabolism and can increase risk of enteric infections. The majority of long term side 
effects data are from epidemiologic or retrospective studies. To be able to clearly answer 
those questions we need prospective randomized controlled studies. 
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1. Introduction 
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a spectrum of multifunctional disorder caused 
by the failure of the normal antireflux mechanism with frequent acid reflux. Patients with 
GERD experience primary symptoms of heartburn and/or acid regurgitation. The patients 
with GERD have erosive esophagitis, peptic strictures, Barrett esophagus or evidence of 
extraesophageal diseases such as chest pain, pulmonary symptoms or symptoms in ear, 
nose and throat symptoms, while others have no apparent mucosal injury by endoscopic 
diagnosis (non-erosive GERD) [Armstrong, 2005]. GERD is a chronic, relapsing disorder 
requiring long term management. The pathophysiological mechanism of GERD is 
complicated. The decreased lower esophageal sphincter pressure, night time reflux, 
impaired mucosal defense factors, bile reflex, delayed gastric emptying, visceral 
hypersensitivity, hiatal hernia, insufficient esophageal clearance, physiological comorbidity 
and concomitant functional bowl diseases are implicated in the refractory mechanism of 
GERD [Castell et al., 2004; Fass and Sifrim, 2009].  

GERD impairs both the quality of life (QOL) and work productivity of patients, so that they 
need to receive adequate remedy [Wahlqvist et al., 2008]. The goals of treatment for GERD 
are three folds; control of symptoms, healing of erosion and the maintenance of remission of 
esophagitis for prevention from complications such as stricture, Barrett esophagus and 
esophageal malignancy. Although presently available proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) made a 
large contribution to the treatment for GERD, their clinical efficacy still has some limitations. 
Further, the degree of acid control is inadequate for some patients as follows. First, about 30 
% of patients still remain unhealed or unsatisfied symptom relief, even when the dose or 
dosing frequency of current PPIs is increased [Fass et al., 2005]. Second, healing rates with 
current PPIs at 8 weeks are relatively sufficient, whereas those at 4 weeks are not 
satisfactory and still need to be improved [Castell et al., 2002]. Third, there are still GERD 
patients whose esophagitis remain unhealed even after 8 weeks treatment with currently 
available PPIs, especially among patients in Los Angeles grades C and D, having high-grade 
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esophagitis with transverse mucosal breaks, and with inadequate symptom resolutions 
[Castell et al., 2002]. Fourth, the long-term maintenance study showed that 10-20% of GERD 
patients administered once-daily PPI relapsed within 6 months [Katz et al., 2006]. Fifth, 
symptom relief with once-daily PPIs administration was achieved in only 60-70% of GERD 
patients at 8 weeks [Katz et al., 2006]. 

GERD is evoked by the reflux of gastric contents including acid and pepsin; therefore, 
intragastric pH have extremely impact on GERD severities. The healing rate of GERD at 8 
weeks is closely correlated with the maintenance of the intragastric pH over 4-holding time 
[Armstrong, 2004]. The comparison study in respect of intragastric pH with current PPIs in 
GERD patient was performed. As the result, esomeprazole given once daily was superior to 
other PPIs regarding intragastric pH over 4-holding time at day 5 [Minder et al., 2003]. 
However, since its effect lasted only 14 h per day, the intragastric pH fell below 4 in the 
remaining of the day. In achieving appropriate intragastric pH control, neither double-dose 
nor twice a day administration with current PPIs were fully effective for the patients with 
refractory GERD [Fass and Shfirm, 2009; Saches et al., 2010; Hershcovici and Fass, 2011]. An 
extended release formulation or a pro-drug approach has been recently addressed, while 
unstable pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics would be induced due to different 
individual absorption and metabolic capacities.  

We expected that long-acting PPI, even given once daily, may control appropriate 
intragastric pH and that it would be promising for the treatment of these unmet medical 
needs of GERD. We evaluated about 500 compounds newly synthetized, finding one 
promising compound, a mixture of two optical isomers. Thus, we confirmed that R-isomer 
was a feasible candidate with the results of the comparative studies of both isomers on 
pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, CYP inhibition and metabolism by dog and human liver 
microsomes.  

We finally determined that E3710, sodium(R)-2-[4-(2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxan-5-yl) methoxy-3, 
5- dimethylpyridin-2-yl] methylsulfinyl-1 H-benzimidazole (Fig. 1), would be useful with 
once-daily administration for the treatment of GERD as new PPI with potent and long-
acting acid neutralization [Kodama et al., 2010]. We compared the effects of E3710 on 24-h 
intragastric pH with that of esomeprazole to predict clinical superiority and usefulness by 
using newly established measurement system in gastric fistula dogs. In a clinical study, a 
cross-over design including placebo is performed to assess the efficacy of PPIs with 
accuracy. We investigated a cross over study design in gastric fistula dogs to confirm the 
long-acting effect of E3710 in comparison with esomeprazole.  

2. Methods 
2.1 Materials  

E3710 was synthesized at Eisai (Ibaraki, Japan). Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate was 
purchased from Kemprotec Ltd. (Middlesbrough, UK). Male 11-week old New Zealand 
White rabbits (Kitayama Labes, Nagano, Japan) and male 1-3 year old mongrel dogs 
(Kitayama Labes, Gifu, Japan) were maintained at a temperature of 23°C (20-26°C) and a 
humidity of 55% (40-70%) and on a 12-h light/dark cycle. All experiments were approved 
by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the Eisai Tsukuba Research Laboratories. 
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Fig. 1. Features of E3710 

2.2 In vitro experiments 

Inhibitory effects of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase activity under several pH conditions were 
estimated and compared with the effects on Na+,K+-ATPase activities. The inhibitory 
mechanism of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase is compared with that of esomeprazole (PPI), 
SCH28080 (P-CAB: potassium-competitive acid blocker) and famotidine (Histamine H2 
receptor antagonist). E3710, esomeprazole, SCH28080 and famotidine were dissolved in 
methanol and ouabain was dissolved in distilled water. The concentration of reagent is 
expressed as a final concentration. 

2.2.1 Measurement of H+,K+-ATPase and Na+,K+-ATPase activities 

H+,K+-ATPase prepared from pig gastric mucosa was incubated with E3710 (0.3-30 μmol/L 
at pH 6.1 or 1-30 μmol/L at pH 7.4), esomeprazole (0.3-30 μmol/L at pH 6.1 or 1-30 μmol/L 
at pH 7.4) or vehicle for 30 min at 37°C. KCl (or distilled water) and gramicidin were added, 
followed by incubation for 10 min. Then, Mg–ATP (pH 7.4) was added, followed by 
incubation for 10 min. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount of inorganic 
phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

To measure the inhibitory effects under acidic conditions, gastric microsomal membranes 
enriched in H+,K+-ATPase were isolated in a vesicular form, and accumulation of H+ in the 
presence of ATP, Mg2+, K+ and valinomycin (K+ ionophore) was established. The inhibitory 
effects of PPIs under this acidic condition can mimic the inhibition in the luminal canalicular 
acidic space. H+,K+-ATPase was mixed with E3710 (0.01-3 μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.01-3 
μmol/L) or vehicle in a solution containing KCl (or NaCl) and valinomycin. The reaction 
was started by adding of Mg–ATP, and H+,K+-ATPase activity was measured for 30 min. 
H+,K+-ATPase activity was assayed by the coupled-enzyme method for last 10 min.  

Na+,K+-ATPase prepared from porcine cerebral cortex was mixed with E3710 (0.3-100 
μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.3-100 μmol/L), ouabain (0.01-10 μmol/L) or vehicle in a solution 
containing KCl, NaCl and 1 mmol/L ouabain (or distilled water). The reaction was started 
by the addition of Mg–ATP, and Na+,K+-ATPase activity was measured for 30 min. Na+,K+-
ATPase activity was assayed by the coupled-enzyme method for last 10 min.  
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long-acting effect of E3710 in comparison with esomeprazole.  

2. Methods 
2.1 Materials  

E3710 was synthesized at Eisai (Ibaraki, Japan). Esomeprazole magnesium trihydrate was 
purchased from Kemprotec Ltd. (Middlesbrough, UK). Male 11-week old New Zealand 
White rabbits (Kitayama Labes, Nagano, Japan) and male 1-3 year old mongrel dogs 
(Kitayama Labes, Gifu, Japan) were maintained at a temperature of 23°C (20-26°C) and a 
humidity of 55% (40-70%) and on a 12-h light/dark cycle. All experiments were approved 
by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the Eisai Tsukuba Research Laboratories. 
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Fig. 1. Features of E3710 

2.2 In vitro experiments 

Inhibitory effects of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase activity under several pH conditions were 
estimated and compared with the effects on Na+,K+-ATPase activities. The inhibitory 
mechanism of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase is compared with that of esomeprazole (PPI), 
SCH28080 (P-CAB: potassium-competitive acid blocker) and famotidine (Histamine H2 
receptor antagonist). E3710, esomeprazole, SCH28080 and famotidine were dissolved in 
methanol and ouabain was dissolved in distilled water. The concentration of reagent is 
expressed as a final concentration. 

2.2.1 Measurement of H+,K+-ATPase and Na+,K+-ATPase activities 

H+,K+-ATPase prepared from pig gastric mucosa was incubated with E3710 (0.3-30 μmol/L 
at pH 6.1 or 1-30 μmol/L at pH 7.4), esomeprazole (0.3-30 μmol/L at pH 6.1 or 1-30 μmol/L 
at pH 7.4) or vehicle for 30 min at 37°C. KCl (or distilled water) and gramicidin were added, 
followed by incubation for 10 min. Then, Mg–ATP (pH 7.4) was added, followed by 
incubation for 10 min. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount of inorganic 
phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

To measure the inhibitory effects under acidic conditions, gastric microsomal membranes 
enriched in H+,K+-ATPase were isolated in a vesicular form, and accumulation of H+ in the 
presence of ATP, Mg2+, K+ and valinomycin (K+ ionophore) was established. The inhibitory 
effects of PPIs under this acidic condition can mimic the inhibition in the luminal canalicular 
acidic space. H+,K+-ATPase was mixed with E3710 (0.01-3 μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.01-3 
μmol/L) or vehicle in a solution containing KCl (or NaCl) and valinomycin. The reaction 
was started by adding of Mg–ATP, and H+,K+-ATPase activity was measured for 30 min. 
H+,K+-ATPase activity was assayed by the coupled-enzyme method for last 10 min.  

Na+,K+-ATPase prepared from porcine cerebral cortex was mixed with E3710 (0.3-100 
μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.3-100 μmol/L), ouabain (0.01-10 μmol/L) or vehicle in a solution 
containing KCl, NaCl and 1 mmol/L ouabain (or distilled water). The reaction was started 
by the addition of Mg–ATP, and Na+,K+-ATPase activity was measured for 30 min. Na+,K+-
ATPase activity was assayed by the coupled-enzyme method for last 10 min.  
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2.2.2 Investigation of the inhibitory mechanism on H+,K+-ATPase  

The irreversibility of the inhibitory effects on H+,K+-ATPase activity was studied using the 
inhibitor dilution method. H+,K+-ATPase was preincubated with 100 μmol/L E3710, 100 
μmol/L esomeprazole, 10 μmol/L SCH28080 or vehicle for 30 min at 37°C in buffer (pH 
6.1). Then, H+,K+-ATPase activity was measured under two conditions: with or without 
dilution of the preincubated reaction mixture. KCl (or distilled water), gramicidin and Mg–
ATP (pH 7.4) were added, followed by incubation for 10 min under the undiluted condition 
or 20 min under the diluted condition. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount of 
inorganic phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

The interaction of PPI with cysteine groups of H+,K+-ATPase was investigated using DTT (a 
sulfhydryl reducing agent). H+,K+-ATPase was incubated with 30 μmol/L E3710, 10 μmol/L 
esomeprazole, 10 μmol/L SCH28080 or vehicle, in coexistence with DTT (0.1-3 μmol/L) or 
distilled water, for 30 min at 37°C in buffer (pH 6.1). KCl (or distilled water) and gramicidin 
were added, followed by incubation for 10 min at 37°C. Then, Mg–ATP (pH 7.4) was added, 
followed by incubation for 10 min at 37°C. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount 
of inorganic phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

The inhibitory effects on acid secretion were investigated in isolated rabbit gastric glands. 
The gastric glands were incubated with E3710 (0.03-10 μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.03-10 
μmol/L) or famotidine (0.3-100 μmol/L for db-cAMP stimulation and 0.03-10 μmol/L for 
histamine stimulation) in a solution containing [14C]aminopyrine (0.1 μCi/mL) at 37°C for 
30 min. Then, secretagogue (1 mmol/L db-cAMP or 0.1 mmol/L histamine) was added, 
followed by incubation for 30 min. Then the levels of radioactive [14C]aminopyrine present 
in the supernatant and the pellet were measured using a liquid-scintillation counter. The 
ratio of the weak base [14C]aminopyrine in the supernatant and pellet was used as a measure 
of the acid-secretory activity in the gastric glands. 

2.3 In vivo experiments 

Effects of E3710 on histamine-induced gastric acid secretion and 24-h intragastric pH in 
gastric fistula dogs underwent surgery to create gastric fistulae were studied to confirm its 
long-acting inhibitory effects. E3710 and esomeprazole were suspended in 0.5% methyl 
cellulose (MC) and intraduodenally administered. 

2.3.1 Measurement of histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion 

Twelve dogs under surgery to create gastric fistula and divided into two groups: one 
received 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 or 0.8 mg/kg E3710 or the 0.5% MC vehicle alone (n=6) and the other 
received 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 or 1.6 mg/kg esomeprazole or the 0.5% MC vehicle alone (n=6). Each 
experiment used a 6 x 5 cross-over study design for both drugs including the vehicle and 
each experiment was carried out over two consecutive days. On day 1, gastric acid secretion 
was stimulated by intravenously infusing 50 or 75 μg/kg/min histamine over 180 min and 
gastric juice were collected every 20 min. Sixty minutes after the start of histamine infusion, 
0.5% MC, E3710 or esomeprazole was administered intraduodenally. On day 2, 24 h after 
0.5% MC, E3710 or esomeprazole administration, histamine was infused intravenously over 
120 min and gastric juice were collected every 20 min (Fig. 2).  
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The volume of gastric juice was determined, and then the concentration of acid was 
measured by titrating 0.5 mL of gastric juice with 0.04 mol/L NaOH solution to pH 7.0 
using a Titration Workstation. The gastric acid output was calculated using the following 
formula: gastric acid secretion (mEq/20 min) = volume of gastric juice (ml/20 min) × acid 
concentration (mEq/ml). The inhibitory effects of the drugs were measured for the 0-2 h 
time period after administration on day 1 and the 24-26 h time period after administration 
on day 2. In another study, blood sampling was made 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 6 h after 
intraduodenal administration of E3710 or esomeprazole under the same condition in Fig. 2 
for pharmacokinetic (PK) data. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The measurement system and experimental protocol for histamine-stimulated gastric 
acid secretion in gastric fistula dogs. i.d.: intraduodenal  

2.3.2 Measurement of intragastric pH over 24 h 

Glass pH electrode was inserted through gastric fistula to be immobilized in position to 
measure the intragastric pH changes. Intragastric pH was recorded by pH data recorder 
under the condition where dogs can move around and drink water freely during the 
experiment (Fig. 3).  

We basically carried out three separate intragastric stimulations according to 3-times food 
intake schedule in the standard clinical trial for the evaluation of efficacy of PPI. We thus 
used histamine stimulation at a time appropriate for “breakfast” followed by two feeds at 
times appropriate for “lunch” and “dinner”.  
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2.2.2 Investigation of the inhibitory mechanism on H+,K+-ATPase  

The irreversibility of the inhibitory effects on H+,K+-ATPase activity was studied using the 
inhibitor dilution method. H+,K+-ATPase was preincubated with 100 μmol/L E3710, 100 
μmol/L esomeprazole, 10 μmol/L SCH28080 or vehicle for 30 min at 37°C in buffer (pH 
6.1). Then, H+,K+-ATPase activity was measured under two conditions: with or without 
dilution of the preincubated reaction mixture. KCl (or distilled water), gramicidin and Mg–
ATP (pH 7.4) were added, followed by incubation for 10 min under the undiluted condition 
or 20 min under the diluted condition. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount of 
inorganic phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

The interaction of PPI with cysteine groups of H+,K+-ATPase was investigated using DTT (a 
sulfhydryl reducing agent). H+,K+-ATPase was incubated with 30 μmol/L E3710, 10 μmol/L 
esomeprazole, 10 μmol/L SCH28080 or vehicle, in coexistence with DTT (0.1-3 μmol/L) or 
distilled water, for 30 min at 37°C in buffer (pH 6.1). KCl (or distilled water) and gramicidin 
were added, followed by incubation for 10 min at 37°C. Then, Mg–ATP (pH 7.4) was added, 
followed by incubation for 10 min at 37°C. After stopping the enzyme reaction, the amount 
of inorganic phosphorus released from ATP was determined.  

The inhibitory effects on acid secretion were investigated in isolated rabbit gastric glands. 
The gastric glands were incubated with E3710 (0.03-10 μmol/L), esomeprazole (0.03-10 
μmol/L) or famotidine (0.3-100 μmol/L for db-cAMP stimulation and 0.03-10 μmol/L for 
histamine stimulation) in a solution containing [14C]aminopyrine (0.1 μCi/mL) at 37°C for 
30 min. Then, secretagogue (1 mmol/L db-cAMP or 0.1 mmol/L histamine) was added, 
followed by incubation for 30 min. Then the levels of radioactive [14C]aminopyrine present 
in the supernatant and the pellet were measured using a liquid-scintillation counter. The 
ratio of the weak base [14C]aminopyrine in the supernatant and pellet was used as a measure 
of the acid-secretory activity in the gastric glands. 

2.3 In vivo experiments 

Effects of E3710 on histamine-induced gastric acid secretion and 24-h intragastric pH in 
gastric fistula dogs underwent surgery to create gastric fistulae were studied to confirm its 
long-acting inhibitory effects. E3710 and esomeprazole were suspended in 0.5% methyl 
cellulose (MC) and intraduodenally administered. 

2.3.1 Measurement of histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion 

Twelve dogs under surgery to create gastric fistula and divided into two groups: one 
received 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 or 0.8 mg/kg E3710 or the 0.5% MC vehicle alone (n=6) and the other 
received 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 or 1.6 mg/kg esomeprazole or the 0.5% MC vehicle alone (n=6). Each 
experiment used a 6 x 5 cross-over study design for both drugs including the vehicle and 
each experiment was carried out over two consecutive days. On day 1, gastric acid secretion 
was stimulated by intravenously infusing 50 or 75 μg/kg/min histamine over 180 min and 
gastric juice were collected every 20 min. Sixty minutes after the start of histamine infusion, 
0.5% MC, E3710 or esomeprazole was administered intraduodenally. On day 2, 24 h after 
0.5% MC, E3710 or esomeprazole administration, histamine was infused intravenously over 
120 min and gastric juice were collected every 20 min (Fig. 2).  
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The volume of gastric juice was determined, and then the concentration of acid was 
measured by titrating 0.5 mL of gastric juice with 0.04 mol/L NaOH solution to pH 7.0 
using a Titration Workstation. The gastric acid output was calculated using the following 
formula: gastric acid secretion (mEq/20 min) = volume of gastric juice (ml/20 min) × acid 
concentration (mEq/ml). The inhibitory effects of the drugs were measured for the 0-2 h 
time period after administration on day 1 and the 24-26 h time period after administration 
on day 2. In another study, blood sampling was made 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 6 h after 
intraduodenal administration of E3710 or esomeprazole under the same condition in Fig. 2 
for pharmacokinetic (PK) data. 
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2.3.2 Measurement of intragastric pH over 24 h 

Glass pH electrode was inserted through gastric fistula to be immobilized in position to 
measure the intragastric pH changes. Intragastric pH was recorded by pH data recorder 
under the condition where dogs can move around and drink water freely during the 
experiment (Fig. 3).  

We basically carried out three separate intragastric stimulations according to 3-times food 
intake schedule in the standard clinical trial for the evaluation of efficacy of PPI. We thus 
used histamine stimulation at a time appropriate for “breakfast” followed by two feeds at 
times appropriate for “lunch” and “dinner”.  
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Fig. 3. The measurement system of 24-h intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs 

First, we evaluated the effect of histamine stimulation (as breakfast) on 24-h intragastric pH 
intraduodenally administered by E3710 to confirm the effect of breakfast intake. 
Experimental protocol was summarized in Fig. 4. After with or without intravenous 
histamine infusion for 40 min, E3710 both at 0.4 and at 0.8 mg/kg were intraduodenally 
administered. The measurement of intragastric pH over 24 h commenced at around 10:00 
AM, and values were recorded every 10 s using ambulatory pH monitoring system (PH-
101ZG; Chemical Instruments Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) carried in a canine jacket, and the data 
were downloaded to a computer and analyzed using the W-IPC pH analysis program 
(Chemical Instruments Co. Ltd.). Two meals, each of ~225 g DS-A pellet diet (Oriental Yeast 
Co., Ltd., Tokyo), were offered to each animal separately at about 13:00 (as lunch) and 18:00 
(as dinner).  

 
Fig. 4. Experimental protocol for measurement of effect of breakfast on 24-h intragastric pH 
by E3710 in gastric fistula dogs  

Second, we obtained the dose dependent effects of E3710 and esomeprazole. Experimental 
protocol of comparative studies of E3710 with esomeprazole on 24-h intragastric pH was 
presented in Fig. 5. After infusion of histamine intravenously for 40 min (as breakfast) 0.5% 
MC, E3710 (0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 mg/kg) or esomeprazole (0.8 and 1.6 mg/kg) was administered 
intraduodenally. Third, in a clinical study a cross-over design including placebo is 
performed to assess the efficacies of PPIs with accuracy. A 6 x 3 cross-over design studies, 
using 0.5% MC, 0.4 mg/kg E3710 and 1.6 mg/kg esomeprazole (n=6), were carried out to 
confirm the long-acting inhibitory effects of E3710 compared to esomeprazole.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental protocol of comparative studies of E3710 with esomeprazole on 24-h 
intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs 

2.4 Statistical analysis 

All data were expressed as means ± SEM. In in vitro experiments, the mean IC50 and 95% 
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated based on the IC50 values generated from separated 
sigmoid curves. In in vivo experiments, ED50 values were calculated by linear regression and 
the potency ratio with 95% CIs were calculated using two-by-three assay. Difference in the 
intragastric pH between with histamine stimulation and without histamine stimulation was 
analyzed using t-test. Differences in the intragastric pH between E3710 and 0.5% MC or 
esomeprazole and 0.5% MC were analyzed using Dunnett’s multiple range test in a dose 
escalation study. Intragastric pH was evaluated using one-way analysis of variance followed 
by Tukey’s multiple comparison test in a cross over study. Two-sided probability (p) values 
< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using the 
SAS software package version 8.1 (SAS Institute Japan Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 

3. Results 
3.1 Summary of in vitro studies 

The inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on H+,K+-ATPase activity were dependent 
on pH condition (Table 1). Ouabain inhibited Na+,K+-ATPase activity with an IC50 value of 
0.43 μmol/L (95% CI 0.41–0.45). In contrast, both E3710 and esomeprazole were very poor 
inhibitors of Na+,K+-ATPase with IC50 values greater than 100 μmol/L.  
 

 IC50 (μM) 
 Acidic condition    pH 6.1    pH 7.4 
E3710 0.28 (0.17-0.44) 4.2 (3.8-4.7) >30 
Esomeprazole 0.53 (0.47-0.59) 2.3 (2.1-2.5) >30 

Table 1. Inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on pig gastric H+,K+-ATPase activity. 
Each data represents mean from 3 independent experiments in performed in duplicate. 
Vesicles accumulated H+ under the acidic condition, and did not accumulate H+ under the 
conditions of medium pH 6.1 and 7.4. The 95% CIs are expressed in the parenthesis. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental protocol of comparative studies of E3710 with esomeprazole on 24-h 
intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs 

2.4 Statistical analysis 

All data were expressed as means ± SEM. In in vitro experiments, the mean IC50 and 95% 
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated based on the IC50 values generated from separated 
sigmoid curves. In in vivo experiments, ED50 values were calculated by linear regression and 
the potency ratio with 95% CIs were calculated using two-by-three assay. Difference in the 
intragastric pH between with histamine stimulation and without histamine stimulation was 
analyzed using t-test. Differences in the intragastric pH between E3710 and 0.5% MC or 
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escalation study. Intragastric pH was evaluated using one-way analysis of variance followed 
by Tukey’s multiple comparison test in a cross over study. Two-sided probability (p) values 
< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using the 
SAS software package version 8.1 (SAS Institute Japan Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 

3. Results 
3.1 Summary of in vitro studies 

The inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on H+,K+-ATPase activity were dependent 
on pH condition (Table 1). Ouabain inhibited Na+,K+-ATPase activity with an IC50 value of 
0.43 μmol/L (95% CI 0.41–0.45). In contrast, both E3710 and esomeprazole were very poor 
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E3710 and esomeprazole inhibited acid secretion of isolated rabbit gastric glands stimulated 
by db-cAMP or histamine. By contrast, famotidine inhibited only acid secretion stimulated 
by histamine (Table 2).  

 IC50 (μM) 
 db-cAMP Histamine 
E3710 0.40 (0.28-0.59) 0.27 (0.12-0.58) 
Esomeprazole 0.53 (0.29-0.99) 0.41 (0.22-0.74) 
Famotidine >100 0.35 (0.25-0.48) 

Table 2. Inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on acid secretion of isolated gastric 
glands. Each data represents mean from 4 independent experiments in performed in 
duplicate. The 95% CIs are expressed in the parenthesis. 

In dilution studies, 100 μmol/L E3710 inhibited H+,K+-ATPase activity by 55.4% and by 
58.5% when the reaction mixture was diluted. Similarly, 100 μmol/L esomeprazole inhibited 
H+,K+-ATPase activity by 91.1% when undiluted and by 93.0% after dilution. In contrast, 10 
μmol/L SCH28080 inhibited H+,K+-ATPase activity by 80.5% but by 7.0% after dilution. 
Accordingly, the inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on H+,K+-ATPase activity 
were not reversed by diluting the drug concentration in the medium, whereas that of 
SCH28080 was reversed. DTT antagonized the inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole 
on H+,K+-ATPase, however not that of SCH28080 (Fig. 6).  

 
Fig. 6. Effects of the concomitant presence of DTT on the inhibition of H+,K+-ATPase activity 
with E3710, esomeprazole or SCH28080 at indicated concentrations. Each data point 
represents the mean ± SEM from three independent experiments performed in duplicate. 

3.2 Summary of in vivo studies 

3.2.1 Inhibitory effect of E3710 on histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion  
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fully inhibited gastric acid secretion within 1 h of administration. Even 24 h after 
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administration, these sustained inhibitory effect was still observed after histamine 
stimulation (Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 7. Effect of E3710 on histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion in gastric fistula dogs. 
E3710 was administrated at the arrow (time zero). Results are expressed as the mean ± SEM 
of 6 dogs (6 x 5 cross-over study). 

Esomeprazole also inhibited histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion 1 h after 
administration. However 24-26 h after administration these inhibitory effect was not 
sustained in the way seen with E3710 (Fig. 8).  

 
Fig. 8. Effect of esomeprazole on histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion in gastric fistula 
dogs. Esomeprazole was administered at the arrow (time zero). Data are expressed as the 
mean ± SEM of 6 dogs (6 x 5 cross-over study). 
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E3710 and esomeprazole inhibited acid secretion of isolated rabbit gastric glands stimulated 
by db-cAMP or histamine. By contrast, famotidine inhibited only acid secretion stimulated 
by histamine (Table 2).  

 IC50 (μM) 
 db-cAMP Histamine 
E3710 0.40 (0.28-0.59) 0.27 (0.12-0.58) 
Esomeprazole 0.53 (0.29-0.99) 0.41 (0.22-0.74) 
Famotidine >100 0.35 (0.25-0.48) 

Table 2. Inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on acid secretion of isolated gastric 
glands. Each data represents mean from 4 independent experiments in performed in 
duplicate. The 95% CIs are expressed in the parenthesis. 

In dilution studies, 100 μmol/L E3710 inhibited H+,K+-ATPase activity by 55.4% and by 
58.5% when the reaction mixture was diluted. Similarly, 100 μmol/L esomeprazole inhibited 
H+,K+-ATPase activity by 91.1% when undiluted and by 93.0% after dilution. In contrast, 10 
μmol/L SCH28080 inhibited H+,K+-ATPase activity by 80.5% but by 7.0% after dilution. 
Accordingly, the inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on H+,K+-ATPase activity 
were not reversed by diluting the drug concentration in the medium, whereas that of 
SCH28080 was reversed. DTT antagonized the inhibitory effects of E3710 and esomeprazole 
on H+,K+-ATPase, however not that of SCH28080 (Fig. 6).  

 
Fig. 6. Effects of the concomitant presence of DTT on the inhibition of H+,K+-ATPase activity 
with E3710, esomeprazole or SCH28080 at indicated concentrations. Each data point 
represents the mean ± SEM from three independent experiments performed in duplicate. 
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administration, these sustained inhibitory effect was still observed after histamine 
stimulation (Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 7. Effect of E3710 on histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion in gastric fistula dogs. 
E3710 was administrated at the arrow (time zero). Results are expressed as the mean ± SEM 
of 6 dogs (6 x 5 cross-over study). 

Esomeprazole also inhibited histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion 1 h after 
administration. However 24-26 h after administration these inhibitory effect was not 
sustained in the way seen with E3710 (Fig. 8).  

 
Fig. 8. Effect of esomeprazole on histamine-stimulated gastric acid secretion in gastric fistula 
dogs. Esomeprazole was administered at the arrow (time zero). Data are expressed as the 
mean ± SEM of 6 dogs (6 x 5 cross-over study). 
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The ED50 values for E3710 (liner regression range: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 mg/kg) and esomeprazole 
(liner regression range: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 mg/kg) during 0-2 h and 24-26 h after administration 
are shown in Table 3. The potency ratio for E3710 to esomeprazole during 0-2 h and 24-26 h 
after administration was 2.3 (95% CI: 1.9 - 2.6) and 2.8 (95% CI: 2.2 - 3.6), respectively.  

 ED50 (mg/kg) 
 0-2 h 24-26 h 
E3710 0.18 (0.15-0.20) 0.22 (0.19-0.27) 
Esomeprazole 0.40 (0.37-0.43) 0.71 (0.58-0.99) 

Table 3. The ED50 values of E3710 to esomeprazole on histamine-induced gastric acid 
secretion in gastric fistula dogs 

E3710 
(mg/kg) N T max 

(h) 
Cmax 
(μg/mL) 

AUC 
(µg•h/mL) 

T1/2 
(h) 

0.1 4 0.25 0.16 0.22 0.77 
0.2 4 0.31 0.30 0.49 1.01 
0.4 4 0.25 0.54 0.65 0.76 
0.8 4 0.25 1.74 2.56 0.70 

Table 4. PK data of E3710 in gastric fistula dogs. 

Esomeprazole 
(mg/kg) N T max 

(h) 
Cmax 
(μg/mL) 

AUC 
(µg•h/mL) 

T1/2  
(h) 

0.2 4 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.59 
0.4 4 0.25 0.40 0.36 0.47 
0.8 4 0.25 0.81 0.72 0.52 
1.6 4 0.25 1.73 1.64 0.58 

Table 5. PK data of esomeprazole in gastric fistula dogs. 

3.2.2 Effect of E3710 on 24-h intragastric pH with or without histamine stimulation  

Effect of E3710 on intragastric 24-h pH profile was reduced in without histamine stimulation 
in comparison of that with histamine stimulation (Fig. 9, 10).  

Mean pH at 0.4 mg/kg of E3710 and the % of time with pH≥4/24 h at 0.4 and 0.8 mg/kg of 
E3710 were significantly reduced without histamine stimulation (Fig. 10). 

Time course changes of intragastric pH with E3710 (Fig. 11) and esomeprazole (Fig. 12) was 
summarized. E3710 and esomeprazole elevated the mean intragastric pH in a dose-dependent 
manner and increased %of time with pH≥4/24 h, compared to the 0.5% MC (Table 6).  

In a cross over study, E3710 even at one fourth of esomeprazole dose rapidly elevated 
intragastric pH, and E3710 kept higher intragastric pH in comparison with esomeprazole 
almost during 24 h (Fig. 13). Thus mean intragastric pH of E3710 group was relatively 
higher, compared with that of esomeprazole. These potencies of E3710 were the same results 
observed in dose-dependent study (Fig. 11 and 12). In both E3710- and esomeprazole-
treated groups the intragastric pH gradually dropped after the maximum pH-elevating 
effects had been reached. The intragastric pH in the esomeprazole-treated group dropped 
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below 4 just after midnight (between 1:00 to 3:00), while that in the E3710-treated group was 
substantially above pH4 during the same time period. In terms of intragastric pH profile 
during night-time (0:00-04:00), E3710 is superior to that of esomeprazole. 

 
Fig. 9. Profiles of E3710-administered intragastric pH under with or without histamine 
stimulation in gastirc fistula dogs. His (+): Histamine infusion was performed 
approximately from 9:10 to 9:50. His (-): No treatement was performed approximately from 
9:10 to 9:50. E3710 was intraduodenally administrated at about 10:00. Arrows indicate 
feeding time. 

 
Fig. 10. Effect of histamine stimulation on E3710-administered intragastric pH profile in 
gastric fistula dogs. Data are expressed as the mean  SEM. p0.01 versus Histamine (-). 
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The ED50 values for E3710 (liner regression range: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 mg/kg) and esomeprazole 
(liner regression range: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 mg/kg) during 0-2 h and 24-26 h after administration 
are shown in Table 3. The potency ratio for E3710 to esomeprazole during 0-2 h and 24-26 h 
after administration was 2.3 (95% CI: 1.9 - 2.6) and 2.8 (95% CI: 2.2 - 3.6), respectively.  
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E3710 0.18 (0.15-0.20) 0.22 (0.19-0.27) 
Esomeprazole 0.40 (0.37-0.43) 0.71 (0.58-0.99) 

Table 3. The ED50 values of E3710 to esomeprazole on histamine-induced gastric acid 
secretion in gastric fistula dogs 
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(mg/kg) N T max 

(h) 
Cmax 
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Table 4. PK data of E3710 in gastric fistula dogs. 
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0.8 4 0.25 0.81 0.72 0.52 
1.6 4 0.25 1.73 1.64 0.58 

Table 5. PK data of esomeprazole in gastric fistula dogs. 

3.2.2 Effect of E3710 on 24-h intragastric pH with or without histamine stimulation  

Effect of E3710 on intragastric 24-h pH profile was reduced in without histamine stimulation 
in comparison of that with histamine stimulation (Fig. 9, 10).  

Mean pH at 0.4 mg/kg of E3710 and the % of time with pH≥4/24 h at 0.4 and 0.8 mg/kg of 
E3710 were significantly reduced without histamine stimulation (Fig. 10). 

Time course changes of intragastric pH with E3710 (Fig. 11) and esomeprazole (Fig. 12) was 
summarized. E3710 and esomeprazole elevated the mean intragastric pH in a dose-dependent 
manner and increased %of time with pH≥4/24 h, compared to the 0.5% MC (Table 6).  

In a cross over study, E3710 even at one fourth of esomeprazole dose rapidly elevated 
intragastric pH, and E3710 kept higher intragastric pH in comparison with esomeprazole 
almost during 24 h (Fig. 13). Thus mean intragastric pH of E3710 group was relatively 
higher, compared with that of esomeprazole. These potencies of E3710 were the same results 
observed in dose-dependent study (Fig. 11 and 12). In both E3710- and esomeprazole-
treated groups the intragastric pH gradually dropped after the maximum pH-elevating 
effects had been reached. The intragastric pH in the esomeprazole-treated group dropped 
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below 4 just after midnight (between 1:00 to 3:00), while that in the E3710-treated group was 
substantially above pH4 during the same time period. In terms of intragastric pH profile 
during night-time (0:00-04:00), E3710 is superior to that of esomeprazole. 

 
Fig. 9. Profiles of E3710-administered intragastric pH under with or without histamine 
stimulation in gastirc fistula dogs. His (+): Histamine infusion was performed 
approximately from 9:10 to 9:50. His (-): No treatement was performed approximately from 
9:10 to 9:50. E3710 was intraduodenally administrated at about 10:00. Arrows indicate 
feeding time. 

 
Fig. 10. Effect of histamine stimulation on E3710-administered intragastric pH profile in 
gastric fistula dogs. Data are expressed as the mean  SEM. p0.01 versus Histamine (-). 
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Fig. 11. Profiles of E3710 on intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs. Histamine infusion was 
performed approximately from 9:10 to 9:50. E3710 was intraduodenally administrated at 
about 10:00. Arrows indicate feeding time. 

 
Fig. 12. Profiles of esomeprazole on intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs. Histamine 
infusion was performed approximately from 9:10 to 9:50. Esomeprazole was 
intraduodenally administrated at about 10:00. Arrows indicate feeding time. 

 

Treatment Dose 
(mg/kg) N Mean pH/24 h % Time with pH≥4/24 h 

0.5% MC  27 3.2 ± 0.1 17 ± 3 
E3710 0.2 4 3.7 ± 0.2 40 ± 6 
 0.4 8 5.1 ± 0.1 79 ± 3 
 0.8 5 5.5 ± 0.1 88 ± 2 
Esomeprazole 0.8 4 4.0 ± 0.2 55 ± 3 
 1.6 8 4.3 ± 0.1 59 ± 4 

Table 6. Effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on 24-h intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs. 
Data is expressed as the mean  SEM. p0.01, p0.001 versus the 0.5% MC 
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Fig. 13. Profiles of intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs in cross over study. Histamine 
infusion was performed approximately from 9:10 to 9:50. E3710 or esomeprazole was 
intraduodenally administrated at about 10:00. Arrows indicate feeding time. (6 x 3 cross-
over study).  

The mean intragastric pH in the E3710 group was higher than that in the esomeprazole 
group, although the difference was not statistically significant. The %of time with pH≥4/24 
h was significantly longer in the E3710-treated group than in the esomeprazole-treated 
group (Table 7).  
 

Treatment Mean pH/24 h % of time with pH≥4/24 h 
0.5% MC 3.3 ± 0.2 20 ± 5 
E3710 0.4 mg/kg 5.3 ± 0.3 82 ± 5 , # 
Esomeprazole 1.6 mg/kg 4.6 ± 0.3 61 ± 7 

Table 7. Effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on 24-h intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs in 
a cross over study. Data are expressed as the mean  SEM. p0.01, p0.001 versus the 
0.5% MC; #p0.05 versus the esomeprazole.  

4. Discussion 
4.1 Summary of preclinical experiments 

E3710 irreversibly inhibited H+,K+-ATPase which is responsible for the final common 
pathway of hydrochloric acid secretion in gastric parietal cells in vitro, especially under 
acidic condition. The inhibitory effect of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase activity was antagonized 
by DTT and not reversed by diluting the drug concentration in the medium, suggesting that 
the pharmacological active form (sulfenamide) inhibited the H+,K+-ATPase activity via 
formation of covalent disulfide bridges with cysteine groups on this enzyme [Sachs et al., 
2006]. E3710 inhibited the acid secretion similar to the mode of action of esomeprazole, but 
unlike histamine H2 receptor antagonist. In gastric fistula dogs, E3710 potently inhibited the 
histamine-stimulated gastric-acid secretion with potency 2.3 and 2.8 times higher than that 
of esomeprazole at 0-1 h and 24-26 h posttreatment, respectively. Moreover, E3710 
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The mean intragastric pH in the E3710 group was higher than that in the esomeprazole 
group, although the difference was not statistically significant. The %of time with pH≥4/24 
h was significantly longer in the E3710-treated group than in the esomeprazole-treated 
group (Table 7).  
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Table 7. Effects of E3710 and esomeprazole on 24-h intragastric pH in gastric fistula dogs in 
a cross over study. Data are expressed as the mean  SEM. p0.01, p0.001 versus the 
0.5% MC; #p0.05 versus the esomeprazole.  

4. Discussion 
4.1 Summary of preclinical experiments 

E3710 irreversibly inhibited H+,K+-ATPase which is responsible for the final common 
pathway of hydrochloric acid secretion in gastric parietal cells in vitro, especially under 
acidic condition. The inhibitory effect of E3710 on H+,K+-ATPase activity was antagonized 
by DTT and not reversed by diluting the drug concentration in the medium, suggesting that 
the pharmacological active form (sulfenamide) inhibited the H+,K+-ATPase activity via 
formation of covalent disulfide bridges with cysteine groups on this enzyme [Sachs et al., 
2006]. E3710 inhibited the acid secretion similar to the mode of action of esomeprazole, but 
unlike histamine H2 receptor antagonist. In gastric fistula dogs, E3710 potently inhibited the 
histamine-stimulated gastric-acid secretion with potency 2.3 and 2.8 times higher than that 
of esomeprazole at 0-1 h and 24-26 h posttreatment, respectively. Moreover, E3710 
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immediately elevated intragastric pH above 4 and provided prolonged and better 
intragastric pH control compared with esomeprazole over a 24 h period.  

4.2 Effects of E3710 on 24-h intragastric pH  

It is well known that PPIs inhibit the activated proton pumps induced by food intake. 
Breakfast is commonly given after the oral PPIs administrations in many clinical trials. The 
study showed that better acid suppressions were observed when PPIs were taken before 
breakfast than without breakfast. When taking the PPIs, the median % of time with pH ≥ 
4/8 h (from 8:00 until 16:00 with lunch at 12:00) was 83% with breakfast in comparison with 
that of 58% without breakfast (P=0.01) [Hatlebakk et. al., 2000]. In our experiment each dog 
did not necessary simultaneously finish breakfast when we fed in the morning, therefore we 
used intravenous histamine infusion instead of breakfast to evoke an assured H+,K+-ATPase 
activation. We also confirmed that the effects of E3710 on mean pH and % of time with pH 
≥4/24 h were significantly reduced without histamine stimulation.  

Although GERD affects patients during the day as well as the night, the symptoms of 
heartburn and regurgitation during the night time have a greater negative impact on QOL 
in such a way as to interrupt sleep patterns and to increase the risk of esophageal and 
respiratory complications [Shaker et al., 2004]. The pattern of reflux during the day is 
usually postprandial and promptly cleared. The occurrence of reflux during sleep is 
relatively less frequent but events are significantly longer and are associated with delayed 
acid clearance. This is partly caused by such factors as 1) reduced saliva production, which 
would otherwise protect the esophageal tissue and neutralize acidic reflux events, 2) decline 
in the frequency of swallowing, which contributes to the volume gastric acid cleared, 3) 
prone position during the night, which delays the clearance of acid compared with an 
upright position during the day. Furthermore, nocturnal acid breakthrough (NAB), defined 
as a period of intragastric pH below 4 for more than 1 h at night during PPI therapy [Peghini 
et al., 1998], has been suggested as a possible refractory causes for GERD. Even though 
currently available PPIs are administered twice a day before breakfast and before dinner, 
NAB cannot be sufficiently controlled [Hatlebakk et al., 1998]. Clinical significance of NAB 
for GERD has been uncertain, while it has been suggested as a possible refractory causes for 
GERD. The night-time esophageal acid exposures, including the mean number of acid reflux 
episodes, mean % time esophageal pH<4 in were significantly higher in the PPI failing 
group compared with PPI success group [Hershcovici et al., 2011].  

In a cross-over study E3710 at 0.4 mg/kg didn’t completely hold intragastric pH≥4 during 
night, although the intragastric pH remained substantially above pH4 during midnight 
(between 1:00 to 3:00). On the contrary, that of the esomeprazole-treated group dropped 
below 4 during the same period. Considering that NAB in midnight in comparison with that 
in early morning may be a high risk factor to cause heartburn which leads sleeping 
disturbance and reduction of QOL, E3710 would show better symptom relief during night 
than esomeprazole does. The doubling dose has been used to deal with heartburn not 
responding to current PPIs, while this approach hasn’t fully succeeded [Fass and Shfirm, 
2009; Saches et al., 2010]. Regarding the dose-dependent efficacy of the % of time with pH 
≥4/24 h of esomeprazole in GERD patients, the slight elevation was observed from 61.4% at 
40 mg (clinical standard dose) to 65.8% at 80 mg (clinical double dose) [Armstrong, 2004] 
with the similar elevation from 55% at 0.8 mg/kg to 59% at 1.6 mg/kg in gastric fistula dogs 
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(Table. 6). It seems the clinical efficacy of esomeprazole may reach its maximum even at 
double dose. On the contrary, the % of time with pH≥4/24 h with E3710 was increased from 
79% at 0.4 mg/kg to 88% at 0.8 mg/kg in gastric fistula dogs (Fig. 12). These results revealed 
that a dose escalation of E3710 would be a promising way to control 24-h intragastric pH in 
an appropriate manner. Accordingly, E3710 would be more useful for the treatment of NAB 
in comparison with esomeprazole. 

4.3 A hypothesis for the long-acting effect of E3710 based on the acid-induced split 
mechanism 

The plasma half-life of E3710 (0.70-1.01 h: mean 0.81 h: Table 4) was relatively longer than 
that of esomeprazole (0.47-0.59 h: mean 0.54 h: Table 5) in gastric fistula dogs. Moreover, the 
AUC levels of E3710 were higher than those of esomeprazole under the same dose 
comparison. We assumed that these different PK parameters may account for a long-acting 
of E3710. 

Besides plasma half-life, we speculated another long-acting mechanism of E3710 with 
respect of chemical features. We calculated the distribution coefficient (oil/water) of E3710 
and esomeprazole at pH 7.4 (blood) and pH 1.0 (stomach) by PhysChem ver 12.01 
(Advanced Chemistry Development, Canada) as an index of lipophilicity (Fig. 14). PPIs 
including E3710 are absorbed from intestine into blood and reach in the canalicular space of 
gastric parietal cells finally crossing the basolateral and apical membranes of the parietal cell 
owing to the highly lipophilic characteristics of PPIs. The distribution coefficient (oil/water) 
of E3710 is calculated to be 3.3-fold greater than that of omeprazole at neutral pH, indicating 
that E3710 more quickly reach in the canalicular space than omeprazole. PPIs are pro-drugs 
and their acid activated compound bind with Cys residues in H+,K+-ATPase from the 
canalicular side (not from the intracellular side). A recent study indicates that the 
transformation of PPI into its activated states requires very low pH (less than 1) [Shin et al., 
2004]. This indicates that the activation of PPIs occurs only near the proton exit site of H+, 
K+-ATPase that is actively secreting acid. One particular feature of E3710 is the following. 
E3710 has 2, 2-dimethyl-1, 3-dioxane moiety. This dimethyl group is unstable in the strong 
acidic space and the isopropyl group including the dimethyl group is splitted leaving two 
OH groups in the remaining main body, which gives a higher hydrophilicity. The 
distribution ratio of the acid activated form of E3710 at pH 1 is calculated to be 1/6-fold that 
of omeprazole; that is, the acid activated form of E3710 is more hydrophilic than that of 
acid-activated omeprazole. A higher hydrophilic property of the acid-activated E3710 gives 
a higher accumulation power in the strongly acidic canalicular space because of its less 
membrane-permeability, which may contribute to the long-acting acid-inhibitory effect. 

4.4 Summary of pharmacokinetics, toxicology and clinical study of E3710 

4.4.1 Pharmacokinetic features 

E3710 shows weak or no inhibitory effects on CYPs in human liver microsomes and 
revealed weak or no induction of CYPs in primary culture of human hepatocytes, indicating 
that E3710 would show low potential of drug-drug interaction. Regarding CYP3A4, E3710 
was also found to be a weak mechanism-based inhibitor of this isozyme. E3710 was shown 
to be a substrate and a weak inhibitor of multidrug resistance 1 glycoprotein.  
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immediately elevated intragastric pH above 4 and provided prolonged and better 
intragastric pH control compared with esomeprazole over a 24 h period.  

4.2 Effects of E3710 on 24-h intragastric pH  
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Breakfast is commonly given after the oral PPIs administrations in many clinical trials. The 
study showed that better acid suppressions were observed when PPIs were taken before 
breakfast than without breakfast. When taking the PPIs, the median % of time with pH ≥ 
4/8 h (from 8:00 until 16:00 with lunch at 12:00) was 83% with breakfast in comparison with 
that of 58% without breakfast (P=0.01) [Hatlebakk et. al., 2000]. In our experiment each dog 
did not necessary simultaneously finish breakfast when we fed in the morning, therefore we 
used intravenous histamine infusion instead of breakfast to evoke an assured H+,K+-ATPase 
activation. We also confirmed that the effects of E3710 on mean pH and % of time with pH 
≥4/24 h were significantly reduced without histamine stimulation.  

Although GERD affects patients during the day as well as the night, the symptoms of 
heartburn and regurgitation during the night time have a greater negative impact on QOL 
in such a way as to interrupt sleep patterns and to increase the risk of esophageal and 
respiratory complications [Shaker et al., 2004]. The pattern of reflux during the day is 
usually postprandial and promptly cleared. The occurrence of reflux during sleep is 
relatively less frequent but events are significantly longer and are associated with delayed 
acid clearance. This is partly caused by such factors as 1) reduced saliva production, which 
would otherwise protect the esophageal tissue and neutralize acidic reflux events, 2) decline 
in the frequency of swallowing, which contributes to the volume gastric acid cleared, 3) 
prone position during the night, which delays the clearance of acid compared with an 
upright position during the day. Furthermore, nocturnal acid breakthrough (NAB), defined 
as a period of intragastric pH below 4 for more than 1 h at night during PPI therapy [Peghini 
et al., 1998], has been suggested as a possible refractory causes for GERD. Even though 
currently available PPIs are administered twice a day before breakfast and before dinner, 
NAB cannot be sufficiently controlled [Hatlebakk et al., 1998]. Clinical significance of NAB 
for GERD has been uncertain, while it has been suggested as a possible refractory causes for 
GERD. The night-time esophageal acid exposures, including the mean number of acid reflux 
episodes, mean % time esophageal pH<4 in were significantly higher in the PPI failing 
group compared with PPI success group [Hershcovici et al., 2011].  
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night, although the intragastric pH remained substantially above pH4 during midnight 
(between 1:00 to 3:00). On the contrary, that of the esomeprazole-treated group dropped 
below 4 during the same period. Considering that NAB in midnight in comparison with that 
in early morning may be a high risk factor to cause heartburn which leads sleeping 
disturbance and reduction of QOL, E3710 would show better symptom relief during night 
than esomeprazole does. The doubling dose has been used to deal with heartburn not 
responding to current PPIs, while this approach hasn’t fully succeeded [Fass and Shfirm, 
2009; Saches et al., 2010]. Regarding the dose-dependent efficacy of the % of time with pH 
≥4/24 h of esomeprazole in GERD patients, the slight elevation was observed from 61.4% at 
40 mg (clinical standard dose) to 65.8% at 80 mg (clinical double dose) [Armstrong, 2004] 
with the similar elevation from 55% at 0.8 mg/kg to 59% at 1.6 mg/kg in gastric fistula dogs 
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(Table. 6). It seems the clinical efficacy of esomeprazole may reach its maximum even at 
double dose. On the contrary, the % of time with pH≥4/24 h with E3710 was increased from 
79% at 0.4 mg/kg to 88% at 0.8 mg/kg in gastric fistula dogs (Fig. 12). These results revealed 
that a dose escalation of E3710 would be a promising way to control 24-h intragastric pH in 
an appropriate manner. Accordingly, E3710 would be more useful for the treatment of NAB 
in comparison with esomeprazole. 

4.3 A hypothesis for the long-acting effect of E3710 based on the acid-induced split 
mechanism 

The plasma half-life of E3710 (0.70-1.01 h: mean 0.81 h: Table 4) was relatively longer than 
that of esomeprazole (0.47-0.59 h: mean 0.54 h: Table 5) in gastric fistula dogs. Moreover, the 
AUC levels of E3710 were higher than those of esomeprazole under the same dose 
comparison. We assumed that these different PK parameters may account for a long-acting 
of E3710. 

Besides plasma half-life, we speculated another long-acting mechanism of E3710 with 
respect of chemical features. We calculated the distribution coefficient (oil/water) of E3710 
and esomeprazole at pH 7.4 (blood) and pH 1.0 (stomach) by PhysChem ver 12.01 
(Advanced Chemistry Development, Canada) as an index of lipophilicity (Fig. 14). PPIs 
including E3710 are absorbed from intestine into blood and reach in the canalicular space of 
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revealed weak or no induction of CYPs in primary culture of human hepatocytes, indicating 
that E3710 would show low potential of drug-drug interaction. Regarding CYP3A4, E3710 
was also found to be a weak mechanism-based inhibitor of this isozyme. E3710 was shown 
to be a substrate and a weak inhibitor of multidrug resistance 1 glycoprotein.  
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Fig. 14. Anticipated log D values of E3710, esomeprazole and their active forms. 

The primary metabolic enzyme for E3710 in human microsomes was CYP3A4 and 
contributions of another CYP were negligible. The metabolism of E3710 and its efficacy may 
be less affected by CYP2C19 polymorphism, unlike other PPIs such as omeprazole, 
lansoprazole where CYP2CY19 pathway is a significant metabolic pathway. Besides for 
GERD, PPIs are widely used with clopidogrel, an antiplatelet drug, to reduce the risk of 
gastrointestinal bleeding. Clopidogrel is converted to its active form mainly through 
CYP2C19 and this active metabolite reduces the cardiovascular event based on its platelet 
inhibitory effect [Disney et al., 2011]. Antiplatelet efficacy of clopidogrel therefore may be 
reduced in patients with receiving medicine which is metabolized by CYP2C19. In these 
days, there is growing concern about concomitant use of omeprazole with clopidogrel may 
be associated with the risk to reduce platelet inhibition and to increase cardiovascular 
events. Although clinical relevant interactions of PPIs with clopidogrel was not clearly 
clarified so far [Disney et al., 2011], European Medical Agency released a statement and 
FDA issued the warning letter on the concomitant use of these drugs [Laine and Hennekens, 
2010]. As the metabolism of E3710 was less involved with CYP2C19, we expect that 
possibility of E3710 to interfere with clopidogrel may be low.  

4.4.2 Toxicological features 

E3710 inhibited human ether-a-go-go related gene (hERG) tail current with the IC50 value of 
88.2 μmol/L, but it showed no effect on action potential at concentrations of 5 and 50 
μmol/L. Similarly, cardiovascular safety study in vivo using the telemetry in conscious dogs 
indicated that E3710 had no effects on heart rate, blood pressure or electrocardiogram 
parameters, including QT intervals up to 30 mg/kg. E3710 up to 1000 mg/kg did not induce 
any effects on the respiratory function parameters and it up to 100 mg/kg had no effects on 
any observation/measurement in the central nervous system toxicity study in rats. These 
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results suggested that E3710 is a low risk for adverse effects on the cardiovascular, 
respiratory and central nervous system.  

The level for no observed adverse effect in 4-week repeated oral dose toxicity study was 10 
mg/kg in rats and 3 mg/kg in dogs. The toxicological profile of E3710 is similar to those of 
other compounds in the same class. E3710 has been shown to have a tendency to exert its 
effect in more acidic state in comparison with esomeprazole (acidic condition in Table 1). 
Based on the results of several genotoxicity studies such as Ames test, mouse lymphoma 
thymidine kinase assay in vitro, rat micronucleus assay and rat liver unscheduled DNA 
synthesis in vivo, the genotoxic risk of E3710 is low. E3710 for 26 weeks administration 
showed no evidence of a carcinogenic potential in the strain of mice including p53+/- 

heterozygous knockout mice.  

4.4.3 Study on the safety and tolerability in humans 

The clinical ascending single and multiple dose studies of E3710 were carried out to examine 
its safety, tolerability and PKs in non-erosive GERD patients. For 14 days of continuous oral 
administration, the Cmax and AUC increased in approximately proportion to doses and no 
accumulation upon multiple dosing. E3710 is well tolerated up to 180 mg designed as the 
maximum dose and no serious safety issues were observed at any doses. In summary, there 
were no clinically significant safety issues and the overall safety profile was similar to other 
PPIs in the clinical studies so far.   

4.5 Competitive landscape with new concept in future acid related diseases 

Besides of PPIs as gastric acid inhibitors, many pharmacological approaches such as P-CAB, 
transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxation (TLESR) inhibitors, transient receptor potential 
vanilloid (TRPV) 1 antagonist have been developing for the treatment of GERD (Fig. 15). 

 
Fig. 15. Competitive landscape with new concept in future acid related diseases. Nexium®: 
esomeprazole, Dexilant®: dexlansoprazole modified-release, PPI-GEs: proton pump inhibitor 
generics, MR-PPI: modified-release proton pump inhibitor, P-CAP: potassium-competitive 
acid blocker, mGluR5: metabotropic glutamate receptor 5, GABAB: gamma-aminobutyric acid 
B, CB1: cannabinoid receptor 1, TRPV1: transient receptor potential vanilloid 1. 
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results suggested that E3710 is a low risk for adverse effects on the cardiovascular, 
respiratory and central nervous system.  

The level for no observed adverse effect in 4-week repeated oral dose toxicity study was 10 
mg/kg in rats and 3 mg/kg in dogs. The toxicological profile of E3710 is similar to those of 
other compounds in the same class. E3710 has been shown to have a tendency to exert its 
effect in more acidic state in comparison with esomeprazole (acidic condition in Table 1). 
Based on the results of several genotoxicity studies such as Ames test, mouse lymphoma 
thymidine kinase assay in vitro, rat micronucleus assay and rat liver unscheduled DNA 
synthesis in vivo, the genotoxic risk of E3710 is low. E3710 for 26 weeks administration 
showed no evidence of a carcinogenic potential in the strain of mice including p53+/- 

heterozygous knockout mice.  

4.4.3 Study on the safety and tolerability in humans 

The clinical ascending single and multiple dose studies of E3710 were carried out to examine 
its safety, tolerability and PKs in non-erosive GERD patients. For 14 days of continuous oral 
administration, the Cmax and AUC increased in approximately proportion to doses and no 
accumulation upon multiple dosing. E3710 is well tolerated up to 180 mg designed as the 
maximum dose and no serious safety issues were observed at any doses. In summary, there 
were no clinically significant safety issues and the overall safety profile was similar to other 
PPIs in the clinical studies so far.   

4.5 Competitive landscape with new concept in future acid related diseases 

Besides of PPIs as gastric acid inhibitors, many pharmacological approaches such as P-CAB, 
transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxation (TLESR) inhibitors, transient receptor potential 
vanilloid (TRPV) 1 antagonist have been developing for the treatment of GERD (Fig. 15). 
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4.5.1 P-CAB 

P-CAB inhibits H+,K+-ATPase based on different mechanism from PPIs. In contrast to the 
covalent biding and irreversible mechanism of action of PPIs, P-CAB binds to the potassium 
binding site of H+,K+-ATPase and result in its enzyme inhibition in a potassium-competitive 
manner with reversible inhibition. P-CAB doesn’t need to be transferred its active form 
unlike to PPI; therefore, P-CAB would rapidly inhibit gastric acid secretion. The onset of 
relief of GERD symptoms may be related to the rapidity to the intragastric pH elevation. P-
CAB has been expected to show the fast onset of heartburn relief, whereas this favorable 
clinical benefit has not been delivered so far. Full effect of gastric acid inhibition was 
actually observed on the first day of AZD0865 administration in Ph I study [Sachs et al., 
2010]; however no dose response was observed regarding the time to sustained absence of 
heart burn among AZD0865-treated groups (25, 50 and 75 mg) in both GERD and non-
erosive GERD patients [Kaharilas et al., 2007; Dent et al., 2008]. Moreover, AZD0865-treated 
groups didn’t achieve faster sustained heartburn relief in comparison with esomeprazole (40 
mg). Despite the long research history similar to PPI, no P-CAB has been launched up to 
now. A new type P-CAB, TAK-438, is only under Ph II trials in Japan [Sachs et al., 2010].  

4.5.2 TLESR inhibitor 

The lower esophageal sphincter plays a critical role in regulating flow across the gastro-
esophageal junction by generating a tonic pressure to prevent reflux of gastric contents into 
the esophagus. TLESR is an episode of lower esophageal relaxation that occurs unrelated to 
swallowing [Kessing et al., 2011], and it is considered to be the underlying refractory factors 
for GERD treatment with PPIs. Many receptors in central nervous system is involved in 
TLESR, hence several approaches for TLESR inhibitors mediated through GABAB, metabolic 
glutamine (mGlu) and cannabinoid (CB) receptors have been developed to enhance the 
lower esophageal sphincter constriction for blocking the gastric acid and non-acid reflux. 
Although GABAB receptor agonist (baclofen, R-baclofen, AZD9343, lesogaberan: AZD3355), 
mGlu receptor 5 antagonist (ADX10059, AZD2066, AZD2516) and CB1 agonist (D9-THC) 
reduced the TLESR, central nerve side effects such as headache and drowsiness, and low 
compliance (need to be taken twice or three times a day) were observed in clinical studies 
[Blondeau, 2010; Kessing et al., 2011]. Lesogaberan which was administered twice daily as 
add-on treatment to PPI ameliorated heartburn and regurgitation symptoms in persistent 
GERD symptoms even daily PPI therapy [Boeckxstaens et al., 2011]; however these effects 
were not adequate. Potent TLSER inhibitor without side effects is likely to be favorable as an 
add-on treatment for patients of GERD with PPIs in the future. 

4.5.3 TRPV1 antagonist 

Many patients show hypersensitivities to heat and acid; therefore, transient receptor TRPV1 
might be a potential target for the remedy of refractory GERD. In the clinical study of 
TRPV1 antagonist, AZD1386, healthy volunteers were subjected to painful heat, mechanical, 
electrical stimulation similar to acid-induced hyperalgesia in esophagus. The skin and deep 
pressure pain was used as somatic controls. AZD1386 elevated the heat pain threshold in 
the esophagus and skin. Favorable safety profile was observed, dose dependent increases in 
body temperature were observed [Krarup et al., 2011]. This pursuit is still in smoke.  
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4.6 E3710 in the future 

In the light of these disappointing situations for approaches associated with other 
mechanism, PPIs provide the most effective pharmacotherapy for treating acid related 
diseases (ARDs) with respect of efficacy and safety at present. We expect that E3710 with 
long-acting suppressive effects on gastric acid secretion would keep longer intragastric pH 
over-4 holding time in comparison with current PPIs for the treatment of the unmet medical 
needs of GERD. GERD is known as a common gastroesophageal disorder with a high 
prevalence rate at 10-20% in the USA [Dent et al., 2005]. The prevalence of GERD in Asia 
was reported to be relatively lower, while the recent research presented that the prevalence 
of symptom-based GERD and endoscopic reflux esophagitis has increased [Jung, 2011]. The 
adoption of a Western lifestyle accompanied by diet with high fat and energy, smoking and 
alcohol consumption, and increases in body mass index, obesity and metabolic syndrome 
may account for the increased prevalence rate of GERD in these areas [Goh, 2011]. 
According to better diagnosis system such as endoscope and questionnaire, GERD would be 
perceived as major gastroesophageal diseases all over the world. 

In addition to GERD, there are still unmet medical needs in the treatment of patients with 
ARDs including NSAID (nonsteroid anti-inflammatory drug) -related ulcers, 
gastrointestinal bleeding, and Helicobacter pylori eradication. The widespread use of NSAID 
and aspirin would involve the risk of drug-related ulcers especially for the patients 
including personal history of complicated ulcer diseases, concurrent use of NSAID or 
aspirin, use of high doses, concurrent use of anticoagulant, personal history of 
uncomplicated peptic ulcer disease, age>70 and concurrent use of steroid. For these patients, 
concomitant use of promising PPIs with NSAID and/or aspirin would be useful to protect 
ulcers [Katz et al., 2006; Scarpignato and Pelosini, 2006]. E3710 possesses the appropriate 
stability in the point view of physical and chemical characteristics, combinational 
formulation of E3710 with NSAID and/or aspirin therefore may be expected. The co-
therapy of PPIs with aspirin reduced not only upper gastrointestinal bleeding, but also 
cardiovascular events due to the increased aspirin adherence. This concomitant use is likely 
to be cost-effective [Saini et al., 2005]. In order to induce platelet aggregation, clot 
formulation and stability, a sustained intragastric pH>6 is necessary. The current PPIs are 
not able to maintain intragastric pH>6 for prolonged periods. The potent and long-acting 
PPI would be feasible for the treatment of gastrointestinal bleeding [Katz et al., 2006; 
Scarpignato and Pelosini, 2006]. The success rate of Helicobacter pylori eradication therapy 
depends on intragastric pH, so a long-acting PPI would be acceptable [Katz et al., 2006; 
Scarpignato and Pelosini, 2006]. Optimizing the control of intragastric pH would also be 
beneficial in these ARDs, so that a potent and long-acting PPI such as E3710 would be 
expected to offer improved clinical outcomes for patients with these ARDs as well as GERD. 

Concerns have been expressed about the increased risk with long-term PPIs administration 
such as bone fracture, community-acquired pneumonia and in hospital-acquired Clostridium 
difficile diarrhea and malabsorption of nutrients etc. [Kushner and Peura, 2011]. Given that 
the potent and long-acting intragastric acid neutralization would lead to faster resolution of 
symptoms, faster healing of lesions, better responses in severe lesions and less frequent 
relapses for GERD, patients administered with E3710 would lead to sufficiently healed for 
only 4- or 6-weeks treatment instead of a standard 8-weeks treatment and less incidence of 
recurrence. These shorted remedy periods with E3710 may result in the reduced these 
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formulation and stability, a sustained intragastric pH>6 is necessary. The current PPIs are 
not able to maintain intragastric pH>6 for prolonged periods. The potent and long-acting 
PPI would be feasible for the treatment of gastrointestinal bleeding [Katz et al., 2006; 
Scarpignato and Pelosini, 2006]. The success rate of Helicobacter pylori eradication therapy 
depends on intragastric pH, so a long-acting PPI would be acceptable [Katz et al., 2006; 
Scarpignato and Pelosini, 2006]. Optimizing the control of intragastric pH would also be 
beneficial in these ARDs, so that a potent and long-acting PPI such as E3710 would be 
expected to offer improved clinical outcomes for patients with these ARDs as well as GERD. 

Concerns have been expressed about the increased risk with long-term PPIs administration 
such as bone fracture, community-acquired pneumonia and in hospital-acquired Clostridium 
difficile diarrhea and malabsorption of nutrients etc. [Kushner and Peura, 2011]. Given that 
the potent and long-acting intragastric acid neutralization would lead to faster resolution of 
symptoms, faster healing of lesions, better responses in severe lesions and less frequent 
relapses for GERD, patients administered with E3710 would lead to sufficiently healed for 
only 4- or 6-weeks treatment instead of a standard 8-weeks treatment and less incidence of 
recurrence. These shorted remedy periods with E3710 may result in the reduced these 
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warnings. As a consequence, E3710 would provide a cost-effective and a valid therapy, 
improving patients’ QOL for GERD in clinic, especially for intractable with current PPIs. 

In conclusion, E3710, a newly synthesized long-acting PPI, could achieve potent and a long-
acting suppression of gastric acid production. E3710 provides cost-effective and improved 
therapy for the treatment of unmet medical needs of GERD as well as other ARDs. 
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1. Introduction 
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is one of the most common gastrointestinal disease 
among adults in Europe and USA. A recent consensus conference (the Montreal Consensus) 
defined GERD as "a condition which develops when the reflux of stomach contents causes 
troublesome symptoms and/or complications". Symptoms were considered to be " 
troublesome" if they adversely affected an individual's well-being. GERD can lead to both 
esophageal and non-esophageal symptoms. The most common typical symptoms of GERD 
are heartburn and regurgitation. Non-esophageal GERD symptoms include chronic 
aspiration with cough and laryngitis (Shaheen & Ransohoff, 2002). At its core, GERD is the 
failure of the antireflux barrier, allowing abnormal amounts of reflux of gastric contents into 
the esophagus (Dodds et al., 1982). The primary treatment modality for GERD is acid 
suppression therapy, in particular by use of PPI (Castell et al., 2002). However, 
consideration should be given for surgery if the following indications exist: complications of 
GERD (such as peptic stricture or Barrett's esophagus), extraesophageal manifestations 
(chest pain, pulmonary symptoms), failed medical management, or desire to discontinue 
medical treatment despite adequate symptomatic control. Minimal invasive anti-reflux 
surgery can be considered an effective GERD therapy, with its mechanical function both in 
the short and long term period. Several different ways of fashioning a total fundoplication 
lead to different outcomes. This chapter addresses the technical details of the antireflux 
technique we adopted without modifications for all patients with GERD. In particular it 
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aims to discuss the appropriate selection of patients undergoing laparoscopic fundoplication 
and the relation between  wrap and the physiology of the esophagus. In fact, selecting 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) patients for surgery on the basis of traditional pH-
monitoring or endoscopy, may be challenging, particularly if endoscopy is negative (i.e. 
NERD patient), or presenting “uncommon” GERD with clinical symptoms (Charbel et al., 
2005). Combined multichannel intraluminal impedance pH monitoring (MII-pH) is able to 
physically detect each episode of intraesophageal bolus movements, enabling identification 
of either acid or non-acid reflux episodes and thus establish the association of the reflux 
with symptoms. Since the mechanism of fundoplication is to physically block gastric 
refluxate to enter into the esophageal lumen by restoring the competence of the lower 
esophageal sphincter (LES), the routine use of MII-pH in the preoperative evaluation may 
offer objective parameters for a more accurate indication to surgery. At the same time, some 
authors assume that a total fundoplication expose the patient to a delayed transit of the 
swallowed bolus and thus to an increased risk of dysphagia, especially when a peristaltic 
dysfunction is present. However, few studies have reported the effects of total 
fundoplication on peristalsis, bolus transit and increased risk of dysphagia by means of 
objective data; this was mainly due to the exposure to radiations and a difficulty of 
completing studies by the use of combined manometry and videofluoroscopy.  

Multichannel intraluminal impedance combined with traditional esophageal manometry 
(MII-EM) provides an objective assessment of the transit and clearance of a standardized 
bolus, and to study the esophageal motility. Montenovo et al. have recently reported the 
inefficacy of preoperative use of MII and manometry to predict postoperative dysphagia of 
patients who underwent Nissen fundoplication, based on a postoperative symptom 
questionnaire. However, no pre- or postoperative evaluation of the effects of fundoplication 
on the esophageal function has been reported to date. 

We undertook the current study to evaluate by means of MII-EM and combined 24-h pH and 
multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII-pH) the impact of fundoplication on esophageal 
physiology. An objective demonstration of the impact of the total wrap on the bolus transit 
may be helpful in refining the correct indications towards partial or total antireflux wrap. 

2. Protocol study  
The study involved a consecutive cohort of patients undergoing laparoscopic total 
fundoplication for refractory GERD, with information recorded in a prospectively 
maintained database, followed up for at least one year. Surgical treatment was offered to 
PPI- refractory patients with heartburn and regurgitation as their predominant symptoms. 
Patients were considered PPI refractory if 40 mg omeprazole was insufficient for lasting 
suppression of symptoms and if, following an increase in dosage to 40 mg two or three 
times daily, symptoms recurred after return to 40 mg maintenance treatment daily. Patients 
were included in the present study if upper endoscopy had been performed before surgery, 
preoperative 24-h combined MII-pH-monitoring demonstrated pathological reflux 
condition, and objective and subjective outcome had been registered after surgery. 

From October 1st 2005 to October 1st 2010, five hundred and twenty-three consecutive 
patients (298 women and 225 men; mean age 43.7±14.5 years; range 20-65 years) were 
referred to Esophageal Pathophysiology Center of the First Division of General and 
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Gastrointestinal Surgery of the Second University of Naples for the suspicion of esophageal 
diseases. Before subjects entered the study, a specific informed consent was obtained from 
each.  

Surgery was indicated for (1) patients with GERD who were not responding to medical 
therapy or affected by “nocturnal acid break through” phenomenon; (2) patients not 
compliant with long-term medical therapy; (3) patients requiring high dosages of drugs; (4) 
patients too young for lifetime medical treatment; (5) patients performing a particular type 
of job that does not allow drugs to be taken constantly; (6) patients with atypical GERD who 
opted for surgery or bile reflux; and (7) patients who decided, in the first instance, for the 
surgical treatment of typical GERD.  

2.1 Clinical evaluation 

After a brief interview and examination to assess for the presence and severity of 
gastrointestinal symptoms and to make anthropometric measurements, all subjects 
completed a brief symptom assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire incorporated a 
visual analog scale (modified DeMeester Score) for heartburn, regurgitation, dysphagia, and 
respiratory symptoms.  

2.2 Instrumental assessment 

Preoperatively, all patients underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, Combined 
Multichannel Intraluminal Impedance and Esophageal Manometry (MII-EM) and 24 hours 
Combined Multichannel Intraluminal Impedance and pH-monitoring (MII-pH), as our 
routinary preoperative assessment for patients evaluated for antireflux surgery. 

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was performed according to the international guidelines 
and the center’s current practice criteria that were adopted for the preoperative study of 
candidates for antireflux therapy. Reflux esophagitis was graded according to the Los 
Angeles classification, including nonerosive esophageal reflux disease. Biopsies were 
performed for the histologic confirmation of the diagnosis of Barrett esophagus or when 
dysplastic lesions were suspected; Barrett esophagus was categorized according to 
established criteria. 

2.2.1 Combined MII-EM protocol 

Each patient underwent esophageal function testing using combined MII-EM with a 
Koenigsberg 10-channel probe (Sandhill EFT catheter; Sandhill Scientific Inc., Highlands 
Ranch, CO, USA). The 4.5-mm-diameter catheter design has two circumferential solid-state 
pressure sensors at 5 and 10 cm from the tip and three unidirectional pressure sensors at 15, 
20, and 25 cm. Impedance measuring segments consisting of two rings placed 2 cm apart 
were centered at 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 from the tip. The EFT catheter was inserted transnasally 
into the esophagus up to a depth of 60 cm and the collection of impedance and pH data (30 
Hz) was initiated. Lower esophageal sphincter (LES) was identified using station pull-
through technique and the most distal sensor was placed in the high-pressure zone of the 
LES. Intraesophageal pressure sensors and impedance measuring segments were thus 
located at 5, 10, 15, 20 cm above the LES and 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm above the LES, 
respectively. In the supine position, patients were given 10 swallows of 5 cc normal saline 
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aims to discuss the appropriate selection of patients undergoing laparoscopic fundoplication 
and the relation between  wrap and the physiology of the esophagus. In fact, selecting 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) patients for surgery on the basis of traditional pH-
monitoring or endoscopy, may be challenging, particularly if endoscopy is negative (i.e. 
NERD patient), or presenting “uncommon” GERD with clinical symptoms (Charbel et al., 
2005). Combined multichannel intraluminal impedance pH monitoring (MII-pH) is able to 
physically detect each episode of intraesophageal bolus movements, enabling identification 
of either acid or non-acid reflux episodes and thus establish the association of the reflux 
with symptoms. Since the mechanism of fundoplication is to physically block gastric 
refluxate to enter into the esophageal lumen by restoring the competence of the lower 
esophageal sphincter (LES), the routine use of MII-pH in the preoperative evaluation may 
offer objective parameters for a more accurate indication to surgery. At the same time, some 
authors assume that a total fundoplication expose the patient to a delayed transit of the 
swallowed bolus and thus to an increased risk of dysphagia, especially when a peristaltic 
dysfunction is present. However, few studies have reported the effects of total 
fundoplication on peristalsis, bolus transit and increased risk of dysphagia by means of 
objective data; this was mainly due to the exposure to radiations and a difficulty of 
completing studies by the use of combined manometry and videofluoroscopy.  

Multichannel intraluminal impedance combined with traditional esophageal manometry 
(MII-EM) provides an objective assessment of the transit and clearance of a standardized 
bolus, and to study the esophageal motility. Montenovo et al. have recently reported the 
inefficacy of preoperative use of MII and manometry to predict postoperative dysphagia of 
patients who underwent Nissen fundoplication, based on a postoperative symptom 
questionnaire. However, no pre- or postoperative evaluation of the effects of fundoplication 
on the esophageal function has been reported to date. 

We undertook the current study to evaluate by means of MII-EM and combined 24-h pH and 
multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII-pH) the impact of fundoplication on esophageal 
physiology. An objective demonstration of the impact of the total wrap on the bolus transit 
may be helpful in refining the correct indications towards partial or total antireflux wrap. 

2. Protocol study  
The study involved a consecutive cohort of patients undergoing laparoscopic total 
fundoplication for refractory GERD, with information recorded in a prospectively 
maintained database, followed up for at least one year. Surgical treatment was offered to 
PPI- refractory patients with heartburn and regurgitation as their predominant symptoms. 
Patients were considered PPI refractory if 40 mg omeprazole was insufficient for lasting 
suppression of symptoms and if, following an increase in dosage to 40 mg two or three 
times daily, symptoms recurred after return to 40 mg maintenance treatment daily. Patients 
were included in the present study if upper endoscopy had been performed before surgery, 
preoperative 24-h combined MII-pH-monitoring demonstrated pathological reflux 
condition, and objective and subjective outcome had been registered after surgery. 

From October 1st 2005 to October 1st 2010, five hundred and twenty-three consecutive 
patients (298 women and 225 men; mean age 43.7±14.5 years; range 20-65 years) were 
referred to Esophageal Pathophysiology Center of the First Division of General and 
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Gastrointestinal Surgery of the Second University of Naples for the suspicion of esophageal 
diseases. Before subjects entered the study, a specific informed consent was obtained from 
each.  

Surgery was indicated for (1) patients with GERD who were not responding to medical 
therapy or affected by “nocturnal acid break through” phenomenon; (2) patients not 
compliant with long-term medical therapy; (3) patients requiring high dosages of drugs; (4) 
patients too young for lifetime medical treatment; (5) patients performing a particular type 
of job that does not allow drugs to be taken constantly; (6) patients with atypical GERD who 
opted for surgery or bile reflux; and (7) patients who decided, in the first instance, for the 
surgical treatment of typical GERD.  

2.1 Clinical evaluation 

After a brief interview and examination to assess for the presence and severity of 
gastrointestinal symptoms and to make anthropometric measurements, all subjects 
completed a brief symptom assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire incorporated a 
visual analog scale (modified DeMeester Score) for heartburn, regurgitation, dysphagia, and 
respiratory symptoms.  

2.2 Instrumental assessment 

Preoperatively, all patients underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, Combined 
Multichannel Intraluminal Impedance and Esophageal Manometry (MII-EM) and 24 hours 
Combined Multichannel Intraluminal Impedance and pH-monitoring (MII-pH), as our 
routinary preoperative assessment for patients evaluated for antireflux surgery. 

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was performed according to the international guidelines 
and the center’s current practice criteria that were adopted for the preoperative study of 
candidates for antireflux therapy. Reflux esophagitis was graded according to the Los 
Angeles classification, including nonerosive esophageal reflux disease. Biopsies were 
performed for the histologic confirmation of the diagnosis of Barrett esophagus or when 
dysplastic lesions were suspected; Barrett esophagus was categorized according to 
established criteria. 

2.2.1 Combined MII-EM protocol 

Each patient underwent esophageal function testing using combined MII-EM with a 
Koenigsberg 10-channel probe (Sandhill EFT catheter; Sandhill Scientific Inc., Highlands 
Ranch, CO, USA). The 4.5-mm-diameter catheter design has two circumferential solid-state 
pressure sensors at 5 and 10 cm from the tip and three unidirectional pressure sensors at 15, 
20, and 25 cm. Impedance measuring segments consisting of two rings placed 2 cm apart 
were centered at 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 from the tip. The EFT catheter was inserted transnasally 
into the esophagus up to a depth of 60 cm and the collection of impedance and pH data (30 
Hz) was initiated. Lower esophageal sphincter (LES) was identified using station pull-
through technique and the most distal sensor was placed in the high-pressure zone of the 
LES. Intraesophageal pressure sensors and impedance measuring segments were thus 
located at 5, 10, 15, 20 cm above the LES and 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm above the LES, 
respectively. In the supine position, patients were given 10 swallows of 5 cc normal saline 
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and 10 swallows of 5 cc appleasauce consistency viscous material with standardized ionic 
concentration (Viscous , Sandhill Sci.), each 20–30 s apart. Normal saline was used instead 
of regular water since it has a standardized ionic concentration and provides better 
impedance changes. Double-swallowing disqualified swallows and these were repeated. 

2.2.2 Manometric parameters assessment 

Manometric parameters used to characterize swallows included (1) contraction amplitude at 
5 and 10 cm above the LES, (2) distal esophageal amplitude (DEA) as average of contraction 
amplitude at 5 and 10 cm above the LES, (3) onset velocity of esophageal contractions in the 
distal part of the esophagus (i.e., contraction velocity between 10 and 5 cm above the LES).  

During the pull-trough distance of both distal border and proximal border of LES were 
recorded, as the distance in cm from nares. The LES length was measured, as the difference 
of distal border and proximal border in cm. 

The LES residual pressure was measured as the lowest pressure (excluding respiratory 
artefacts) during swallow-induced LES relaxation, and the LES resting pressure was 
calculated as the average (mid respiratory) LES pressure over 4–5 s at the level just distal to 
the pressure inversion point.  

Swallows were classified using the traditional manometric criteria as (1) normal, if 
contraction amplitudes at 5 and 10cm above the LES were each greater than or equal to 30 
mmHg and distal onset velocity was less than 8 cm/s; (2) ineffective, if either of the 
contraction amplitudes at 5 and 10 cm above the LES was less than 30 mmHg; (3) 
simultaneous, if the contraction had a distal onset velocity greater than 8 cm/s or 
retrograde onset and amplitudes at 5 and 10 cm above the LES were each greater or equal 
to 30 mmHg.  

Diagnoses of manometric motility abnormalities were established using criteria published 
by Spechler and Castell. DES was defined as 20% or more saline swallows with contraction 
amplitude greater than or equal to 30 mmHg in both distal sites located at 5 and 10 cm 
above the LES and contraction onset velocity greater than 8 cm/s. 

2.2.3 Impedance parameters assessment 

Bolus entry at a specific level was identified by the 50% point between 3-s preswallow 
impedance baseline and impedance nadir during bolus presence. Bolus exit was determined 
as return to this 50% point on the impedance recovery curve as discussed in previous 
studies (Fass et al.,1994).  

Swallows were classified by MII as showing (1) complete bolus transit if bolus entry 
occurred at the most proximal site (20 cm above LES) and bolus exit points were recorded in 
all three distal impedance-measuring sites (i.e., 15, 10, and 5 cm above the LES) and (2) 
incomplete bolus transit if bolus exit was not identified at any of the three distal impedance 
measuring sites.  

Total bolus transit time was calculated as the time elapsed from bolus entry in the proximal 
channel 20 cm above the LES to bolus exit in the distal channel 5 cm above the LES when 
bolus exit present. 
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Diagnoses of esophageal transit abnormalities were defined as incomplete liquid transit if at 
least 30% of liquid swallows had complete bolus transit and incomplete viscous transit if at 
least 40% of viscous swallows had complete bolus transit. These values are based on data 
from 43 healthy volunteers (Tutuian et al., 2003a). 

2.2.4 Combined 24 hour ph-multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII-pH)  

Twenty-four-hour ambulatory combined pH-multichannel intraluminal impadance studies 
were performed to document the presence of GERD. A dedicated MII-pH catheter (with 
intraluminal impedance segments positioned at 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, and 17 cm above the LES; 
Sandhill Scientific Inc., Highlands Ranch, CO, USA) was placed transnasally, with the 
esophageal pH sensor positioned 5 cm above the manometrical determined LES. Patients 
were invited to signal three or more predominant symptoms that occurred during the 
recording time, every meal, and changing position in upright or in recumbent, as on the 
device and a written diary as well. This information was transmitted by the catheter into 
software integrated into the device (Sleuth System, Sandhill Scientific Inc.). MII-pH data 
were acquired and analyzed with the Bioview GERD Analysis Software (Sandhill Scientific 
Inc.). All tracings were carefully reviewed by a single investigator [S.T.] to check 
correspondence between the results of the computer evaluation and the morphology of each 
reflux episode. Meal periods and drop in pH, not related to a retrograde movement at 
impedance (i.e., swallow of acid drink), were excluded from the analysis to improve 
accuracy of the pH monitoring (Sifrim et al., 2004; Tutuian et al., 2003b). The following 
variables were assessed: (1) esophageal acid exposure calculated as percentage (%) of time 
with pH <4 (total, upright, and recumbent), (2) number and quality (acid and non-acid) of 
reflux detected at MII, and (3) Symptom Index, described according to reported parameters. 
An abnormal % of time with pH <4 in distal esophagus, a total number of refluxes detected 
at MII >73, a Symptom Index at least 50%, or the presence of two or all three were 
considered as parameters useful to indicate antireflux surgery. 

Based on the results of MII-pH, the patients were divided into positive pH monitoring 
(pH+) and negative pH monitoring groups (pH−). This latter were further divided in two 
sub-groups if the total number of reflux episodes at MII was pathologic (pH-MII+) or the 
total number of reflux episodes were negative, though the Symptom Index was positive 
(pH-MII-SI+). 

2.3 Surgical technique 

Pneumoperitoneum was induced at 12 mmHg via a Verress needle or open Hasson’s 
technique. Five trocars (one 10 mm and four 5 mm) were inserted (one transumbellical, one 
on the left and one the right emiclavear line in ipocondrium, one in epigastrium and one 
between umbellical and the left emiclavear line). A steep reverse-Trendelenburg position 
was applied. The aspirator was inserted in the epigastric trocar to retract the left liver. The 
height of the gastroesophageal junction was localized by transillumination provided by the 
endoscope. The procedure began with the section of the anterior peritoneal reflection of the 
gastroesophageal junction, the surgeon being aware to start the section of the lesser 
omentum high enough not to cut the vagal branch to the liver. To achieve this step, the 
assistant employed a Babcock grasper positioned at the anterior esophageal fat pad, which 
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and 10 swallows of 5 cc appleasauce consistency viscous material with standardized ionic 
concentration (Viscous , Sandhill Sci.), each 20–30 s apart. Normal saline was used instead 
of regular water since it has a standardized ionic concentration and provides better 
impedance changes. Double-swallowing disqualified swallows and these were repeated. 

2.2.2 Manometric parameters assessment 

Manometric parameters used to characterize swallows included (1) contraction amplitude at 
5 and 10 cm above the LES, (2) distal esophageal amplitude (DEA) as average of contraction 
amplitude at 5 and 10 cm above the LES, (3) onset velocity of esophageal contractions in the 
distal part of the esophagus (i.e., contraction velocity between 10 and 5 cm above the LES).  

During the pull-trough distance of both distal border and proximal border of LES were 
recorded, as the distance in cm from nares. The LES length was measured, as the difference 
of distal border and proximal border in cm. 

The LES residual pressure was measured as the lowest pressure (excluding respiratory 
artefacts) during swallow-induced LES relaxation, and the LES resting pressure was 
calculated as the average (mid respiratory) LES pressure over 4–5 s at the level just distal to 
the pressure inversion point.  

Swallows were classified using the traditional manometric criteria as (1) normal, if 
contraction amplitudes at 5 and 10cm above the LES were each greater than or equal to 30 
mmHg and distal onset velocity was less than 8 cm/s; (2) ineffective, if either of the 
contraction amplitudes at 5 and 10 cm above the LES was less than 30 mmHg; (3) 
simultaneous, if the contraction had a distal onset velocity greater than 8 cm/s or 
retrograde onset and amplitudes at 5 and 10 cm above the LES were each greater or equal 
to 30 mmHg.  

Diagnoses of manometric motility abnormalities were established using criteria published 
by Spechler and Castell. DES was defined as 20% or more saline swallows with contraction 
amplitude greater than or equal to 30 mmHg in both distal sites located at 5 and 10 cm 
above the LES and contraction onset velocity greater than 8 cm/s. 

2.2.3 Impedance parameters assessment 

Bolus entry at a specific level was identified by the 50% point between 3-s preswallow 
impedance baseline and impedance nadir during bolus presence. Bolus exit was determined 
as return to this 50% point on the impedance recovery curve as discussed in previous 
studies (Fass et al.,1994).  

Swallows were classified by MII as showing (1) complete bolus transit if bolus entry 
occurred at the most proximal site (20 cm above LES) and bolus exit points were recorded in 
all three distal impedance-measuring sites (i.e., 15, 10, and 5 cm above the LES) and (2) 
incomplete bolus transit if bolus exit was not identified at any of the three distal impedance 
measuring sites.  

Total bolus transit time was calculated as the time elapsed from bolus entry in the proximal 
channel 20 cm above the LES to bolus exit in the distal channel 5 cm above the LES when 
bolus exit present. 
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Diagnoses of esophageal transit abnormalities were defined as incomplete liquid transit if at 
least 30% of liquid swallows had complete bolus transit and incomplete viscous transit if at 
least 40% of viscous swallows had complete bolus transit. These values are based on data 
from 43 healthy volunteers (Tutuian et al., 2003a). 

2.2.4 Combined 24 hour ph-multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII-pH)  

Twenty-four-hour ambulatory combined pH-multichannel intraluminal impadance studies 
were performed to document the presence of GERD. A dedicated MII-pH catheter (with 
intraluminal impedance segments positioned at 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, and 17 cm above the LES; 
Sandhill Scientific Inc., Highlands Ranch, CO, USA) was placed transnasally, with the 
esophageal pH sensor positioned 5 cm above the manometrical determined LES. Patients 
were invited to signal three or more predominant symptoms that occurred during the 
recording time, every meal, and changing position in upright or in recumbent, as on the 
device and a written diary as well. This information was transmitted by the catheter into 
software integrated into the device (Sleuth System, Sandhill Scientific Inc.). MII-pH data 
were acquired and analyzed with the Bioview GERD Analysis Software (Sandhill Scientific 
Inc.). All tracings were carefully reviewed by a single investigator [S.T.] to check 
correspondence between the results of the computer evaluation and the morphology of each 
reflux episode. Meal periods and drop in pH, not related to a retrograde movement at 
impedance (i.e., swallow of acid drink), were excluded from the analysis to improve 
accuracy of the pH monitoring (Sifrim et al., 2004; Tutuian et al., 2003b). The following 
variables were assessed: (1) esophageal acid exposure calculated as percentage (%) of time 
with pH <4 (total, upright, and recumbent), (2) number and quality (acid and non-acid) of 
reflux detected at MII, and (3) Symptom Index, described according to reported parameters. 
An abnormal % of time with pH <4 in distal esophagus, a total number of refluxes detected 
at MII >73, a Symptom Index at least 50%, or the presence of two or all three were 
considered as parameters useful to indicate antireflux surgery. 

Based on the results of MII-pH, the patients were divided into positive pH monitoring 
(pH+) and negative pH monitoring groups (pH−). This latter were further divided in two 
sub-groups if the total number of reflux episodes at MII was pathologic (pH-MII+) or the 
total number of reflux episodes were negative, though the Symptom Index was positive 
(pH-MII-SI+). 

2.3 Surgical technique 

Pneumoperitoneum was induced at 12 mmHg via a Verress needle or open Hasson’s 
technique. Five trocars (one 10 mm and four 5 mm) were inserted (one transumbellical, one 
on the left and one the right emiclavear line in ipocondrium, one in epigastrium and one 
between umbellical and the left emiclavear line). A steep reverse-Trendelenburg position 
was applied. The aspirator was inserted in the epigastric trocar to retract the left liver. The 
height of the gastroesophageal junction was localized by transillumination provided by the 
endoscope. The procedure began with the section of the anterior peritoneal reflection of the 
gastroesophageal junction, the surgeon being aware to start the section of the lesser 
omentum high enough not to cut the vagal branch to the liver. To achieve this step, the 
assistant employed a Babcock grasper positioned at the anterior esophageal fat pad, which 
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was retracted downward tward the esophagus. After identification of the anterior vagal 
nerve, the gastrophrenic ligament was sectioned. The dissection was then continued from 
right to left behind the esophagus until the crura was exposed and the angle of His was 
abolished, with particular care taken to avoid injury to the posterior vagus. 

At this point, an esophageal retractor replaced the Babcock grasper, and a posterior window 
was created large enough to accommodate fashioning of the wrap. With the help provided 
by right and left steering of the aspirator, the esophagus was widely mobilized in its 
mediastinal portion until non-inflammatory periesophageal tissue was reached and the 
esophagus lay in the abdomen without tension (floppy esophagus). The cruroplasty was 
accomplished by one simple extracorporeal non-adsorbable knot; only in cases where there 
a larger defect (>4 cm) were additional sutures required. The 2-cm-long Nissen-Rossetti 
wrap was fashioned with the anterior wall of gastric fundus passed, if possible, between the 
esophagus and the posterior vagus nerve. The short gastric vessels were always preserved. 
The two gastric hemi-valves were sutured with two stitches that never incorporated the 
esophageal muscular layer. In all cases, to check the calibration of the wrap, at the end of the 
procedure we performed intraoperative manometry and an endoscopic control (A. del 
Genio et al., 1997; G. del Genio et al., 2007); whenever a pressure outside the range (20-40 
mmHg) was detected or the endoscopic vision of the wrap was not satisfactory (difficult 
passage of the endoscope through the fundoplication, superior edge of the gastric fundus 
not included into the wrap), the fundoplication was refashioned correctly. 

2.4 Post-operative assessment and follow-up 

The same pre-operative questionnaire (incorporating a visual analog scale (0–10) for 
heartburn, regurgitation, dysphagia, and chest pain) was re-administered to patients at 6 
months, 1 and 5 years after surgery. At the 1-year control patients were asked to re-
underwent to MII-EM and MII-pH and upper endoscopy when needed. 

3. Outcomes  
3.1 Patients candidate for laparoscopic total fundoplication 

Among 523 patients investigated at MII-pH, 184 patients (35.1%) had one or more MII-pH 
parameter positive and, for this reason, were submitted to Laparoscopic Nissen-Rossetti 
Fundoplication and 339 patients (64.9%) had a negative MII-pH exam. Of these,  47.2% of  
patients complained of abdominal pain, with gastritis at esophagogastroduodenoscopy and 
underwent eradication of Helicobacter pylori infection (14/47.2) and/or started PPI therapy. 
The remaining  52.7% of patients were non-responders to PPI. 

In particular, 19.7% of patients with symptoms related to the presence of hiatus hernia 
underwent laparoscopic hernia repair, hiatoplasty, and fundoplication. Twenty-three 
percent of patients complaining of extraesophageal symptoms (i.e., hoarseness, laryngitis, 
chest pain, and globus) not related to GERD were referred to otolaryngologists, 
pulmonologists, or other specialists. 

In last cases, the symptoms were suggestive for functional dyspepsia (i.e., bloating, delayed 
gastric empting), and the patients underwent further clinical–instrumental investigation 
(i.e., diisopropyl iminodiacetic acid gastric scintigraphy scanning, 24-h intragastric bile 
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monitoring with the Bilitec), and promotility agents like metocloporamide, domperidone, 
and erythromycin were started.  

Among the 184 patients, 53.3% had abnormal pH monitoring (pH+), 27.4% had a normal pH 
monitoring and a positive number of MII reflux (>73 episodes; pH-MII+), and 19.3% had a 
normal pH monitoring and number of MII reflux (<73 episodes) and a positive Symptom 
Index. Twenty-six percent of patients  were positive for all the parameters (e.g., pH-
monitoring, number of reflux >73, and Symptom Index). All of them underwent  to 
Laparoscopic Nissen-Rossetti fundoplication. 

3.2 Clinical outcomes and follow-up 

The evaluations were performed a median of 15 days (range 5-35 days) before the 
fundoplication then 6, 12 and 60 months afterward. 

The pre- and post-operative visual analog scale symptom scoring system is reported in table 1.  
 

Mean symptom score ± S.D. Pre-operative Post-operative p 

Hearthburn 2.3±0.8 0.2±0.2 <0.05 

Regurgitation 1.8±0.9 0.3±0.2 <0.05 

Dysphagia 0.3±0.5 0.4±0.1 N.S. 

Chestpain 1.6±0.8 0.3±0.2 <0.05 

Respiratory symptoms 1.1±0.9 0.3±0.1 <0.05 

Table 1. Mean Pre- and Post-operative DeMeester symptom score (modified). 

After surgery the incidence of symptoms related to reflux was statistically decreased; no 
increase in perception of dysphagia was observed.  

At 12 months, 98.3% of patients were satisfied of the procedure and expressed the will to 
undergo the same operation knowing its effects. 

Regarding side effects, among 184 patients, 1.6% of patient complained about bloating and 
hyperflatulence and 3.8% complained about transient dysphagia, totally resolved in 2 
months after surgery. All the patients did not restart taking any anti-acid drugs for 
symptoms above the wrap. 

3.3 Instrumental outcomes 

3.3.1 Manometric parameters 

At 12 months afterward surgery, mean LES resting pressure raised from the pre-operative 
value of 16.2±7.5 mmHg to 31.1±6.3 mmHg (p<0.05). LES relaxing pressure (%) wasn’t 
affected by the wrap (91.7±3.9% pre-operatively vs. 90.1±6.4% post-operatively). 

Mean wave amplitude at 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm above LES wasn’t affected by the presence of 
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was retracted downward tward the esophagus. After identification of the anterior vagal 
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Table 1. Mean Pre- and Post-operative DeMeester symptom score (modified). 
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amplitude (DEA), both for liquid and viscous swallows, didn’t show any significant 
variation after surgery (88.8±34.6 mmHg vs. 86.6±39.1 mmHg for liquid swallows and 
86.5±38.7 mmHg vs. 90.4±29.0 mmHg for viscous swallows). 

The mean percentage of normal, ineffective and simultaneous waves didn’t change 
significantly, both for liquid than viscous swallows.  

Detailed manometrical data are shown in table 2. 
 

 Pre-
operative 

Post-
operative 

P 

LESP (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) 20.0± 7.5 31.1 ± 6.3 <0.05 
LES % relax 91.7±3.9 92.1±6.4 N.S. 
Liquid Swallow (N=150)    
Normal 110 108 N.S. 
Ineffective 40 41 N.S. 
Simultaneous 0 1 N.S. 
Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 20 cm above 
LES 

49.1±24.5 63.5±39.8 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 15 cm above 
LES 

49.1±20.2 44.5±17.2 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 10 cm above 
LES 

82.6±33.8 75.8±37.1 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 5 cm above 
LES 

95.5±47.0 97.6±43.3 N.S. 

DEA 88.8±34.6 86.6±39.1 N.S. 
Viscous Swallow (N=150)    
Normal 103 123 N.S. 
Ineffective 47 27 N.S. 
Simultaneous 0 0 N.S. 
Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 20 cm above 
LES 

51.5±29.9 59.6±39.9 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 15 cm above 
LES 

44.5±24.3 45.1±23.3 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 10 cm above 
LES 

75.7±36.3 79±28.6 N.S. 

Amplitude (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) at 5 cm above 
LES 

97.5±48.0 101.8±36.6 N.S. 

DEA (mmHg, mean ± S.D.) 86.5±38.7 90.4±29.0 N.S. 
 

Table 2. Pre- and Post-operative Esophageal Manometry findings. 
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3.3.2 Impedance parameters 

After total fundoplication, esophageal bolus transit patterns detected at impedance were the 
followings: 

The mean percentage of complete liquid bolus transit was not influenced by surgery 
(68.8±23.1% vs 75.5±21.8%, pre- and postoperative respectively). 

The mean percentage of complete viscous bolus transit improved, raising from 64.4±25.0% 
to 86.6±15.8% (p<0.05) pre- and postoperative respectively. 

Mean total bolus transit time, both for liquid and viscous swallows, didn’t show a 
statistically significant, changing from 8.4±1.6 seconds to 9.0±1.9 seconds for liquid swallows 
and from 8.6±1.0 seconds to 9.3±1.8 seconds for viscous swallows, pre- and postoperative 
respectively. 

Detailed impedance bolus transit data are shown in table 3. 

3.3.3 MII-pH parameters 

The Nissen-Rossetti antireflux procedure produced an improvement in all categories of the 
MII-pH over the patients’ preoperative values. Esophageal acid exposure (%) of time with 
pH <4 showed a drastically reduction post-operatively in total, upright, and recumbent 
position. The overall number of GER episodes was statistically reduced in both the upright 
and recumbent positions (p<0.05). This reduction was obtained due to the postoperative 
control of both the acid (p<0.05) and nonacid (p<0.05) GER episodes (tab 4).  

Postoperatively, symptom occurrence fell considerably. None of the patients had a positive 
symptom index. The proportion of physical reflux characteristics (liquid, mixed, gas) did not 
change after surgery. 

 

 Pre-operative  Post-operative P 

Liquid Swallows (N=150)    

Complete bolus transit 123 113 N.S. 

Incomplete bolus transit 27 37 N.S. 

Total bolus transit time  
(sec, mean ± S.D.) 

8.46±1.64 9.0±1.96 N.S. 

Viscous Swallows (N=150)    

Complete bolus transit 96 130 <0.05 

Incomplete bolus transit 54 20 <0.05 

Total bolus transit time  
(sec, mean ± S.D.) 

8.6±1.0 9.3±1.8 N.S. 

Table 3. Pre- and Post-operative Bolus transit patterns at impedance 
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3.3.2 Impedance parameters 
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followings: 

The mean percentage of complete liquid bolus transit was not influenced by surgery 
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  Pre-operative  Post-operative p 

Total % time at pH <4  5.9±2.9  0.4±0.3  <0.05 

Upright % time at pH <4  6.5±3.5  0.7±0.8  <0.05 

Recumbent % time at pH <4  3.3±2.5  0.2±0.2  <0.05 

DeMeester Score (pH) 17.4±8.5 1.6±1.5  <0.05 

Total number of reflux (MII) 65.2±45.4  4.4±0.5  <0.05 

Upright Total number of reflux (MII) 53.1±43.0 3.1±0.5 <0.05 

Recumbent Total number of reflux (MII) 12.1±5.0 1.3±0.5  <0.05 

Total acid reflux (MII) 33.4±21.4 1.6±0.6  <0.05 

Upright Total acid reflux (MII) 26.5±21 1.3±0.6  <0.05 

Recumbent Total acid reflux (MII) 6.9±6 0.3±0.8  <0.05 

Total non acid reflux (MII) 31.8±34.1 2.8±0.3  <0.05 

Upright Total non acid reflux (MII) 26.7±34.2 1.9±0.7  <0.05 

Recumbent Total non acid reflux (MII) 5.1±3.7 0.9±0.4  <0.05 

Table 4. Pre-and post operative MII-pH findings (Mean ± S.D.) 

4. Discussion 
There are objective data to demonstrate that MII-pH used as a routine diagnostic tool for 
patient candidates for surgery provided a satisfaction rate comparable to classic pH 
monitoring. It is noteworthy that these positive results were obtained extending the 
indication to surgery in an additional 40% of patients, with negative pH monitoring (G. del 
Genio et al., 2008). In the pre-MII era, to establish the need for surgery in patients with 
negative pH monitoring was a challenging decision. 

Data on non-acid reflux episodes and a more precise symptom index correlation helps the 
surgeon to decide for an antireflux operation vs. medical treatment. Moreover, the 
possibility of following up the patients operated on by MII-pH helps the surgeons to 
distinguish a surgical failure from gastroduodenal-associated symptoms. 

From a clinical practice standpoint, we identified three useful parameters to select patients 
for antireflux surgery. The first parameter is the presence of an abnormal time of esophageal 
exposure to pH <4. This data indicates the total exposure of the mucosa of the esophagus to 
acid, and its importance is known from the standard pH monitoring. MII-pH improves the 
affordability of this parameters, living the opportunity of detecting and excluding the 
acidification due to the swallow of acid drinks (i.e., coke, lemonade, and orange juice). The 
second parameter selected is the total number of reflux episodes detected at MII. This 
parameter indicates how many times the esophageal mucosa is exposed to refluxate from 
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the stomach independently from pH. Because PPI therapy is only able to switch reflux from 
acid to non-acid without modifying the total number of reflux episodes and because the 
patients with good esophageal clearance are more likely to have negative pH monitoring 
being more rapid to clean their esophagus, we believe that to find an abnormal number of 
reflux episodes in nonresponder patients is an indicator for antireflux surgery (Mainie et al, 
2006a). This is consistent with our positive outcomes in the group of patients with negative 
pH monitoring and a positive total number of reflux episodes at MII (pH-MII+) and the fact 
that Nissen fundoplication protects against both acid and nonacid reflux (G. del Genio et al., 
2008). The last parameter, the Symptom index correlation, helps to identify those patients 
suffering from a specific symptom. In the case of a repeated disabling symptom correlated 
to reflux, a patient may be offered the opportunity of surgery knowing the chance of solving 
it, as demonstrated by our positive clinical outcomes in the pH-MII- SI+ group. short-term 
follow-up and to the absence of a control group. Furthermore, to avoid interferences in pH 
monitoring, we prefer to perform all MII-pH exams after suspension of anti-acid therapy; 
this is a not widely accepted method. Moreover, because we use MII-pH to select patients 
for surgery, the type of reflux (acid vs. non-acid) is not crucial. It is more important to have 
real quantification of GERD. 

Current gastroenterologic research investigating GERD is focused primarily on finding 
effective drugs for patients not responding to proton pump inhibitors. It is likely that a large 
portion of these patients are affected by transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxation, 
nonacid reflux episodes, or both. Currently, the most effective treatment for these patients is 
antireflux surgery. However, although the effects of fundoplication in eliminating acid 
reflux and preventing occurrences of transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxation had 
been reported, its role on nonacid reflux blocking had not been clarified. 

Our postoperative data clearly demonstrate that the antireflux wrap acts as an effective 
functional barrier capable of protecting the esophageal mucosa from both the acid and 
nonacid GER events, and that this reduction was obtained in both the upright and 
recumbent positions. This complete protective effect is not surprising. Indeed, the Nissen 
procedure increases the distal esophageal sphincter pressure to a height three times the 
preoperative levels and restores the esophagogastric junction competence (Nissen, 1956; M. 
Rossetti & Hell, 1977). There is no reason to suspect that after the  procedure for these 
patients the acid GER disappears (at pH monitoring) whereas the nonacid GER remains 
unchanged. This is consistent with the recent observation of Mainie and Castell on the 
potential worth of fundoplication for patients not responsive to a proton pump inhibitor 
with a MII-pH positive for nonacid GER (Mainie et al., 2006b). 

Furthermore, the MII-pH was a well-tolerated procedure in both the pre- and postoperative 
settings but added more information than the traditional pH monitoring (e.g., nonacid 
reflux). Therefore, we suggest its routine use for selecting and following up the candidates 
for antireflux surgery. 

If confirmed by more extensive evaluations, the data of this study may have important 
clinical implications. Because fundoplication can control also the nonacid reflux, the 
diagnostic role of MII-pH to identify the correct candidates for surgery is crucial. Indeed, a 
patient unresponsive to proton pump inhibitors with a pathologic number of nonacid reflux 
or a positive correlation of the symptoms with nonacid type GER events can be sent to 
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the stomach independently from pH. Because PPI therapy is only able to switch reflux from 
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surgery with an objective indication. For this reason, the mean preoperative DeMeester 
score may appear surprisingly low. Moreover, the data of this study highlight the fact that 
patients not responsive to medical treatment and with a diagnosis of nonacid GER at MII-
pH need to be addressed with an antireflux procedure until new effective drugs become 
available. 

Laparoscopic total fundoplication is currently accepted as the most effective surgical 
procedure in controlling gastroesophageal reflux disease. However, in the recent past many 
authors favored the use of a partial wrap especially for patients with defective peristalsis, as 
the result of a balanced option between the potential risk of postoperative dysphagia and 
the benefit of reflux control. Later on, partial antireflux procedures reported less favorable 
outcomes in assuring a good protection from reflux at long-term follow-up (Patti et al., 2004; 
Scheffer et al., 2004; Heider et al., 2001; Bessel et al., 2000). 

Since early 1970s, our group sustained the idea that a correctly fashioned total 
fundoplication does not increase the risk of postoperative dysphagia. The technique 
included an extensive transhiatal esophageal mobilization to restore the LES into the 
abdomen; the preservation of the lesser omentum and short gastric vessels as important 
mechanisms of preventing the intratoracic migration, télescopage or rotation of the wrap; 
the routine use of intraoperative manometry and endoscopy to control of the function (i.e. 
calibration, length) and anatomy of the wrap (the passage through, height in respect of the 
cardias, and the correct geometry around the probe in reverse vision). 

This feature in controlling reflux without increasing the dysphagia is because of the elastic 
feature of the anterior gastric wall (Nissen-Rossetti), which is able to dilate when the bolus 
passes through the wrap or to increase the pressure for Laplace’s law when the gastric 
fundus is distended, preventing reflux after a meal (Code, 1968).  A practical confirmation 
can be found in achalasic patients after extended myotomy, suggesting that the total 
fundoplication itself creates an adequate barrier without impairing the bolus also when the 
peristalsis is absent and a myotomy has abolished the lower esophageal sphincter pressure 
(G. Rossetti et al., 2005).  

This assumption recently reported by postoperative clinical trials has been based only on 
postoperative clinical observation of patients with or without a defective peristalsis. We 
offer objective data to demonstrate that a total fundoplication acts as an effective functional 
barrier able to protect the esophageal mucosa from both the acid and non-acid events, 
without affecting the esophageal transit. This is possible because the postoperative 
restoration of the LES pressure preserves the mechanisms of LES relaxation, that is 
consistent with the postoperative data of unchanged peristaltic efficiency and amplitude 
above the wrap, and a preserved bolus transit time.  

When checked by semi-solid deglutition, the percentage of complete bolus transit increased. 
This is not surprising; as previously described it is most probably the consequence of a 
reduced esophagitis after the antireflux procedure that facilitates itself a better functioning 
of the esophageal body.  

This study did not investigate the esophageal function after a partial fundoplication and did 
not compare the impact of a total vs. partial wrap in impairing the transit of the bolus. 
However, because the total fundoplication is largely recognized to be superior in controlling 
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GERD, an unchanged transit progression of the bolus after the total fundoplication, 
associated to previous observations of good outcomes at long follow up in patients normal, 
defective, or absent peristalsis, support the choice of adopting the total fundoplication as a 
unique antireflux technique based on intention to treat choice. Appropriate preoperative 
investigation and a correct surgical technique are important in securing these results. 

5. Conclusions 
Laparoscopic total fundoplication achieved good outcomes and long-term patient 
satisfaction with few complications and side-effects.  

Fundoplication controls both acid and nonacid GER as measured using MII-pH.  

Appropriate preoperative investigation and a correct surgical technique are important in 
securing these results. 

MII-pH provides useful information for an objective selection of patient candidates to 
antireflux surgery. Nissen fundoplication provides excellent outcomes in patients with 
positive pH and negative pH and positive MII monitoring or Symptom Index association. 
More extensive studies are needed to definitively standardize the useful MII-pH parameters 
to select the patient to antireflux surgery. 

Total fundoplication acts as an effective functional barrier able to protect the esophageal 
mucosa from both the acid and non-acid events, without affecting the esophageal transit 
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1. Introduction 
Concepts of validity are of vital importance in the contemporary health care environment 
where outcome and Quality of Life (QoL) constructs are seen as relevant end points for 
evaluating the success of treatment and justifying continued intervention. QoL assessments, 
though sometimes subtle, have always played a central role in the therapeutic objectives of 
medicine. While the evaluation of surgical interventions focus primarily on outcomes, 
judgment regarding the success of the intervention should also take into account the 
functional, physiological, and social aspects of the disease and its treatment. Particularly, in 
chronic disease states, patients’ QoL may be the most important parameter in assessing the 
efficacy of surgical treatment. 

As in gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), most surgical operations target the correction 
of physiological or anatomical derangements that lead to a disease process. Hence anti-
reflux operations are designed to prevent pathological amounts of gastric reflux that create 
typical (heartburn, regurgitation, dysphagia) and atypical (cough, hoarseness, chest pain, 
asthma and aspiration) symptoms and signs of damage (esophagitis and Barrett’s 
epithelium). Reflux-related symptoms contribute substantially to patients’ decreased QoL. 
Successful anti-reflux surgery should ameliorate these symptoms, arrest the progression of 
esophageal damage, and reinstitute lower esophageal sphincter (LES) function (24-h pH or 
impedance monitoring). 

In the postoperative period, objective tests (esophageal manometry, endoscopy, pathological 
examination of esophageal mucosa, 24-h pH studies) that evaluate the fulfillment of surgery 
objectives may be needed. However, from the patients’ standpoint, the results of these 
objective tests have little impact on their QoL, as they seek relief for heartburn or 
regurgitation. Thus, QoL will be improved to the extent that reflux-related symptoms are 
relieved and surgery-related new symptoms (bloating, difficulty in vomiting, dysphagia, 
etc.) are not acquired. In the postoperative period, patients should be able to sleep without 
head elevation, and be able to return to normal dietary routines with little or no need for 
acid suppression medications. 

In order to assess QoL in upper gastrointestinal disease, questionnaires have been 
developed. The Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS), which concentrates on 
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of physiological or anatomical derangements that lead to a disease process. Hence anti-
reflux operations are designed to prevent pathological amounts of gastric reflux that create 
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asthma and aspiration) symptoms and signs of damage (esophagitis and Barrett’s 
epithelium). Reflux-related symptoms contribute substantially to patients’ decreased QoL. 
Successful anti-reflux surgery should ameliorate these symptoms, arrest the progression of 
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objective tests have little impact on their QoL, as they seek relief for heartburn or 
regurgitation. Thus, QoL will be improved to the extent that reflux-related symptoms are 
relieved and surgery-related new symptoms (bloating, difficulty in vomiting, dysphagia, 
etc.) are not acquired. In the postoperative period, patients should be able to sleep without 
head elevation, and be able to return to normal dietary routines with little or no need for 
acid suppression medications. 

In order to assess QoL in upper gastrointestinal disease, questionnaires have been 
developed. The Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS), which concentrates on 
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gastrointestinal symptoms (Länroth, 2000), the Psychological General Wellbeing index 
(PGWB), which gives a general measure of patients’ well-being) (Länroth, 2000), and the 
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (Broeders et al., 2011; deBoer et al., 2004; Länroth, 2000; Nord, 
1991) Visick grading system (Rijnhart deJong et al., 2008; Velanovich & Karmy-Jones, 1998; 
Visick, 1948; Zeman & Rózsa, 2005) GERD-Health Related Quality of Life (GERD-HRQL) 
(Velanovich, 1998), Short-Form 36 (SF-36), and gastrointestinal quality of life index (GIQLI) 
(Yano et al., 2009), have all been studied for QoL assessment. Questionnaires like GSRS and 
PGWB may be hard to validate and to apply to different populations, but they may have a 
role, particularly in prospective randomized studies. The visual analogue scale ranges from 
0 (worst possible health status) to 100 and has been validated for QoL assessment after 
esophageal surgery (deBoer et al., 2004 & Nord, 1991). The Visick grading system is used to 
evaluate a patient’s appreciation of anti-reflux surgery (Table 1 and Table 2). Visick scores 
correlate well with heartburn (Rijnhart deJong et al., 2008) and a validated questionnaire for 
reflux symptoms (Velanovich & Karmy-Jones, 1998 & Zeman & Rózsa, 2005). The SF-36 is 
one of the most frequently used generic tools, and measures eight domains of QoL; namely, 
physical functioning, role-emotional, level of perceived pain, vitality, mental health, social 
functioning, and general health. GERD-HRQL and SF-36 have been reported to be reliable, 
validated, responsive, and appropriate in the assessment of patients with GERD (Amato et 
al., 2008; Trus et al., 1999; Velanovich, 1998; Velanovich, 1999; Ware et al., 1993). The GIQLI 
was developed for measuring QoL, especially in patients with gastrointestinal disorders, 
and is well established and validated. It includes 36 items (the general response to GIQLI is 
graded from 0-144 points), and five sub-items: gastrointestinal symptoms, emotional status, 
physical functions, social functions, and stress by medical treatment. Scores for each sub-
item are range between 0 and 4; higher scores reflect better QoL. 
 

Grade I 
Grade II 
Grade IIIa 
Grade IIIb 
Grade IV 

No symptoms 
Mild symptoms, relieved by age 
Symptoms relieved by care but patient satisfied with results 
Symptoms not relieved by care and patient unhappy 
No improvement 

Table 1. Visick Classification of peptic ulcer surgical results 
 

Grade I 
Grade II 
Grade III 
Grade IV 

No symptoms, perfect results 
Patient states that results are perfect, but symptoms can be elicited 
Mild to moderate symptoms, patient and surgeon satisfied with results 
Mild to moderate symptoms, patient and surgeon dissatisfied 

Table 2. Modified Visick Classification 

2. Results of open fundoplication and follow up 
In the pre-laparoscopy era, a large number of clinical reports were published about 
consecutive patients who were operated on by open fundoplication techniques. 

In one study, the authors (Polk & Zeppa, 1971) reported that 994 patients underwent open 
fundoplication and were followed-up with for 2.5 years postoperatively. Patients had 96% 
good results symptomatically. 
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In another study of open surgery, the authors (Bushkin et al., 1977) treated 165 patients with 
reflux esophagitis by Nissen fundoplication with an average follow-up period of 4 years, 
during which time 92% of patients remained free of reflux- related symptoms. The 
prevalence of gas bloat syndrome, which decreased surgery-related patient satisfaction, was 
13% in the early postoperative period. However, this symptom either disappeared or was 
clinically insignificant in 87% of patients during the follow-up period. The authors 
concluded that Nissen fundoplication was so initially successful that late occurrence 
symptoms appeared to be uncommon. 

Rossetti and colleagues (Rossetti & Heill, 1977) reported long-term results of fundoplication 
for the treatment of GERD in hiatal hernia in 590 patients, and showed that 87.5% of patients 
were symptom-free. In 44 patients with complicated GERD, fundoplication produced 
clinical healing in 84.1% of patients. 

In a study in which 100 consecutive patients were treated with Nissen Fundoplication for 
GERD (DeMeester et al., 1986), of 89 of patients with complete data, 11 cited heartburn and 
aspiration as their primary symptoms. Data analysis revealed that fundoplication was 
successful in 91% of patients in controlling reflux symptoms over a 10-year period. The 
incidence of postoperative gas bloat and increased flatus was lower in patients with 
preoperative abnormal distal esophageal manometry. The authors thus concluded that 
Nissen fundoplication can re-establish a competent cardia and control reflux symptoms 
with minimal side effects. 

3. Laparoscopic anti-reflux operations 
The long-term results of conventional anti-reflux surgery have been very successful at 
attaining the desired goal of diminishing reflux-related symptoms (Bushkin et al., 1977; 
DeMeester et al., 1986; Polk & Zeppa, 1971; Rossetti & Heill, 1977). This proven success 
stimulated the application of laparoscopic techniques. In 1991, Dallemagne described and 
reported the results of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication (Dallemagne et al., 1991). Since 
then, several studies have demonstrated the safety and efficacy of laparoscopic 
fundoplication (Hallerbäck et al., 1994; Hinder et al., 1994; Hunter et al., 1996; Jamieson et 
al., 1994; Watson et al., 1996) (Table 3). 
 

Authors No. of patients Follow up (months) Improvement in reflux 
related symptoms (%) 

Watson (1996) 320 3-24 91 
Hunter (1996) 300 12-36 97 
Hallerbäck (1995) 142 12 90 
Hinder ((1994) 198 6-32 >90 
Jamieson (1994) 137 >3 97 

Table 3. Reported results of laparoscopic fundoplication 

A prospective randomized controlled study comparing laparoscopic and open 
fundoplication was published by Laine and colleagues in 1997 (Laine et al., 1997). Of the 110 
patients enrolled in the study, 55 were randomized to laparoscopic and 55 to open Nissen 
fundoplication groups. Postoperative recovery, complications, and outcomes at the 3 and 12 
month follow-up were compared in the two groups. In both groups, the most common 
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gastrointestinal symptoms (Länroth, 2000), the Psychological General Wellbeing index 
(PGWB), which gives a general measure of patients’ well-being) (Länroth, 2000), and the 
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (Broeders et al., 2011; deBoer et al., 2004; Länroth, 2000; Nord, 
1991) Visick grading system (Rijnhart deJong et al., 2008; Velanovich & Karmy-Jones, 1998; 
Visick, 1948; Zeman & Rózsa, 2005) GERD-Health Related Quality of Life (GERD-HRQL) 
(Velanovich, 1998), Short-Form 36 (SF-36), and gastrointestinal quality of life index (GIQLI) 
(Yano et al., 2009), have all been studied for QoL assessment. Questionnaires like GSRS and 
PGWB may be hard to validate and to apply to different populations, but they may have a 
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Grade I 
Grade II 
Grade IIIa 
Grade IIIb 
Grade IV 

No symptoms 
Mild symptoms, relieved by age 
Symptoms relieved by care but patient satisfied with results 
Symptoms not relieved by care and patient unhappy 
No improvement 

Table 1. Visick Classification of peptic ulcer surgical results 
 

Grade I 
Grade II 
Grade III 
Grade IV 

No symptoms, perfect results 
Patient states that results are perfect, but symptoms can be elicited 
Mild to moderate symptoms, patient and surgeon satisfied with results 
Mild to moderate symptoms, patient and surgeon dissatisfied 

Table 2. Modified Visick Classification 

2. Results of open fundoplication and follow up 
In the pre-laparoscopy era, a large number of clinical reports were published about 
consecutive patients who were operated on by open fundoplication techniques. 

In one study, the authors (Polk & Zeppa, 1971) reported that 994 patients underwent open 
fundoplication and were followed-up with for 2.5 years postoperatively. Patients had 96% 
good results symptomatically. 
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In another study of open surgery, the authors (Bushkin et al., 1977) treated 165 patients with 
reflux esophagitis by Nissen fundoplication with an average follow-up period of 4 years, 
during which time 92% of patients remained free of reflux- related symptoms. The 
prevalence of gas bloat syndrome, which decreased surgery-related patient satisfaction, was 
13% in the early postoperative period. However, this symptom either disappeared or was 
clinically insignificant in 87% of patients during the follow-up period. The authors 
concluded that Nissen fundoplication was so initially successful that late occurrence 
symptoms appeared to be uncommon. 

Rossetti and colleagues (Rossetti & Heill, 1977) reported long-term results of fundoplication 
for the treatment of GERD in hiatal hernia in 590 patients, and showed that 87.5% of patients 
were symptom-free. In 44 patients with complicated GERD, fundoplication produced 
clinical healing in 84.1% of patients. 

In a study in which 100 consecutive patients were treated with Nissen Fundoplication for 
GERD (DeMeester et al., 1986), of 89 of patients with complete data, 11 cited heartburn and 
aspiration as their primary symptoms. Data analysis revealed that fundoplication was 
successful in 91% of patients in controlling reflux symptoms over a 10-year period. The 
incidence of postoperative gas bloat and increased flatus was lower in patients with 
preoperative abnormal distal esophageal manometry. The authors thus concluded that 
Nissen fundoplication can re-establish a competent cardia and control reflux symptoms 
with minimal side effects. 

3. Laparoscopic anti-reflux operations 
The long-term results of conventional anti-reflux surgery have been very successful at 
attaining the desired goal of diminishing reflux-related symptoms (Bushkin et al., 1977; 
DeMeester et al., 1986; Polk & Zeppa, 1971; Rossetti & Heill, 1977). This proven success 
stimulated the application of laparoscopic techniques. In 1991, Dallemagne described and 
reported the results of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication (Dallemagne et al., 1991). Since 
then, several studies have demonstrated the safety and efficacy of laparoscopic 
fundoplication (Hallerbäck et al., 1994; Hinder et al., 1994; Hunter et al., 1996; Jamieson et 
al., 1994; Watson et al., 1996) (Table 3). 
 

Authors No. of patients Follow up (months) Improvement in reflux 
related symptoms (%) 

Watson (1996) 320 3-24 91 
Hunter (1996) 300 12-36 97 
Hallerbäck (1995) 142 12 90 
Hinder ((1994) 198 6-32 >90 
Jamieson (1994) 137 >3 97 

Table 3. Reported results of laparoscopic fundoplication 

A prospective randomized controlled study comparing laparoscopic and open 
fundoplication was published by Laine and colleagues in 1997 (Laine et al., 1997). Of the 110 
patients enrolled in the study, 55 were randomized to laparoscopic and 55 to open Nissen 
fundoplication groups. Postoperative recovery, complications, and outcomes at the 3 and 12 
month follow-up were compared in the two groups. In both groups, the most common 
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complaints three months after surgery was dysphagia and gas bloating which disappeared 
by the 12 month follow-up examination. The authors reported that all patients in the 
laparoscopy group, and 86% of patients in the open group were satisfied with the results 
(Table 4). 
 

Symptoms Open Laparoscopic 
No symptoms 70 83 
Bloating 7 17 
Heartburn 7 0 
Dysphagia 13 0 
Upper abdominal pain 3 0 

Table 4. Postoperative symptoms at 12 month follow up exam. 

Since a symptom is a perception derived from various sources, including psychosomatic 
factors, objective tests may inadequately assess patients’ well-being in the postoperative 
period (Länroth, 2000). This theory is supported by the findings obtained from a study 
(Kamolz & Pointner, 2002). The authors evaluated the expectations of 70 patients with 
GERD awaiting laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery. Only two patients stated that they would 
expect normalization of pH values and healing of esophagitis. The rest of the patients had 
expectations related to their QoL. Hence, QoL assessment should essentially be 
implemented in order to evaluate a patient’s postoperative satisfaction level. In 1995, 
Swedish authors Glise and colleagues presented QoL assessments for the first 40 
consecutive patients undergoing laparoscopic Rossetti fundoplication (Glise et al., 1995). 
They used PGWB and GSRS questionnaires 3 months and 8-12 months after operation, and 
concluded that patients had good QoL scores postoperatively, thus showing that QoL 
ratings can be used to assess laparoscopic anti-reflux operations. The results also showed 
that laparoscopic fundoplication was better than no treatment and as good as optimal 
medical treatment. 

In the last two decades, laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery has been shown to improve the 
QoL in patients with GERD (Bloomston et al., 2003; Broeders et al., 2010a & 2011; 
Dallemagne et al., 2006; Draisma et al., 2006a & 2006b; Fein et al., 2008; Fernando et al., 2002 
& 2003; Gee et al., 2008; Gilliesa et al., 2008; Kamolz et al., 2003 & 2005; Morino et al., 2006; 
Papasevas et al., 2003; Pessaux et al., 2005; Ravi et al., 2005; Rosenthal et al., 2006). In 
addition to general QoL assessments, several authors also used QoL measurements to 
compare the effectiveness of different anti-reflux procedures. For example, Draisma and 
colleagues (Draisma et al., 2006a) randomized 177 patients with GERD into groups 
undergoing either laparoscopic (LNF) or conventional Nissen fundoplication (CNF). The 
authors found no difference in overall patient satisfaction rates, which were 88% and 90%, 
respectively, and concluded that both procedures were equally effective in achieving 
successful objective and subjective results (Table 5).  

Although the Nissen procedure produces excellent reflux-related symptom control, it may 
be associated with a high postoperative dysphagia rate and specific side-effects such as the 
inability to belch and vomit, and gas bloat syndrome. The Toupet procedure is thought to 
produce less postoperative side-effects than the Nissen procedure (Broeders et al., 2010b) 
(Figure 1), but the recurrence rate of reflux symptoms may be higher after this procedure, 
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though not every author agrees with this. In two study (Radajewski et al., 2009 & Sgromo et 
al., 2008), a comparison of QoL outcomes was made between Nissen and Toupet 
fundoplication. The authors concluded that QoL scores, overall symptom improvement, and 
patient satisfaction were equivalent. 
 

 LNF (n = 79) CNF (n = 69) Redo Surgery   
(n = 20)† 

 

General QoL (Mean 
VAS score 0-100) 67.1 (2.8)  60.5 (3.2)  63.3 (7.0) 

Increase in general 
QOL (% of 
preoperative) 

27.3% 28.6% 41.9% 

Self rated change 
in reflux 
symptoms vs 
preoperative 
state 

Resolved (n) 39 31 7 
Improved (n) 36 30 11 
Unchanged (n) 3 3 2 
Worsened (n) 1 5 0 
Satisfied with 
outcome [n(%)] 69 (87.3%) 62 (89.9%) 16 (80%) 

Table 5. Subjective outcome after LNF and CNF at 5 years after surgery. (Draisma et al., 
2006a). LNF: Laparoscopic Nissen Fundoplication, CNF: Conventional Nissen 
Fundoplication. †  Including 1 patient with cicatricial hernia correction. 

A common cause of Nissen procedure failure is thoracic herniation of the fundoplication. 
This is particularly more common when the esophagus is short, or the esophagus is 
inadequately mobilized. Esophageal shortening is a complication of advanced GERD, but is 
also common in patients with esophageal stricture, paraesophageal hernia, dysphagia, and 
Barrett’s esophagus. A short esophagus is usually confirmed intraoperatively, whereas only 
20% of preoperative diagnosis of short esophagus is confirmed intraoperatively. Collis 
gastroplasty combined with fundoplication may be a good alternative in patients with 
advanced GERD. In a study in which the researchers compared laparoscopic Nissen 
Fundoplication plus Collis gastroplasty with Nissen fundoplication alone (Youssef et al., 
2006), improvement of QoL in the postoperative period was comparable to that observed 
with Nissen fundoplication alone. The authors concluded that Collis gastroplasty combined 
with Nissen fundoplication provided excellent relief of reflux-related symptoms. 

Several studies have shown the safety and feasibility of robot assisted anti-reflux surgery. 
Two randomized controlled trials (Draisma et al., 2006b & Morino et al., 2006) compared 
robot assisted versus laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication, and found comparable outcomes; 
however, costs were higher due to longer operation times and the use of more expensive 
instruments. 

As older patients have a greater incidence of co-morbid diseases, gastroenterologists are 
often reluctant to refer these patients to surgery due to concerns about increased operative 
risks. This is partly due to the fact that medical therapy with proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) 
seem to provide a 93% symptom remission (Lundell et al., 2008), and studies that show both 
medical and surgical treatments are highly effective, safe and well tolerated (Mahon et al., 
2005; Ortiz et al., 1996; Parrilla et al., 2003; Spechler, 1992; Spechler et al., 2001) and improve  
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complaints three months after surgery was dysphagia and gas bloating which disappeared 
by the 12 month follow-up examination. The authors reported that all patients in the 
laparoscopy group, and 86% of patients in the open group were satisfied with the results 
(Table 4). 
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Upper abdominal pain 3 0 

Table 4. Postoperative symptoms at 12 month follow up exam. 
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GERD awaiting laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery. Only two patients stated that they would 
expect normalization of pH values and healing of esophagitis. The rest of the patients had 
expectations related to their QoL. Hence, QoL assessment should essentially be 
implemented in order to evaluate a patient’s postoperative satisfaction level. In 1995, 
Swedish authors Glise and colleagues presented QoL assessments for the first 40 
consecutive patients undergoing laparoscopic Rossetti fundoplication (Glise et al., 1995). 
They used PGWB and GSRS questionnaires 3 months and 8-12 months after operation, and 
concluded that patients had good QoL scores postoperatively, thus showing that QoL 
ratings can be used to assess laparoscopic anti-reflux operations. The results also showed 
that laparoscopic fundoplication was better than no treatment and as good as optimal 
medical treatment. 

In the last two decades, laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery has been shown to improve the 
QoL in patients with GERD (Bloomston et al., 2003; Broeders et al., 2010a & 2011; 
Dallemagne et al., 2006; Draisma et al., 2006a & 2006b; Fein et al., 2008; Fernando et al., 2002 
& 2003; Gee et al., 2008; Gilliesa et al., 2008; Kamolz et al., 2003 & 2005; Morino et al., 2006; 
Papasevas et al., 2003; Pessaux et al., 2005; Ravi et al., 2005; Rosenthal et al., 2006). In 
addition to general QoL assessments, several authors also used QoL measurements to 
compare the effectiveness of different anti-reflux procedures. For example, Draisma and 
colleagues (Draisma et al., 2006a) randomized 177 patients with GERD into groups 
undergoing either laparoscopic (LNF) or conventional Nissen fundoplication (CNF). The 
authors found no difference in overall patient satisfaction rates, which were 88% and 90%, 
respectively, and concluded that both procedures were equally effective in achieving 
successful objective and subjective results (Table 5).  

Although the Nissen procedure produces excellent reflux-related symptom control, it may 
be associated with a high postoperative dysphagia rate and specific side-effects such as the 
inability to belch and vomit, and gas bloat syndrome. The Toupet procedure is thought to 
produce less postoperative side-effects than the Nissen procedure (Broeders et al., 2010b) 
(Figure 1), but the recurrence rate of reflux symptoms may be higher after this procedure, 
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though not every author agrees with this. In two study (Radajewski et al., 2009 & Sgromo et 
al., 2008), a comparison of QoL outcomes was made between Nissen and Toupet 
fundoplication. The authors concluded that QoL scores, overall symptom improvement, and 
patient satisfaction were equivalent. 
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General QoL (Mean 
VAS score 0-100) 67.1 (2.8)  60.5 (3.2)  63.3 (7.0) 

Increase in general 
QOL (% of 
preoperative) 

27.3% 28.6% 41.9% 

Self rated change 
in reflux 
symptoms vs 
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state 

Resolved (n) 39 31 7 
Improved (n) 36 30 11 
Unchanged (n) 3 3 2 
Worsened (n) 1 5 0 
Satisfied with 
outcome [n(%)] 69 (87.3%) 62 (89.9%) 16 (80%) 

Table 5. Subjective outcome after LNF and CNF at 5 years after surgery. (Draisma et al., 
2006a). LNF: Laparoscopic Nissen Fundoplication, CNF: Conventional Nissen 
Fundoplication. †  Including 1 patient with cicatricial hernia correction. 

A common cause of Nissen procedure failure is thoracic herniation of the fundoplication. 
This is particularly more common when the esophagus is short, or the esophagus is 
inadequately mobilized. Esophageal shortening is a complication of advanced GERD, but is 
also common in patients with esophageal stricture, paraesophageal hernia, dysphagia, and 
Barrett’s esophagus. A short esophagus is usually confirmed intraoperatively, whereas only 
20% of preoperative diagnosis of short esophagus is confirmed intraoperatively. Collis 
gastroplasty combined with fundoplication may be a good alternative in patients with 
advanced GERD. In a study in which the researchers compared laparoscopic Nissen 
Fundoplication plus Collis gastroplasty with Nissen fundoplication alone (Youssef et al., 
2006), improvement of QoL in the postoperative period was comparable to that observed 
with Nissen fundoplication alone. The authors concluded that Collis gastroplasty combined 
with Nissen fundoplication provided excellent relief of reflux-related symptoms. 

Several studies have shown the safety and feasibility of robot assisted anti-reflux surgery. 
Two randomized controlled trials (Draisma et al., 2006b & Morino et al., 2006) compared 
robot assisted versus laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication, and found comparable outcomes; 
however, costs were higher due to longer operation times and the use of more expensive 
instruments. 

As older patients have a greater incidence of co-morbid diseases, gastroenterologists are 
often reluctant to refer these patients to surgery due to concerns about increased operative 
risks. This is partly due to the fact that medical therapy with proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) 
seem to provide a 93% symptom remission (Lundell et al., 2008), and studies that show both 
medical and surgical treatments are highly effective, safe and well tolerated (Mahon et al., 
2005; Ortiz et al., 1996; Parrilla et al., 2003; Spechler, 1992; Spechler et al., 2001) and improve  
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Fig. 1. Illustrated are common kinds of anti-reflux procedures. A: Nissen fundoplication  
(360 degree fundic wrap), B: Toupet fundoplication (270 degree posterior fundic wrap),  
C: Nissen fundoplication (short gastric vessels divided), D: Nissen-Rossetti fundoplication 
(short gastric vessels preserved) 

QoL of GERD patients. Gillies and colleagues (Gillies et al., 2008) showed that laparoscopic 
anti-reflux surgery also improved the QoL of patients whose symptoms were well 
controlled on medical therapy. In two studies (Fernando et al., 2003 & Wang et al., 2008) in 
which the investigators compared the outcomes between young and elderly patients who 
underwent laparoscopic fundoplication, outcomes were similar and QoL scores improved 
significantly among adult and old patients, despite differences in co-morbid diseases. The 
authors concluded that laparoscopic fundoplication should be considered as a therapeutic 
option for older patients with reflux. Paraesophageal hernias are frequently seen in elderly 
patients, and troublesome heartburn and regurgitation may be present in 23-59% of these 
patients in addition to obstructive symptoms. Laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication has been 
found to be equally effective as anti-reflux procedures in both GERD and paraesophageal 
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hernia patients. However, the improvement in QoL is less in these patients due to age-
related co-morbidities (Mark et al., 2008). 

The choice of surgical procedure (a partial or total-360o fundic wrap) in patients with reflux- 
related esophageal dismotility is controversial. Theoretically, an 360o wrap may increase the 
risk of postoperative dysphagia when compared to a partial wrap which decreases the risk 
of dysphagia, but has a higher likelihood of treatment failure (Baigrie et al., 1997 & Lundell 
et al., 1996). Reflux-related esophageal disturbances may be improved after successful anti-
reflux surgery, possibly due to a compensatory mechanism which overcomes the increased 
resistance created by fundoplication (Heider et al., 2003 & Scheffer et al., 2004). Ravi and co-
workers compared 60 normal esophageal motility patients with 38 esophageal dismotility 
patients undergoing laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication (Ravi et al., 2005). Esophageal wave 
amplitude increased in both groups, and 20 patients (53%) in the dismotility group reverted 
to normal motility after surgery. In the postoperative period, 88% of patients with normal 
motility, and 89% of patients with dismotility had no symptoms or minor symptoms, with a 
significant improvement in quality of life six months after surgery. The authors concluded 
that preoperative dismotility is not a contraindication for total fundoplication. Total 
fundoplication may cause dysphagia, gas bloat, and inability to belch as a result of increased 
resistance at the newly created lower esophageal sphincter function. Some measures have 
been proposed to prevent these surgery-related complications such as mobilization of the 
gastric fundus by complete division of short gastric vessels to create a floppy wrap. In a 
randomized study it was found that both dividing and preserving the short gastric vessels 
provided long term reflux control with no differences in QoL between the two approaches 
(Mardani et al., 2009). 

GERD can be subdivided into erosive (ERD) and non-erosive reflux disease (NERD) 
depending upon endoscopy findings. Decreased QoL and symptom severity is similar in 
both ERD and NERD. However, lower response rates to PPI treatment and higher relapse 
rates have also been reported for patients with NERD. In a study, the authors compared 
subjective and objective outcomes of Nissen fundoplication in ERD and NERD patients 
operated on for PPI refractory disease (Broeders et al., 2011). Heartburn, regurgitation, and 
dysphagia grades were similar postoperatively at the five year follow-up. Moreover, 89% of 
NERD patients and 96% of ERD patients reported their reflux symptoms as being resolved 
or improved (Visick score I or II). There was no difference in QoL between the two groups 
during the follow-up period. Similar results were reported in another study (Kamolz et al., 
2005), however QoL improvement was significantly better in the NERD group because the 
preoperative QoL score (GIQLI) was worse. The authors concluded that laparoscopic 
surgery is an excellent treatment option for NERD patients. There is not much evidence 
about the impact of Barrett’s esophagus (BE) on the QoL of patients with GERD. BE is 
frequently associated with severe reflux disease. Kamolz and colleagues (Kamolz et al., 
2003) showed that non-BE patients achieved better QoL than those with BE after 
laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery, and thus concluded that the surgical procedure improved 
the QoL significantly in all GERD patients with or without BE. 

4. Conclusion 
Quality of life assessments have a central role in obtaining rapid communication of surgical 
outcomes. The aforementioned studies and QoL assessments, in addition to ongoing efforts, 
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hernia patients. However, the improvement in QoL is less in these patients due to age-
related co-morbidities (Mark et al., 2008). 

The choice of surgical procedure (a partial or total-360o fundic wrap) in patients with reflux- 
related esophageal dismotility is controversial. Theoretically, an 360o wrap may increase the 
risk of postoperative dysphagia when compared to a partial wrap which decreases the risk 
of dysphagia, but has a higher likelihood of treatment failure (Baigrie et al., 1997 & Lundell 
et al., 1996). Reflux-related esophageal disturbances may be improved after successful anti-
reflux surgery, possibly due to a compensatory mechanism which overcomes the increased 
resistance created by fundoplication (Heider et al., 2003 & Scheffer et al., 2004). Ravi and co-
workers compared 60 normal esophageal motility patients with 38 esophageal dismotility 
patients undergoing laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication (Ravi et al., 2005). Esophageal wave 
amplitude increased in both groups, and 20 patients (53%) in the dismotility group reverted 
to normal motility after surgery. In the postoperative period, 88% of patients with normal 
motility, and 89% of patients with dismotility had no symptoms or minor symptoms, with a 
significant improvement in quality of life six months after surgery. The authors concluded 
that preoperative dismotility is not a contraindication for total fundoplication. Total 
fundoplication may cause dysphagia, gas bloat, and inability to belch as a result of increased 
resistance at the newly created lower esophageal sphincter function. Some measures have 
been proposed to prevent these surgery-related complications such as mobilization of the 
gastric fundus by complete division of short gastric vessels to create a floppy wrap. In a 
randomized study it was found that both dividing and preserving the short gastric vessels 
provided long term reflux control with no differences in QoL between the two approaches 
(Mardani et al., 2009). 
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depending upon endoscopy findings. Decreased QoL and symptom severity is similar in 
both ERD and NERD. However, lower response rates to PPI treatment and higher relapse 
rates have also been reported for patients with NERD. In a study, the authors compared 
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operated on for PPI refractory disease (Broeders et al., 2011). Heartburn, regurgitation, and 
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Quality of life assessments have a central role in obtaining rapid communication of surgical 
outcomes. The aforementioned studies and QoL assessments, in addition to ongoing efforts, 
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have provided valuable data for the surgical treatment of GERD. Laparoscopic and open 
anti-reflux surgery effectively controls disease-related symptoms and significantly improves 
QoL. However, co-morbid psychiatric disorders, dyspepsia, or aerophagia usually 
complicate QoL assessments despite appropriate surgical therapies. Furthermore, the 
presence of numerous QoL tools hinders the easy interpretation and comparison of results. 
The SF-36 is possibly the most frequently used generic QoL instrument. However, there is 
still no consensus on clearcut changes on scores representing clinical significance. On the 
other hand, QoL studies in the postoperative period indicate that anti-reflux surgery, 
especially laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication, is effective in routine clinical practice. 
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have provided valuable data for the surgical treatment of GERD. Laparoscopic and open 
anti-reflux surgery effectively controls disease-related symptoms and significantly improves 
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complicate QoL assessments despite appropriate surgical therapies. Furthermore, the 
presence of numerous QoL tools hinders the easy interpretation and comparison of results. 
The SF-36 is possibly the most frequently used generic QoL instrument. However, there is 
still no consensus on clearcut changes on scores representing clinical significance. On the 
other hand, QoL studies in the postoperative period indicate that anti-reflux surgery, 
especially laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication, is effective in routine clinical practice. 
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